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F. Tracy, Traveling

Tuesday Morning, Nov. 15,1864.
From

they. T.Chrittian Knquirer, gov. bth.

Obituary.
William Ttnb Smith,—Died in Brook-

lyn, Sept. Sd, 1804, William Tyug Smith, aged

29 years.
William Tyng Smith was born In Portland,
Me. At the age of seventeen he removed to
New York, aod shortly alter the death of his
lather was followed by the remainder of the
family, During the last summer he was attacked with fever, from which ft was supposed
he had recovered, and he was able to visit his
friends in Boston and Portland, and returned
to his home in Brooklyn apparently quite well.
He immediately resumed his usual business,
when lever again developed itself in bis
yet feeble frame. He died at the age of 29
years.

A boyhood ol

singular refinement, diainterteresteduess, and domestic attachment, ripened into a corresponding manhood. The innocence and purity of the child shone out inihe
energy and strength of the mao, untarnished
by a single stain. The same fervent affection
and thoughtful care for those who stood in
the nearest relations' to him, and the inspiring
satisfaction of laboring for their happiness,
which were strikingly manifested during the

years of his absence from them- in the great
city, shone as brightly during the later years,
when he had them all by him, and to the last
hours of his life. His home was the centre of
his pleasures, and the happiness of those dear
to him was the object nearest hiB heart. And
yet thlB warmth and intensity of love, which
found expression in words more rarely than in
acts, was not confined to his own, but, as was
natural, revealed itself in kindly acts and
courtesies to friends and acquaintances, and
to all with whom the world or society bro.: ght
him in contact, as many touching tributes tee
titled when it was known be had departed.—
Those who knew him best will remember the
keen relish he imparted to the most simple
pleasures; the merriment he excited in the social meetings and summer excursions of acquaintances and friends; the innocent, happy,
and cheerful influence, dispelling all gloom
and cloud, in the private circle, emanating
from his presence. A character so complete,
combining so much of the bright and the
cheerful with snch Innocence, and puritv, and
manly dignity, can hardly be described, and
would not be attempted unless those who
knew him could so Instantly comprehend

entitled to

He had his trials too. His life was not without its Gethsemaue; what perfect life ever
was? His brightness and cheerfulues were
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John Anderson t Co.’s Solnee and Amilet.
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Scott’s Celebrated Nary,

[ER W!

Darla’ Natural Deaf,
Anderaon’a Nary,

Army and Nary,

a

P. B*

Portland, Oct8—eodSm

Having MiBKBD Down the price of Cigar* and
Tobaoeo, a* well as other goods, to conform to the
price of Gold, and being determined to reduce the
etook, l eali the attention of the trade to the same.

F.

HA&

Exchange St.

one

AN APPEAL

Hats,
St.

Oct. 27—lmd

MOBILITY
—

AH€T«SINE,
PR—

BEADS’ GREASE!

the growth and luxuriance of the hair.
f Imitations, and see that the signature
and name audp aco correspond.
novlldlm
For sale by the Druggists.
For

Kennebec R.

(Successor* to Bradford tf Harmon,)

The Morning and Evening Trains
eJa^Bgjgic'avirg AUGUSTA at 5.80 A. M.,and
PeTK.iT.A JD 8.16 P. M.,will be discontinued onand
—r.~mu-1-—

alter

Taesdny, Nov. 1st,
Except on Monday Mornings and Saturday Night*,
B. H. CUSHMAN, Sunt.
until further Notioe.
oct28tf

October 25.1864.

ATE

PHOTOGRAPH ROOMSj
161 Middle at.,

P°HTLAMP.
Notic^

at No 6

*

Repaired and Made to Order,

1

PURSIT-lmd
Oat,

In all

j

88

Doagl&s’s

and seamen, until
United Btates

their

money Is

WILLIAM’S & MORSE SKATES,
And other celebrated Makers.

SRate

THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT
era

reeelvel from the

Canal

to their entire saHifao ion.
Claimants cai at once see the advantage of entrust ng their business io those who bare had long
experience, and aie well and extensively known.
Z. K. Haemon,
I
J. D. ubavey.
Mr. J. D. Seavey will continue the Insurance busheretofore.
ootffltf
iness as
l
aors

at

COE fc McC ALLAH'S,
No. » Kiddle at.

•*" Prisoners.

wives or nearest or kin, dependent on
soldier* in Sonthern Prisons, can obtain pay
duo the latter, on hPP'toatlon in person, or by letter,
G EO. V■ EMERY, Poktland, Me.
to
Nov. 8—6wood d»w

THE

LOW PRICKS, to be

as

Please call and examine before'purchasing.
Nov. 1-evdtf CRAB. DAY, Jr., U4 Kiddle St.

Habmon has tssn constantly and excln*ively
engaged int*e bneitess for the past fifteen Tears,
and is now the oldest practitioner in tne Country:
and has irm aited the bnskess ol more than 13,000

P»y

Straps.

of 6KATE8, and at
found in the city.

Mb.

pe

Pat. Ankle Support Skate*,

■■

Banks..
■

■■

Government 7 3-10 Loan.
This Bank is prepared to receive snbscriptiona to
th* new 8-W loan in sun s of *89 and upwards,
paying Interest from date of subscription to August
18th, the date of the new loan.
The notes are convertable at the end of three
years Into specie paying « per cent. 8 80 bonds.
One-eighth per cent, will be allowed on all amounts
of $1000 and over.
B. C. BOKERBY,
Portland
dtt
ug. 1,1884.
Cashier.

Dr. JT. H. HE AI D
disposed of his entire Interest In his
Office to Dr. 8.0. FERNAI.D, would oheertully
reooommeud him to hit former patients usd the pubfrom long exp*' ienoe, Is prepar*5'.

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MR.
■T* Wqrk executed in every part of the Bute.
jnneltf

HAVING

ed to Insert Artificial Teeth

_____

KABOVAOTUBBIIB OF

St Tarnishes.

SPRING MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH. UEZILTON,
8UGAM LOAN, OLD fcOMPANY LeHIGH,
COST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND, WEBSTER and BLACK HEATH. These Coals are oI the
eery beet quality, well screened and pieked, and
warranted to giro satisfaction.
Also lor sale best of

L&

Paint and Color Factory, No. H» MwHjoy St.,
Omen fc Saleereeau, 80 CoseseevoUl
(p.,
(Tkokak Blook.)
Hbkbt H.

Bobobbs,

aasanaa

*■

PuMLASI, KL

Chablms 8. Fossa.

HARD AND SOFT WOOD,

may!8dtf

____

daliTsred to any part ef the city.
Offiob Cokhbboial St., head of Franklin Whan

FL0DR&GRAIN SEALERS,
And He
Western and C

adian Produce,

Jones,

WARREN’S

Granite Block.

)

FIRE

PORTLAND

J

JOHN LYNCH A

Wholesale
Granite Store*,

AND

WATER-PKOOf

Oravel

CO.,

Hooflni

E. HKRSEY, Agent,

I"* ^

j

No. 18 Union Street

ALBERT WEBB A CO„

(Opposite bead Widgery Wharf,)

-DB1LIU n_

John Lynob, )
Pelog Barker, J
Thos. Lynob )

POBTLAND, MB.

Jnneldtf

IbOLE A

Corn, Flour and Grain.
HEAD or MKBBILL'S WHAEF,

MOODY,

GENERAL

CsuMidsl Street.

COMMISSION

MERCHANTS,
W holeaaie Dealers in

And

FLOUR, CORK AHD

_,

PRODUCE,

R?StS.C.^dJSdy, }

POBTLAND,

98 EXCHANGE

MB.

_Jnneldgm
E. K. LEMONY.

P.

Surveyor

OFFICE, CODE AN BLOCK,
oaobl7 dfcwtf

KIMBALL,

• liver
AXD

_aeptSdtt
ANDERSON,
and Civil Engineer,

JOHN F.

hand and made to

and

ST,,

manta,

Portland. Xe.

Tanrlb Stkbbt.

Scotch

Sleighs,

Canvas,

-FOB 0AL1

BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN A CO.
Bath, Mi,

200S2^8aS“kSs«
eminent

oon tract

100 do Extra AM Loan flan
300 do Nary Fine
Delivered la Portland or Bostoa.
Bath, April to,1808

Plater,

KANUVAOTUBIB OX

WARE,

W oril,
Aimtwor4i
Aihmtt,

aa»*dll

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

938

Carriages, Carriages!

septUdtf

(Established In 1851.)
oontlnue to devote their speolal and exoluSTILL
sire attention to the prosecution of Claims for

Pensions, Bounties, Arrears
Prize Money,

of

Par

and

And all other elalms against the Government, h Ving been duly lice used therefor.
tSf~ All advice free. Terms ah low as at any oth
hr
and no pay required until the claims are

Agamy,

Office 88 Exchange street, Jose Block.
F. BRADFORD.
Z. K. HARMON.

Junell.—dtf

gating House

for Sale I

One-half of the Es tablishment

No. 77 Middle

St.,

ATKINSON & INGERSOL,
Can be purchased at a bargain. This is the most
central Eating House in the eity, and has a foil run
of easterners. It has also one of

Firm! Y Bui

Re-JtnieMng

Old

Silver

anggdgm

for sole, at his establishment, a variety
of Carriages made in tbe neatest and most substantial manner.
Tbe assortment comprises all tbe
different styles of Light Carriages, and tbey will be
sold on the most favorable terms. Persons intending to purchase Carriages will And It for their inter
eet to call and examine before buying elsewhere.
InneSSdtf

OFFEBS

Ho. 77 Middle Street.

AND FURNISHING GOODS,
Chambert

at short notice and delivered at any port required.
McGILVEKY, BY AH ft DAVU.
Sept 6.—dtf

lunelSdtl

j!

drafting garments. Hr. 5. follv understands, the
theory and practice ae well as 1 do. and can oommunlost as well to others.
OTIS MADISON.
Portland, 8ept 16.1864.
Having received authority from Mr. Madison,!

prepared to furnish all the necessary information, and supply those who may wish with the rules,
at Mr. N. S. Gardiner’s, Ne. S3 Middle street.
8eptl6—3a
W. D. JAMES.

am

STATE 'oF~MAINE.
l
ExacuTTVB DaPARTvaur
Augusta, Nov. 1, 1864. j
Au adjourned session of the Executive Council,
will he held at the Council Chamber, in Augusta, on
Monday, the twenty-flrst day of November Inst.
Attest:
EPHRAIM FLINT JR.,
sov4dtd
Secretary of State.

]£&

Co.,)

fc

ORA 1ST T

WHOLESALE

DURAN

Portland, Me.

VO.
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RETAIL

Joshaa Forai d,
Geo. W. Coggins,
Lyman 8. Chirk,
Andrew J. Pettomgill,
Writer W. Look,
Ibos. Means,
Thos. L. Libby.

Exchange

Street.

Hetry C. Bmalf,

Charles Merri 1,
Wm.Feris.
D. H. Atherton,
Roland lerk,
Charles Sawyer,

Dav d Ke' zer, Jr.
Edward Hall.
Y atou A H le,
K bi A 8tnrtivant,
8. F. Randall,
K. G. York,

Wa. k. Boyu,
GregCros on,

Ryan

McGflvery,

E w. Cllffo d,
JOiena Wheeler,
Charlie Bart^tt,
Robert Dyer,

A

l*ans.

J. 8. Winslow,
Chaa. Lit 1 john
\
Chaa. H.Chase,
A.D Whdden.
Portland, Sept. 1,18(4.
Under this agreement the cbartering of ve.‘se’s has
gone on eatistkcioriiy unti* within a few days, when
sime genthm n fiomCula woo are interest d in
the lighterage and oargoc s aud oonsigsment ot cargoes, arrived here, aud we bolieve informed < or
shippers that this agreexn it must be annulled, and
masters must be held responsible Lr the lighterage

of all cargi/os. Our shlppe-s appear to have yielded
atone* to 1 his demand without oonsnliiug or mitemdting to consult owners and marteis, and the
first intimation they receive ol it is the announcement in the Piice Current, of the 6th inst
that the
shippers hare had agree 1 to require of th*m such
terms.
It would seem that flair
aid manly dealing, as
* ell a» the mutual atpendei.ee ol
par tits ou»ht to
from
have prevented our sluppera
yielding to the deiuaua ot Cuban Houses, until they had conferred
with owners of vessels or their agents and made
seme satisfactory arrangements with them.
As nothing of the tort was done, the owners, musters aud brokers felt called upon to protect their owe
Interest and establish nech teims aa just oe and
sdlf-preiervation required of them, accordingly they
held a meeting on the 7th ins*., at the countingrooms ot Messrs. Boss A htartlvantto consider the
subject. Tads was largely attended, and Capt. Chs.
H. Chase was cbosen Chairman, and Wm. Bo s,
Efq Secretary. Alter a careful and candi com Id*
erat.on of the matter, it was voted that they cculd
not in justice to th m elves submit to the terms
whioh the Cwban sentlemen bad as (we believe,)
dictated io our ehippeis. And in order to reduoe
this vote to abitding obligation, they drew up and
signed the to.lowing agreement.
n

vvrnuvr

i,

ton.

The under? gced, 61 ipowners, Brokers, Muter*
and Manager* of rostels. hereby agree and pledge
thesaselves eaeh to the ituer, not to charter heir
rersela for the Island ot« uba, upon a«i oiaor ma*
thaa to deliver their csraot s alongside the vessel
there, liee of HgLterage, excepting long lcmbtr
which IS to-ed ashore by the ship crew and that
no charter shall be ntsde on private terms, under a
forfelturec one thousand dsllars.vhieh is to be | aid
by the party breaking this agreement, to the other
signers then ot. And th chairman of this meeting
is hereby authorized to institute all. necessary legal
proceedings to aollsct tLe same.
Thomas I, Libbey,
John E Donnell,
Robert M York,
David Kfazer,
Janus U Hutchinson,
Has eel Lewis,
Samuel Foie.
Frank Millsen,
Bufus Cushman,
Georgs Haskell,
1 H Varney,
W W Harris,
W u. Woodbury,
Jtshua Poland,
James L Howe,
Chas. H Haske 1,
C C Dalley,l
Randall A Woodbury.
Chlatvphsr Kilby,
Boyd ft Hanson,
J ft Ha denbrock,
Edward Waite,
WilUam Ferris,
EAMarwck,
8 F Randall.
U F Deane,
Wm G. t badbourne,
IS L Llttlt field,
Geo W Littlefield,
8 8 Painer,
D H Atherton,
James r reeman,
Thos
B Adis
Drake fc Davis,
8 M Martin,
James Keener,
B J Willard,
Parley ft Russel,
Southard a Woodbury, T F Bibber,
JE Jordan,
Henry C Small,
Thomas Means,
R H Bowker,
James Bain,
Htnry Losing,
H L Davis,
Wm EBoyd,
Adams ft York,
Chas Merrill,
Charles Fobes,
Geo W Davis,
L D Cole,
Samuel G Davis,
Edward Hall,
Morton Stover,
Chas F Ingraham,
ChuT Smith,
Wm 8enter,
James H Lee,
EG Willard.
Gregory Croeton,
I F Finkbam.
Emery Cashing,
•

AJFettenglll

ChasB Varney,
vibe t Chase,
Samuel Rounds,
Stephenson ft Ce.,

J C York,
Daniel O Daria,

William Anderson,
Isaac C Park,
Grsffim,
Joseph HU1.
John T Palmer,

Alvin Neal,
Hollis St. Clair,

Peter

Htnry ti Timmons,

hbubal Merry man,
David McCa mon,
John W Crouther,
Ctu Kinney.
Joshua Strout,

Wm H Ayers
Chas Dyer,
Dyer ft Pierce
Andrew J Chase,

Chas Sawyer,
Nathan 8 Dayes,
Elisha Wheeler,
Chas P Knapp.
Micah Sampson,
S epben C Motif sy,
Jonathan U Knapp,
Wm Y Ford,
George Burnham fc Son,
Chandler Barnes,

Walter Merryman,
Webber,
man 8 Clark,
Kossfc Stnrtlvant,
V eton fc Bale,
J 8 Winslow,
A B

I.)

McGIlvery, Ryanfc Davis,
Littlejohn ft Chase,
U M

Mlckerson,

Joseph H White,

It would seem is If onr shippers ought to bavets
much regard lor the interest of their own frier dt
sad neighbors as for their Cuban consignees; more
spcLslIy as the former only :sk'or what is hauland right. But if they prefer to cooperate with the latter tor the purpose of exacting onerous terms and tnllleting a positive injury npou the
the fornur, it is very much to be regretted, but cubn-ver be submitted to.

teetlyloat

is
e-', that It is the Intenlloa
to
out a new street, or
way
city,—beginning at the
pre out terminus of Hanoror stmt and oontineing
to Kennebeek street:
And the Joint Standing Committee of the City
Connell on laying ont ne streets, in pursuance or
an order of the Oily (Vet c ,, passed on the tenth day
of November, will met t 6 uld pnrpoee "■ Monday,
the21stday of Hot h3 ’clock in ttis aflernopn.at
the terminus of Hanover s’rest, the place of bogus
oat
niny, then and there I root li to view end ley

Given under
M84'

D‘

our

will lake

nodee and govern

hands this ll’b day or Nov.

Jacob McLblla*.

A.

1

Caleb V. Bobwobth, |
Wm. H. Stkwabt,
f
Ctbob K. Ladd,
|
Jko. D. Showmar,

126

AT.

Committee
on

Laying out
New Ste.

aovlldtd

Phinnev*

STOVES, of all kinds,
approved patterns.

Classes.

Blackmer’s Concentrated

FRUIT

of

—

tbs

Tin and Mallow Ware.
ty Second hand STOVES bought,
enohangelor new.

or

taken la
_

Srovas Basuhs. Fuskacm, and Tin Wm re-

paired

'The Trade supplied with Blaek Walnut, Imitation
Boeewood and Ebony, and Gilt Oval Frames, Our
manufacturing facilities enable us to furnish all articles in this line as low in prioea as can be found
elsewhere. We invite purchasers to call and examine our very fine Engravings of which we have a

a.

short notice, Id

a

faithful

pet,

as—dlf,__

MATCH

seplOdtf

E.S

Of the bast quality manafootnred and for sale by

Cheapest Agency

Portland Match

bom

POKE
Portland,

“MAINE WAR CLAIM ASSOCIATION,'

!

|

Comp’y,
Maine.

All orders In the city, or from any par* °r **•
our flag to respected, promptly Ailed.

wormwbgw

THIS WINK possesses a mild
and delicious flavor, tun body.
It is prepared Iroin choice indigenoua fruits; and (tom Itsywmode of Pr?T
lify and

peculiar
aration, possesses remarkably
honing properties.
As Iking more Palatable. Jot*Aothe
ing more Invigorate IIiny m,re Strengthening

half wine-glass taken

e

short time t o(or« break-

svsa ss’.«5
It is rsnidlv growing into puhlio Ihvor, for those
boy It the second time
who use
»lee hy many in p Laos of all
Is used m s dinner
others.
flood for the Conenmpthm,
iiomt
U0M’fer the Sedentary,
Good for the Invalid.

Ft onVivverisbly

7t

It is
to the
he

quite refreshing after

sedentary and

truly invaluable.

oi

a tiresome walk, and
nyalt scent it can be said to

Every household should

hove

supply constantly on I and for family use.
This Wine it Unfermented, This Wine it Unfrr-

a

STBEET.
■

A

manner.

Grateful for former patronage, he hope* by etrlet
attention to busioees, and fair dealing, to reosive a
venerom share ol pnblio favor.
g

WINE,

Made Without Fermentation.

Furnaces and Ranges,

Picture Frames and Looking Glasses.

in which the expenses arc controlled by
* a disinterestod Executive Committee.
_
Apply in person or by letter, to GEORGE F.
EVERY, over the Portland Tost Offlco, Mitosy.

John W. Crowtter,
John K. Kenney,
Lewie Mit iheli,
A. b Webber.
Waiter Many man,
J. Gilman Reed,
G. W. Davis,
E. A Marwiok,

^^l^peraonsVetereated
tbemaelvee acocrjingly.

MIDDLE STBEET.

In all ita branches.
newest and most

—non—

F°the‘™ tiMnr* *ohdme

Henry D. Gregg,
James Bain,
C. C. Dailey,
J ames H. Hutohinaon,

Joseph Mountfert,

Stove and Furnace Business.

Manufacturers of all kinds of

The

fcaniuelpote
Shntal Merry man.
E. J. Ink ham,

Jam. a L. Howe,
William Anderson,
BenJ. B. lxn*.
John Berry,

WOULD

Paintings, Engravings,

large variety.

i. B. Varney,
8. G. Dav;s,

inform his friends and former oastomei
that be bas takeni the Store Ao. 13d Kxchanv
street, where he Intends to carry on the

—

Cooking

!

BRACKETT.

A

Hugh.

Manufacturers of all kinds of

At

We, the undi r signed, shipmasters «ndT sgeu's for
owners, hereby agre* that on and a:ter the first day
ot September, 1804, all cargoes laden on boajd Jor
the Island of Cuba, mi.i1> be deliv. red and received
aloxgside within retch <f vessels tackle*, exo» p ing
long lumber, which U to be towed te the snore by
vessels' crews, aocording to the cus'ome of the principle ports in the limited au.tee.
Edwa d Gocditg,
Geo. B.btarr,

William G. Bcclb, j

No. 69 Exchange St.,

Photographs,

Sags

All orders In the oity or from the oonntry prompt
ly tilled.
sept38dtf

R. J. D. LARRABEE&CO.,

Oil

may see fli to ooa ge.
Lnd<r these circumstsnoes the shipma te rs and
sgeats of owners upen <.©. *ultation entered into aa
agreement Stpt. 1,1;U. i*i relation to the matter,
and for tht purpose oi g.ving noiioetwal* couo iLcd
they caused it to bo published with toe ns met of sign,
era, in our dal y paper*. In erdtr that .‘here may
be no mi apprehension about its terms, t is Inserted
in this statement, v a:

hereby yi
NOTICE
of the City C'ouncl
lay
for theose oi the

Mannfaotmred and for sale

Coffee and Spices pat np for the trade, with any
address, in all variety of psckagos, and warranted
as represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at short
notice.
IW“All goods entrusted! tthe owner's risk.
marchlOdtf

FOB

bunuay, end the con tqu^nee is a most invariably
ihit a portion oi tneligmeit loads sr* lost orsiolen,
and the vessel and owners are n quired to pay lor it.
In other words, the ow eis and master* of vessels
are required to insure the faith uo>esu ot the lig'.ter me
and the honesty of ail others living along
fchore, or employed to takotke account
Added to tst* ihe oh a. ge for lighterage, has nearly doubled within a tew years and is likely to kdvance to any sum wliion interested parties there

public

Traveling

,

Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

—

Tb$$* lighters are owneu by parihs there ar.d manne
b / thoir cr*w and are sometimes obliged to to a
1 ngdistanoe to a landing phe* and remain undischarged over night, 01 be discharged by niiht or

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Asd

J.

co vn.ced
one w ich

POBTLAHD, ME.

TRUNKS, VALISES,

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

MOULDINO-S

have left

P.

Libby

J.

only

__lyiua

GRANT’S COFFEE & SPICE MILLS.

To Merchant Tailor* and Cutter*.
with Mr. W. D. James, No. 61 MidI dle street, Portland,
eopies of the true science of

Hoe. 1 and 1 Free Street Blot*

(Over H.

The txperieioeo our
them that the latter
will enable them to obcome, account of the
delivery of
their cargoes
Honey, r accurately the amount dull /ered into the ligh!er* alongside, the vea*el araea
attii ifcoir hills ofiadiog; t rarely cr never
*
when Ui© lightera do ivei It o* shore.

hip maateis ha*

Thos T Losing
Rich Samuel 8

READY-MADE CLOTHING

U. S. Christian Commission. FRAMES
Chairman, T. S. Hayee, receive. Store. atll» Middie street.
Treasurer, CyrneStnrdlvant, reeei-e. Money at 7*
Commercial street.
Secretary, Henry H. Burgess, recedes Letters at
80 Commercial street.
Andrew J. Chase,
Johnson.
Dr. W.

Co.,

Manofrotnrers and Wholesale Dealers In

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spikes, Nails, fc.,

Salseratus A Cream Tartar,
Nets Cofee mod Spice Mills, IS amd IS Colon street,

septaidtf

J. T. Lewis <3c

Yellow Metal k Copper Sheathing,

COFFEE, S3PICES,

ATKINSON & INGERSOL’S,

Et VEBY description of Water Fixture, tor Dwelp Meg House., Hotel., Public fiuUdin|ta, Shops.
Ao., arranged and set up In the best manner, and all
order, to town or country faithtolly executed. A!i
UndB of jobbinxpromptly attended to. Oonstanth
8HEKT LEAD and BEEfi
PUMPS of all descriptions.
apt dtl

New Bedford Copper Comp’y.
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
THE
are prepared to furnish salts of

.■r?.0.1 tatiyt<*vessel.

course is the
tain* just and

Thomu Connor,

Warm, Cold and Shower
Wash
Bowie, Braes A Silver Plated Cocke,

J. F. LIBBEY, No. 20 Preble St.,

Which draws orowds of customers.

FOR A FIRST-CLASS EATING HOUSE,

Pomps and Water Closets,

NO. 134 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

and Neatly Finished.

Dow’a Celebrated Soda Fountain*,

There is no better location, er run of custom in this
eity. For one seeking business it will be found the
beet opportunity ever offered in this olass of business
in Portland.
Parties wishing to purchase will please apply at

MAUI OF

manner.

are
ex-

port as many if not mo e * books Ac., to Iba: Island
than any other city In ». ur coantry, and lb return im>
<luanlitlei* **UK»r and molassi a.
i *M«Vwr!ft
praoiice heretofore in some of the
I n n b ®u
to require our shipmaster* to de.lver
P°rt®
! *1*,
r
c.arK°e8 with tl e exception of long lumber, on! shore
h* lighters, and in other
ports to deliver it into lighters alongside o \he
ves»ei, there to be recetv-

ruKTLAflu,

Mannfactare. to order ud la tbe beet manner. EDltary aad Nary Uniforms, and Boyi tiar*

Carriage Manufacturer,
on

Pertlaad, Me.

__lent!
Alexander D. Beeves,

Tailor Ac Draper,

Mo. S Galt Blook, Cemmero'al St,

I

play

roa FLAT HOOFS.

MERCHANTS.
Commercial street,

1NPOKVED

FELT C0MP08ITI08.

Grocers,

AND COMMISSION

NOPRPBASOS.

RhlBdly

|

van of

187 Commercial Street,

t9

CHEAT FOR CASH !

DKALKRS IS

Drugs Medicines, Faints, Oils

the "Vulcanite Basm”
Profession,

WOOD AND COAL

Japan, White Lead, Zinc, Paints,
And Ground Colors,
AMD

on

*®
“«.».0t^erJ“U£1?iSS,0w"
rortland. Hay 86.1888

BURGESS, FOBES, & 00.,

OW THM

Allolalina against the Government, such as Pe*
signs. Bounties, Back Pay and Pniza Momey,

promptly and faithfully adjusted.
Ho Charge for Advice and Information.
Ho Charge Until the Claim it Collected.
Charges as Lorn as Aug other Agencg.
In cases of Neoessity will assist relattvhs of sold

Fresco and Banner Painter,

On Jooky Crown and English shape, 60 oenti.
Blocking Felt Bonnets, 60 cents.
For coloring, 10 cents additional to the above

Congress St.

Portland Army Committee

Exchange Street,

No. 175 Mtddl
f troet.
luuuvn..Drs. Bice ami Bunn
Portland, May 25,1888.
w

Force

BUSINESS,

its branches, at the old stand in

Jose^Block, No.

administrator.

_,

and peace-

PENSION

i

8oV

!I “vortla.d, Kov 4^186A—*Mw

Skates I Skates I

Will oontinne the

R.

Special 1ST otioe!

; call

Beavers, Pilots, Chinchillas.

SEATET,

Beware

|

,

DENTIST,

No, 68 Kxohange Street, Portland, Me.

__inneldtf
C3L4S. J. 80MTTMACIXB,

Also, Repairing and
Ware.

ON

Store,

invoice of

McCALLAR, No. 95 Middle

nov8dtf

S

A Bare Chance for Business.”

FOR YOUNG URN’S WRAR.

Portland

TH

Esquimaux, Moscow and London Far Beavers.
I
Office of Maine Agency,
All of wbioh be will make up in toe neatest manner
53 Exchange street, Portland, Me. /
at reduced prices. Call and Examine,
fcept 29—eodtonov21
A PPLICATION having been made from our Maine
iV agents at Washington, and ted Maine Catalry,
Pensacola, for articles of Vegetables for onr Maine
Soldiers in Ueepitals nt City Point, Washington and
‘
Pensacola; as the loyal people df this State are ever
ready to respond to onr brave soldiers, It is proposed to raise Two Thousand libit of Potatoes, Apples,
aocoobt of my health, I win Mil at a bargain
and Vegetables, and forward the same to the Maine
the following property, oonaisting of
Agency at Washington and Pensacola, to be distributed to onr brave soldiers in Hospitals.
House, Stable, out-buildings and Store;
All donations of tbo above articles may be sent to
me at Portland.
Free transportation has been proAlao, 40 ACSES OF LAND of the very best devided overall of onr Railroads running into the oitv.
scription. The boose Is 2j stories with a piazza; it
The Potatoes should be properly barreled and markcontains ten large finished rooms.
Also a large Eli
ed to my address:
well arranged and very convenient.
"For the Army of the Potomac and Penaaoola,”
The stable is large and finished for a number of
GEORGE R. DAVIS,
I horses; there are also two large sheds adjoining.
State Agent for Maine.
The above are well adapted for a hotel and stable.
1 be store is in good shape, and there la no better
I
Executive (homier,
for trade in Cumberland Connty.
place
Augusta, Nov. 1,1864.1
The above nroperty is situated in .he plasant vilI oommend the above appeal to the loyal charities
of Upper Gloucester, twenty miles from Portlage
of the people of the Stare.
land and within two miles of three Depots on the
SlaMUEL Cost, Governor of Maine.
Grand Trunk Kailroad. BE WALL GLOBS,
Nov 4-dtf
Upper Gloucester.
Inquire of CHAN. a. GROB8, at S4 Commercial
street, Portland.
oct8dtf
HARMON Sc

Just received at the New

and

O

Ever brought to tbh olty, consisting of
: [
French, German, English and Scotch

3?eor>le of Main©.

HATS 1 HATS!

CANADA

L

I

Gentlemen’s laU and Winter Wear,

Patriotic & Benevolent

DR. S. C. FERHALD,

PAPER HANGINGS.

On Saratoga, Christiana and Eugenia shape, 60

312

BRADFORD ft HARMON,
Pension and Claim Agents,

of (he

—FOR—

THK

Premium Paged Account Books,

PLUMBER!

Bleaohery*

Milliners prioss in proportion.

LARGEST AND BEST STOCKS

C

A CARD.

SILVER

prices.

te..

..... Mi Idle Street.
MeedJea and Trimmings almyi onbnnd
uiMlu

VIS,

A*n> MAavvAorenut or

C.

oents.

York,

OF

ID

Congress 8t„ Opp. Court Home, Portland, Me.
aJF All kinds of Ware, such as Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, Be., plated in the
best

Sweetsir’g

St.

TRUE * CO.,

AGENTB,'

Bookseller, Stationer,

FOU

just returned from Boston and New York

with

WOODMAN,
tfos. M and *6

Carriages

No. 104 Kiddle Street,

Allen, Jr.,

SEWING MACF!IN£Sl

Are the beet instruments of their class in the world, j
Nearly all the most prominent artists in the country
hare given written testimony to this effect, and these
instruments are in constant use In the conoerts oi
Preble afreet, (Near Preble House.)
the most distinguished artists—as Gottsehalk and I
others—as well as in the .^jrasinthe principal citPOBTLAND, MB.
ies, whenever such instruments are required. Price i
•36 to 9600 each. ’These instruments may be found
Sole Booms, 110 end lit Sudbury St., Boston, Matt.
at the Musio Booms of the subscriber, where they
Juneltf
will he sold at the manufacturers’ prices.
H. S. EDWARDS,
M. PEARSON.
No.Stewart’s Block, Congress St.

.1*

Augustus

8IMOERS

_JunelMtf

Blocking Felt ATHats for 1864,

H>*TLAXD.MM.

____may3dtl

}

KW Carriages and Sleighs

_apr!8dtl

|

i'UKSg*»

Kiimonmn or

'

FROST, 94 Eichange

street. Thomas Block,

\

bBALMY,

"Wholesale and Retail.

TRANSIENT PRICE EIST

Style,

Flour, Grain and Provisions,
B8 Commercial
nonnar

Merchants

afreea

Wbolosali Dbalbsb in

POUTLASD, MS.
JaneUMm
____

MASON & HAMLIN

and at short notioo, at a very small advance from
former prices. Please call and examine.

Killleknlck.

Organs

and Oats.

BRADLEY, MOULTON A ROGERS

DBAL1B0 III

Preble Street,

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

good assortment of

Latest

May Apple,

Exchange Street.

The Cabinet

manner.

Magnolia,

TO

juneldti

Garments or salts manafeotared in the very best

Shaughia,

a

No. 96

CLOTHS for the AHHY and NAVY.

Peeaheutas,

Principals.

—

McCarthy & berry,

Exchange Street,

Also

Old Homestead.
;

fall course, time unlimited,
035,00
Blanks lor Hill oours, (wholesale price)
6,50
For Circular, Samples of Penmanship, he., address
wORTH INGTON It WARNER,

TBE

sungles
7

FALL OVERCOATS.
WINTER OVERCOATS.
DRE88 SUITS,
BUSIXESS SUITS.
VESTIXGS, Ac. Ao.

Geo Deane It Co. Cavendish,

Scholarships for

US*

now
“flS CBIMPED-FBON1
BUCKLE BOOT, now made by McCarthy & Berry f For neatness, comfort and beauty. It surpasses
anything ever got up in this oity. Call and see it;
always on hand at the otd stand of M. Mo-

HAYING

Peter’* Choice Natural Leaf.

Instruction embraoes both theory

—

^reso^and

returned from purchasing goods, is
ready exhibit a PRIME LOT of CLOTHS for

Wm. Bolton’* Dew Drop,

oomplete business education.

SPANISH

Beleoted from New York and Boston markets

Our Ladles’ work Is from the celebrated Burts
Mantrfactory of New York.
For Gentlemen's wear wa have the beat assortment
ever offered for sale in this oity; snoh as flue French
Patent Leather Boots; Glove Calf and Calf Congress for gentlemen’s wear; Patent Leather Con- 1
Calf Congress Balmoral, and nsw French [

P, B. FROST,
©reliant.
Tailor,

Chawing & Smoking Tobacco.

Commeroia

Oloth.

Ladiea, Gentlemen, and Children’s Wea

PtfBoHiaa a»d balx or

Jnneleoddm

No. 61 Commercial Street,

L.

Ship Owner*,

is well known that the citizens of Portland
IT largely
lute .-ester in the Cuba trade. They

kT Oara loaded with Com In balk free ol oharge.
Warehouse No. 120 Commercial Street,
And City Mills, Deering Bridge.

Flour, Provisions & groceries,
Chae.B.Bogeni.

Notice to

_

Merchant

•Barley, Rye

_Jnneldtf

imported

OF

thorough and extensive
THE
College in New England, presents unequalled
tscilittes lor
and ladles

Fancy

Work.

Furnishing Goods,

Fill ANII

A1S> WHOL18ALE

carrying on the

ready to execute all orders with neatness and dispatch.
Our work will be made of the
bast ef
stock, by the best of workmen, and
warranted to give perieet satisfaction, it Is our aim
that our work shall not be seoond to any In the United States.
We have also completed a stock of ready-made
work of the first quality, for

All of Which will be told low for Cash, at the old
stand of JLewis * Smith.
ABIKL M. SMITH, 171 Fore St.

PACKAGES

voa

)
Maine.
___inneldtf
JOHN T. ROGERS Sc CO„
Commission Merchants,

Berry, ! genry

wear, are new

BURGIN,

Commission

of Cloths and Trimmings

Portland,

Lather Dana,
Woodbury Dana,}

Charles Blake,

In all its branches, and haring all the facilities for j
getting np first class work for gentlemen and ladies,

an;

Pants, Tests, !

Undercoats,

assortment

Dana & Co.
Fish
and
Salt,

BOOT AHD SHOE BUSIHESS

Septao—dtf

College,

& Far

For the purpose

nioe Custom

TOBACCO!

Concord, N- H.

new

THK
McCarthy &

Ready-Made Overcoats,

Eos. 13 and 15

A

subscribers baring on the 7th dny of May
formed a copartnership under the name of

wonld inform onr firiends and the publio that
intend to keep tbs best the market affords, and

Nov 8—dim

Hat, Cap

BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENT

sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
fltatalltlmos. We wonld also rail attendon to onr

can

Be Dnioe.

Wm.

Aug 9—dfcwtim

-AHD-,-

SMITH’S,

!

good

735

MISCELLANEOUS.

Corn, Meal and Flour, Shipping
j
Alao, Ground Rock 8&1L

Tailor,

BLAKE, JOSES * CO.,

Copartnership Notice,

Beavers, Cassimeres & Doeskins,

I

La Flox.

Pars Mahon,

4

men

Boy*

Also a fine stock of Cloths, such as German and
American Moscow and Castor

imported mini mansi

$261,602.36

imparting to young

_

IVo. 171 Fore Street.

Company,

most

Delivered to order in any part of the eity.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer fc Whitare
ney
reepeotiUly invited to give us a oall.
BANDA LL, McALLISTER t CO.
Portlaad. June 18,1RM —dlv

We

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

Hall,

Superior Coalfor BlaektmUht,
▲Iso, Hard and Sou Wood,

May be found at

A.

Coal !

A

Clothing I

and

White and Red Ash,
Diamond and Lorberry,
Together with the best quality of

Cumberland

A SPLENDID ASSOR" KENT OF

Exchange Street.

Commercial

Old Company Lehigh,
Sugar Loal Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,
Locust Mountain.

C L O T H l N G !

as

follows, viz:

u

Portland Office 31

THE

SneaSortmentot*"*

FALL AND WINTER

Kc

Total Ass«tb,....8861,602,86
Total Amount of Liabilities,....840,428,76
Premium Notes.-.none.
Dated at Hartford, Noy. 8,1864.
Hexry Kellogg, President
Ws, B. Claek, Secretary.

COE Sl

"*2*VlZ

John’s,

JVice Custom

Cash in hands ot Agoats and in transitu,.. .47,00.72
Specie In hands of Agents and in transitu,. .11,8^8,68
Loans on personal and collateral eecnnty,.. 64 690 CO
Loans secured by Beal Jttstate,.46,760.00
Untied States TrnstUo. Stock.10,000 00
1241) Shares Now York Bank 8tooks,.81,000.00
1886 Shares Hartford Bank Stocks.160,866 00
700 Shares other Bank Stocks,_,.49,600 00
'09 Shares Holeyoke Water Power Co.,—12,000.00
20New Britain Water Bonds,. .31,600.00
10 Hartford ( ity Bonds.11,000.00
1Q0 Connecticut State Ponds,.1C4 000 00
Other State sad City Bonds....118,000 00
United States Stocks. .107.942.60
Accumulated Interest on Loans,.8,090,41

The Course of
and practioe.

rnKK subscriber haring purohascd tba Stock ef
▲ g*
Wood, and taken the stand recently
-Sawyer f Whitney, bead of
Main* Wharf, are now prepared to supply, their
*** ,m®Uo
with a

Fort land, Ang 10, lfiM.-dtf

Beoalia,

I'ukch,
Cheroots,
Coxchas,

hand ar 4 is Bank*...... 826.178 92
on hand and in Basks,....7,726.98

Central

Coal and Wood!

Furniihing Ooodi,

TEEMS

Tip Top,

Black Sea,

»

I

on

novl1d3w

SAWYEB A WHITNEY.
june!8d3w

Portland, Jane t, ISM.

the Nereides of the season.

ever

American Eaglx.

THE

Over O&pital

In rested

Specie

ment, and all persons indebted to ns are requested
to makeimmediate payment at the old stand where
one of the undersigned may be found for the present,

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

be found in the State qf Maine, the entire lot

comprising

DasoEiPTioK,

NOTICE.
WJ E, the undersigned, having sold oar Stock of
COAIt end Wood to Messrs. JtcmdaU, McAlister f (to., do cheeriully recommend them to ear
fbmer customers.
AU persona having demands
against as are requested to present them for settle-

Our teolHties ter supplying fur
customers) with
promptness, fidelity and despatch are cnexoellod.
Ov Stock is large and desirable, presenting nil

DOMESTIC CIGARS
to

We,,di

So that Money ean be Saved in these War Times.
J. B. RTOBY, No. 23 Exchange St.
Ang 27—dtfX-

—

No- 87 Middle Street.

assortment of

GOULD,

on hand.
*y Particular attention given to onttlng tor
others to make.
Sept 13—d3m

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES

And Dealers in

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

Capital Stock all paid in $600,000
Cash

w

Merchant Tailors.

CIGARS and TQBACCO.

EDWARD H.

removed to So. 181 Middle street, where he
HAS
will be pleased te meet his Hriends and customA

oonstanly

T“^^,rMtaUy
Repair Gentlemens’Garments

L E. FERNALD I SON,
Cteut’w

NATHAN

ers

WEALTH.
lntor“

ROLLINS A BOND.

Oot 19—dim

BUSINESS CARDS.

_

waOLUi La D1ALU ni

“*d# t0 h4T’ *“orde"

ECONOMYJS

III CHEAT VARIETY.

10 BBLS
Now landing from Brig “C. H. Kennedy"
TH08. ASENCIO fc CO.,
Mays.—tf
C. H. Wharf.

First ot November, 1864.
compliance with the Latce of Maine.

Surplus

*C1 otlv

*

John A. S. Dana.

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT,

Sierra Morena Molasses.
OQKHHDS
) CHOICE SIEBBA MOBENA
OOO
SO TIEBCB8
MOLASSES,
(

Bonnets

b. racklyft.

or imi

-non ran

87 TC8 Clayed Molasses,
11 BBLS from Sierra Morena,
Now landing and fhrsale by
THOMAS ASENCIO fc CO.,
“tayOtf
Custom House Wharf.

On the
in

janes
augSl 3m.

SU

GAB.
j
871 HHD8 Superior Musoovtdo, and

OF HARTFORD, COMM.,
Made

wSjSMfti*

ALSO,

jdnelGdtf

Leghorn

■

®

REMOVAL!

hats a bonnets dyed.
and TRICOT

48 Commercial wharf,

Portland, June 18,1864.

Lace &,

--—

WHOLE NO.

Merchant

-ALSO-

knight,

...

Statement
'r-»
:?y

•'

Phmnix Insurance

but by the sturdy teeth of some machine.
The mills which are now silent, and used only
as refuges for sharpshooters, must grind or
saw again in the future; and the steam engine,
which is rusted and beat out of shape, be
repaired. The water-wheels must be adjusted
so that they will whirl vigorously with their
loads. There are factories razed to the
ground which must be again raised, and the
thousands and tens o! thousands of spindles
which now rest idly in their frames must fly in
a short time as swiftly as of old.
So of those steamers which once furrowed

| Scientific American.

1001000 Mob**

■

^

__

MAINE.

Bleached A Pressed at the Shortest Notice

Purchased bisob the great deoline iu
prices, to
whieh we Invite your speoial attention, tor Pricee,
Style and Quality.

0AK TBEENAILS,tbr

'■

.i,r'

•-

BUSINESS CARDS.
—

Street,

GENTLEMEN’S HATS,

Over Sacks and Frocks?

Treenails.

Washington

OF

Prospects for Mechanics.

tranquility

fc Son's"

:

■

>

-AND-

STOCK OS

jj

Leith,
a sailcloth of superior quality, just reeaived direct lrom Liverpool, and for sale bv
MoUlLVEKir, BTAN fc DAVIS,
161 Commercial St.
Sept 24th—dtf

hear our outposts as possible. His comrades
missed him. They seized their guns and hailed him, but were too late, besides having been
outwitted. Onr Yankee had uncapped their
pieces, and they did not explode. That night
was spent with his old
companions, whose delight at seeing him alive and well was only
equalled by his Joy at escaping from the
bauds of the enemy.

When this war shall have ceased, this country will present a scene unparailed in history.
War always devastates and destroys; and in
the old countries of the world, where slower
methods and no systems are employed, it takes
generations to repair the damages of a great
conflict. On some of the elder battle-fields of
the Revolution, the marks of earth-works are
still plainly visible.
But in the after time, when the present
struggle is decided, our mechanics will have
opportunity to display their energy and skill
to the utmost. The States laid waste by the
tramp of contending armies must blossom
anew, and be ploughed, not with lire and sword

restore

■

After two months’ hard service, he, two
nights ago, found himself on the pieket line
only a few yards distant from our skirmishers,
When night comes on, shooting begins and
continues until the day dawns, and this was
made au excuse to go for water, before the
twidght had passed into a deeper gloom.—

N.

the sea. but are now a wreck, or sunk, or otherwise lost to the commerce of the world—
they mast be replaced. Down the starting
ways to sea, the new keels shall glide, while
the sunburnt carpenters and the engineers
watch their craftsf baptism with pride. The
railroads Bhall reach out their arms again
they shall face the prairies, they shall stretch
away to the ilimitable West. From all corners of our favored land tbe locomotive shall
bear us plenty and prosperity. Many roads
are now broken and so destroyed that they
will have to be surveyed; and here the professional man will claim his share with the artisan. The locomotives have been burned
and destroyed by hundreds, and they will require to be reproduced with all the celerity
our shops are capable of.
Substantial rewards seem, nay, are certain
in the future for those who are now laboring
to restore, not to destroy the government.
Mechanics, more than any other class in the
community, have a direct interest in its maintenance, and should be the last, as I believe
they are—to eucourage its enemies in any
way. Self-interest, if not patriotism, should
be an Incentive to put forth every eflort to

Scotch Canvass.
AAA BOLTS of "David Corsar

men.

•* u"J

lj!3

Straw,

Middle St,

MOSCOW,

CO.,

250 000.

sorrow

His last hours set the seal upon his life—the
spiritual endorsement of the note a friend has
made. At the commencement of hig sickness
he felt and said that be must die. He seemed
to be engaged in silent prayer, and evidently
underwent a severe struggle. “Say to a friend
(mentioning the name) how much I have suffered.” But the conflict over, a beautiful
calmness and resignation followed. To his
mother he said: “you have been supported
through one great trial, and you wili be againP
To his weeping brother and sister: “Be of
good courage; ail will be well.” As Ms spirit
was about leaving, he sang two oid hymns be
had so often heard in his younger days. While
for a moment a Blight cloud settled -upon his
mind, he spoke of his old charch in Portland,
where he received his early religious instruction. One of his last acts, before be was taken
sick, was to call on the sexton of the Church
of the Saviour in Brooklyn, to whose late pastor he was so much attached, and from whose
new pastor he anticipated so much pleasure,
to inquire as to its reopening. The qniet dignity of his death, with which all around him
were to much impressed, was but the beautiful, consistent and natural termination of a

fc

301 Commercial Street.

ju

Bleachery,
Oongree

CHINCHILLA,

In the eariy portion of this campaign, a
bugler of a Massachusetts cavalry regiment
was captured.
This occurred when lying
near Spottsylvania.
He had just received
his discharge, and was about to return to his
eastern home when the rebel cavalry dashed
Dealers and consumers are requested to examine
up and carried him off, in company with others of his regiment.
He happened to have this stock, among which are the well known brands
of
donned citizens’ attire. The gnards conveyed
him to Lynchburg, at which place a musket
Sevxxth Bbgimxxt,
Espaxiola,
waa given him, and the agreeable information
Flora db Bicio,
imparted of his being in the Confederate inSuperior,
fantry. Making a virtue of necessity, his duBuxkbb Hill,
Hbxbt Clat,
ties were performed with alacrity and gained 1
him the confidence of many officers and 1
La Bitica,
Ekiuxtie,

for sympathizing friends than for
Few yonng men have borne the

himself.
weight of responsibility which was imposed
upon him. And when we consider the exquisite sensibility of his moral nature, his instant
shrinking from the bare thought of wrong, his
lofty and pure ideal of integrity, we can easily
imagine how such a nature would feel a wouud
which, in a less sensitive organization, would
be unnoticed. Bis qnick intuition, his intellectual taste, his love of the beautiful in nature and art, might be, and deserve to be noticed ; but the great, prominent feature of his
character was its perfect unity. He had “the
life which now is, with the assurance of the life

TONS

DENNISON. PISBCE

PORTLAND

CASTOR,

Chronicle
from a correspondent in Orant’s army, tells
this story:

eddies, perhaps as many as ordinarily occur—
more, perhaps, than usual in so short a life.
But

Nos. 141 and

JpiB^Tquahty baled Hay, and GOO tons loose Hay

from the Bebels.

to the

Sauntering

308

our

Escape

letter

A

not the result of a peaceful and quiet flow of
life’s river. There were rocks, ana shoals, and

was more

lOOO

shoddy and cotton, and
..
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RECEIVED!! Maine Bonnet

A LARGS

ardent contempt. In view
many other things,
we may cry: “O the times! O the manners!
[Methodist Central Advocate.
are

It

His late pastor spoke of him ag a “truly religious youug mao, who never paraded his religious convictions.” Ail felt in his society
that they were In the presence of a pure spirit.

l“gJ,£F0Bra

superior to the vicious, the ignorant, the boorish and the profane. We recognize these features in society, but “stuck-up people,” distinguished by huge pretences and breastpins,

of

11"

MISCELLANEOUS.

LEWIS, ROLLINS t BOND’S,

OAA BBLS. Choice Appplee, just received and
^UU tor
k CL|PF0KD
No. 6 Lime St.
oc«21tf

<

J

-AT-

Apples.

ing that he is a dunce.
We wanted to tell him all this at the time,
but could not without being
rude; we perform the duty now toward him and others of
like defects. The Methodist who talks about
people in our church of a low class, is himself
too low to associate with any of our folks,
black or white, if he was not saved from a
part of his meanness by the very church he
underrates. The whole question of high and
low people is one supremely ridiculous to men
who see how the facts stand.
We believe there are real distinctions in society ; there are such things as virtue, intelligence, good manners and piety, and these are
great moral elements, making their professors

Agent.

JUST

iJSJr,rticle

ootll dfcwtf

1

■

GUAOALOVPE MOLASSSS, a

-tma HHDS.

We turned to take a survey of the speaker.
His case was a plain one. He was superciii
ous, ignorant, proud, well-off and entirely unconscious of his defects.
We read his history as plainly as if we had been his bookkeeper through his whole career. He was
once a poor boy, having perhaps decent people for bis kin; he had litti* education; knew
nothing of good manners in the beginning,
and has held his own. He wa* taken up by
the Methodist, who washed him and clothed
him and helped him and made him what he is
in respectability. He owes his character, his
means, his very life to Methodism, and in a
class-meeting would say so; but meeting a
lady of another church he attempts to palm
himself off for a nabob, and succeeds in show-

Advertisement* inserted in the Mai mb Stays
(which has a large oircalation in overy part.ol
State)
forJ50 cents per square In addition to the
akive late*, for each insertion.
Lboal NoTione at usmal rates.
1 ■ uiisientadVirttsemects must be
paid fortn ad.
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CLOTHING.

MERCHANDISE.

Stuck-Up People.

On the care the other
day we overheard an
i old mnnyhammer
divulging his low birth and
ignorance by pretending to great respectability while depreciating better people. Said he,
while speaking to a woman sitting beside him,
•‘I am a Methodist, but I know we have in
our church more of the lower class of society
than other churches Mr. Wesley tuk many
such folks into the church, and I have ginerally obsarved that our congregations has
more poor folks than others.
In the church
to which I belong there is more than half of
the members of raitber a low class, bat then
you know respectable people has to make
sacrifices to do good to them as hasn’t such

f-l1H!:roA'hree.i,18erti0'»
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CELEBRATION"!
-OP THE-

passing.
Next followed a patriotic and inspiring
song—“The Union Forever”—by a full choir
of ladies and gentlemen, under the lead of
Mr. John L. Shaw. The song was perfectly
electric in its effect, and was responded to by
the audience with long-continued applause.
as
Hon. Woodbury Davis was Introduced
the un 1
the first speaker, and he received
au lence or
vided attention of the immense
about three-fourtis of au hour, nterrup
demons a ions o
only by the most generous
“ 8®
to B1™
It is impossihl®

A. T

Gr R

Rev. Georgb W. Bostvoktu, I). D.,offered
fervent prayer and thanksgiving to Almighty God,—prayer for His continued favor
to our people; thanksgiving for the manifold
tokens of His watchful care over our nation
during its whole history, and particularly during the severe trial through which it is now

applause.

NATIONAL VICTORY!

we

shall probably

vis' remarks to-day, but
them in extenso Thursday

publish

morning.
and

introduced,
E. Waltox
entranced the large audifor half an hour
one of the most forcible, logical, and
was

liev J

by
ever delivered in that
spirit stirrin8 speeches
Hail, and it was interrupted frequently by irrepressible outbursts of applause. We give
no leport because we hope to be able to lay it
entire before our readers.
ence

About inis time an episode occurred of a
pleasing character. One of the noble fellows
who fought on board the Kearsarge and assisted in the destruction of the Alabama,
came into the Hall, and was waited upon to the
platform, where he was introduced to the
audience by Mayor McLellan, which act called out long-continued aud vociferous applause.
OF A
Next followed a most spirit-stirring piece of
music by Mr. Shaw’s choir, which called forth
PEOPLE. cheer after chfeer, before the audience was in
a prepared state for the next speech.
Rev. J. J. Cabruthers, D.D., was next
introduced, and those who have heard this
Yesterday was the time fixed upon by a
Committee of the loyal citizens of Portland gentlemen in his most felicitous moments may
and Vicinity—the lovers of the Union, and ail form some idea of the force, the spirit, and
who felt that the result of the Election was a the magnetic nature of his remarks, and the
euthusiastic demonstration* which they called
matter appropriate to call forth national Icy
to publish bis remarks
of
the
celebration
and gratitude—for the
great forth. We expect

rejoicings

LOYAL

National Deliverance of Tuesday, Nov. 8th—
deliverance from the dangers which threatened to follow

a

change

policy or a change of
critical juncture in our

of

administration at this
national affairs.
Tho storm ot the preceding day and night,
and the prospective fearful state of the streetf,
led many in the morning to think the demonstration should be postponed, but wise councils prevailed,aod“no postponement on account
of the weather” became a fixed article in the
programme. As subsequent events showed,
this was a wise determination on the part of
the Committe; the weather in the afternoon
and evening proved most delightful.
The public and man y of the private flagstaff* in the city displayed the national flag,
and the same emblem of our national sove-

reignty was thrown out from many a window
or suspended from many a lin6 over the streets,
and on the shipping in our harbor.
The balls of the city pealed out their joyful
notes for au hour, from 12 to 1 o’clock P. M.,
signaling the approaching festivities.
--

Meeting

at

City

Hall-

From the time the bells ceased ringing till 2
o'clock the living tide set strongly towards
the New City Hall, where the events of tie
afternoon were to take place; where the Intellectual portion of the celebration—the “feast

of reason aud the ilow.of soul”,—was to be par-

ticipated in.
At precisely

two o’clock the

gentlemen invited to occupy th9 platform—consisting of the
officers ot the day, members of the City Govern neut, clergymen, officials and others—entered the Hall, filling the stage completely.—
Ta t Hall was filled to its utmost capacity,
many sir rigors from neighboring towns being
mixed with the audience.
Never -ice the celebration of the Emancipation IV .--tarnation have those admirable
mottoes at opposite ends of tho Hall appeared
more appropriate or seemed to speak with a
more emphatic voice. Behind the speakers’
stand are those mandatory words of inspiration, “Proclaim Liberty throughout the land
unto all the Inhabitants thereof.’’ On the opposite wall are those golden words of President Lincoln, the closing sentence of the
Proclamation: “Upon this act, sincerely believed to be au act of

justice, warranted by
Constitution, upon Military necessity, I
invoke the considerate judgment of mankind,
the

and the gracious favor of Almighty God.”
Tue .meeting was called to order by the

Mayor, Hon. Jacob McLeixajt, who announced the following list of officers selected
to preside on the occasion:
President,

HON. WILLIAM WILLIS.

;

PORTLAND.

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
•

Hon.

JAMES C. CHURCHILL,
JOHN L YNCH,
GEORGE W. WOODMAN,
GEO. F. TALBOT.

GEORGE

LIBBY, Esq.,
JOSEPH MOULTON, Esq.
flORHiX,

Esq.

Hon. Randall SkiUin, of Cape Elizabeth
Hon. Stephen L. Waterhouse, of Scarboro.
Jeremiah Hobbs, Esq., of Falmouth.
W. L Prince, Esq., of Cumberland.

Capt. Reuben Merrill, of Yarmouth,

Dr. Wm. Osgood, North Yarmouth.
Hon. S. A- Hilbrook, of Freeport.
Hm. Georg- Pierce, Harrison.
Hon. Daniel T. Richardson, of Baldwin
Prof. Wm. Snyth, Bawdoin College.
Col. Daniel Elliot, qf Brunswick.
HECRE rAKIE 4.

JblEPa

R. UR v/.KR,
A.VOdRW J. HAWES,

Bsq., Of Portland.
Kiq ,oi Westbrook.

Willis, on taking the chair, made the
foUottriug remarks, which were frequently interrupted by the moat generous and enthusiMr

astic cheers:
I congratulate you, fellow citizens,
upon
the auspicious occasion which has summoned
tiia
vast
to-day
assemblage of our citizen*.
Iu the long series of remarkable events
which has illuminated the pages of our National anuab, lew cau compare in important
consequences with the elections of last
week.
The Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of 1789, created a Nation—the recent elections nave consecrated anew the sacred charier of our liberties.
They give us fresh guaranties of National
existence aud prove that we have a country;
and they have secured au administration that
will defend aud protect it.
The election is distinguished by this grand
aud satisfactory feature, that after a most
stormy aud threatening canvass, such as has
been rarely witnessed, the furious elements
have Rubsided, and the
country and the public mind—even of
the warmest opponents of
the successful
candidates—have settled into a
°
acii"le'Cocee in tho grand ballot.
viz
uat nobler
proof can be given to our own
countrymen and to the
people of Europe seated on the other side of the
great sea, who are
watching with intense anxiety the stirring
movements on this
exciting scene of acUouof the stability ot Republican
institutions,
and of the capacity of mao for
self-governmoat—it indicates tho fundamental principle
of civil liberty, that of right the people, the
people by their majorities, ought to goveru.

Fellow citizens, the recent

election, whose

triumph we have met to commemorate, gives
us ample assurance that the Unity of our
country—one

and

inseparable—nnder

notes.

The “Battle Hymn of the Republic”—one
of the finest lyrics ever written in the English

language—was then sung by the, choir, the
audience joining in the chorus. Thus was
carried out the programme prepared by the
committee, and that it was wisely projected
was most emphatically shown in the fact that
for more than two hoars and a half the large
audience showed no evidence of weariness, or
disposition to have the hours shortened.
The meeting, from first to last, was a great
success. The speaking was of a very high order. The singing could not have been im-

Evening

Demonstration.
The demonstration in the evening was a successful affair. Portland never looked prettier.
The illumination was more general than any
one had anticipated, from so short a notice as
had been given.
At seven o’clock thousands had gathered in
front and in the vicinity of the City Hall.
The Band of the 17th U. S. Infantry was stationed on the balcony and discoursed splendid
music, while fireworks in profusion were displayed.
At half-past seven o’clock the procession

—

towns.

Camp Berry led by
Major Rollins, the soldiers under the immediate command of Capt. Lincoln.
chandler's band.
Citizens of the various Wards.
The

procession

from

was

not so

have been but for the

long

muddy

as

ified and

it would

Thousands who would bare joined
preferred the sidewalkjand followed along

tue whole route.

The Soldiers from Camp Berry, had a transparency In a waggon, bearing on one side the

one

government and one flag, our glorious old
banner—will be re-established on a permanent
foundation, with civil liberty and human
rights for its precious corner-stones—and that
the gigantic
rebellion, the moat wicked and
causeless thit ever
disgraced humanity, will
be crushed and
utterly extinguished by a firm
aud vigorous prosecution of the war to a suc-

cessful and trilimphaut, issue—for which
grand
consummation all hearts should
fervently
pray.
It la proper that we should
improve this occasion to render most humble and hearty
thauks to Almighty God for tho signal successes vouchsafed to us, and invoke His
blessing on the future of our country.

Cheered her as it

passed.

Mr. J. B. Hudson had a beautiful transparency of a Zouave bolding the flag, with the inscription, “Spirit of the North.”

Mr. G. L. Bailey made a floe display of Chinese lanterns bung to a tree.
Casco street was handsomely illuminated
and flags were hung out.
On Congress street the boarding house of
Misses Jones was tastafully lighted with candles and Chinese lanterns, and a transparency
bore the motto,

»

“UNITED WE STAND I DIVIDED WE FALL.”
Mr. Geo. R. Davts had a beautiful transparency

bearing

the

iuscription,

“The Genius of Liberty triumphant
ojpr all
her Foes. Lincoln and Johnson.”
Tho honses in this street as far np as Carlton street were

splendidly lighted

up.

Carlton street the shortest through which
the procession passed, except Myrtle street,
was in a perfect blaze of light on both sides.
The dwellings of S. C. Chase, G. M.
Chase,
and L. B. Smith, were brilliant.
The latter
had a large transparency as follows:
“To whom it may concern. Popular majorthe Union 400,000.”
‘‘No concession to Slavery. That’s what’s
the matter.”
“Seymour Defeated. That’s so.”
“
Fernando Wood Defeated.
That’s so

ity for

their unscrupuEven the editors of opposi-

Never in the history of politicical parties in
this country has any public man been so
grossly abused, slandered and misrepresented
as Abraham Lincoln, and never has any man
borne misrepresentation and abuse with more
patience, calmness and true fortitude than he
has during the time he has stood at the bead
of this great nation.
Well do we remember the abase and vituperation heaped upon the head of Jefferson
by heated and exasperated partisans. His
name and “Black Sal” were associated In the
public mind lor a long time, and his rank infidelity was the current theme on thousands
of tongues. Bibles were to be burned, chnrch
doors closed up, and the cross of Christ hewn
down and cast into the dirt In case he should
be elected to the Presidency.

“Camp Berry. We are not Disfranchized
Sildiere.”
On the reverse, “Wm go for our Country,
Not Man.”
The Soldiers in the ranks had the following

No Peace unless Honorable.
The procession started from the City Hall
down Myrtle street, the houses ou the corner
occupied by Mr. Clark and Mrs. Odell, being
brilliantly illuminated.
In Cumberland street the illumination was
general. The house of Mr. T. J. Murray presented a brilliant spectacle. In the chamber
stood bis daughter arrayed as the Goddess of
Liberty holding the flag. The procession

misrepresented by

lous opponents.
tion journals cannot now fall to see and feel
that they have done great injustice to those
who have the control of our government, and
especially to him who stands at its head.

state of the

streets.
it

0

The words forming the caption ot this article, were uttered by Mr. Seward, Secretary of
the United States, at Auburn, N. Y., the evening preceding the Presidential election.—
The words are pregnant with meaning, and
contain a great truth which wilt not be forgotten by him who writes the history of this
rebellion.
Now the excitement is over and the smoke
of the election battle has passed away, all can
clearly see to what extent President Lincoln
and his administration have been assailed, vil-

BAND OF 17th U. S. INFANTRY.
eseort

&.

Blook”

formed tinder the direction of Granville
M. Chase, Chief Marshal, assisted by the following aids: Col. Wm. A. Winshlp, Edwin
Clement, Esq., Wm. Allen, Esq., Capt. Wm.
H. Ayers, M. N. Rich, Esq., Dorvilie Libby.
First came a long cavalcade of citizens composed of citizens of Portland and the neigh-

Military

V-

“Not One Head has fallen on the Judicial

was

boring

ORIGINAL AlfD SELECTED.
—

^A

vicinity shortly.

Thus has passed the great demonstration of
the loyal people of Portlapd upon the glorious
result of the Presidential election.

transparencies:
McClellan kicking the beam of the scale
exclaiming, “That’s What’s the matter."
No Armistice with Traitors.

WC8TBUOOK,
JAMES HASKELL,

Hon. TOPPAN ROBIE,
CHARLES A. STACKPOLE,

Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr. was introclosing speaker. His opening
remarks referred to those which had been
made by others, and suggested some pleasant
hits that showed the audience to be in the best
possible humor. He then spoke at length of
the consequences flowing from the decision
made by the people at the ballot box, and closed up with suggestions and appeals which
made a dUing finale to the occasion. We shall
publish Gov. Washburn’s remarks if we can
put them in satisfactory form from our brief
duced as the

tlnually, and yet not one or their heads “hove
fallen upon the judicial block.” We declare

Jf The richest etfUd in the world, Rotawithout the fear of contradiction that no government on the face of the earth has ever child.
Ey The most difficult door for the rebels to
been so lenient to rebels and traitors as ours
pass through,—the Shenandoah.
has been. All its acts have
as
fact
shown^the
The Union gain in Sagadahoc' County is
clear as a sunbeam, and all the Americans
now see it and the people of other countries
lyThere is a movement in Cuba looking
see it.
toward* the gradual abolition of slavery.
•
If President Lincoln has erred at all, it has
jy Congress wiR assemble two weeks from
beautiful
a
been
on
the
of
side
and
appearance,
the intelligent next
especings presented
mercy,
Monday.
ially that of Gov. Washburn, which bore a and impartial historian of this rebellion will
^■“Timeworks wonders,” as the lady said
splendid transparency, with a quotation from so record the fact, Again we say in the lan- when she got married after eight years courtship.
Longfnilow’s poem,”
guage of Mr. Seward, “Not one head has falliy The cloak of religion is to be known
en on the judicial block!" when thousands
jg“Thou too sail on, O Ship of State,” Ac.
sometimes
by the^ne nap it has during sermon
Ou Free street the Boarding School of Miss have deserved sueh a fate, and such
punish- time.
Prince was charmingly decorated with a
great ment would have been meted out to them
fc# Fifty-four representatives of the Roberts
profusion of Chinese lanterns hung in the under any other government. Abraham Lin- family met in Lyman on the 4th
ult., and had a
front yard, the wind waving them gently
coln has been charged with the very crimes of reunion.
enough to create a fine display. Two trans- which his accusers have been guilty themty The following Maine soldiers are in the
parencies were placed here. One bearing the selves, and these charges have been put into Confederate States Hospital, Petersburg: Sergt.
motto, “To our brave Soldiers,” the otber> every possible form which human ingenuity H. G. Frost, 32d; J ohn Chad man, 16th.
“Our Soldiers and Sailors protect us.” The could devise. A thousand changes have been
iA~Hon John P. Elton, one of the Union
other buildings on this Btreet that were light- rang upon this charge of despotism, appeals Presidential Electors, just chosen for Connectihave been made to all the weak sides of hu- cut, died on Thursday.
ed up made a fine display.
|y DeQuincy somewhere tells an anecdote of
On Middle street many of the shops were man nature, and all the worst passions of men
lighted up and illuminated with candles, the have been awakened, but thank God, Abra- a man, who, on being threatened with assault
goods inside being so arranged as to make a ham Lincoln has survived them all, and his by eighteen tailors, cried out, “Come on, both
of you.’*
name shines the..brighter for having
brilliant display. Below Exchange street the
passed
tlf Shortsighted,—the copperhead I)anocrats.
houses were
Illuminated down to India such an ordeal.
He relied upon the patriotism and intelli- They oan see the errors of the Administration,
street.
have never seen the wickedness of the
On India street the dwelling of the veneragence and virtue of the people, and these ,but
rebels.
ble Elias Thomas, Esq., bore a transparency have not failed him in the hour of his severts testimony is now being taken concerning
est trial. Such a verdict of the people will
with the inscription
oertainfrauds and irregularities which are alleged
“Proclaim Liberty throughout the Land.” place his name high on the scroll of fame, to have elected
James Brooks in the 8th New
On Munjoy there was a splendid display.— while his vile assailants will be sunk into obYork Congressional district.
On Congress, St. Lawrence and Atlantic livion, or be remembered only to be despised
lyTwo young ladies in the office of the Wastreets, through which the procession passed, and cursed as the enemies of their govern- terville Mail have recently forwarded fifteen
ment snd country.
and on others through which it did not pass,
barrels of potatoes, for the soldiers, to the Saniit was a brilliant sight.
Never before has
tary agency at Portland.
old Muqjoy shown out so gloriously. It was
EyGen. Grant, in » congratulatory despatch
Election Day in the Countrya blaze of light all over.
to President Lincoln, declares that the peaceful
Turner, Nov. 10,1864.
On Cumberland street from Smith to Wilelection of Tuesday was equal to a victory in
To the Editor qf the Press:
mot streets, the display was excellent; and so
the field.
There seems to be but one word in the Engit was on Wilmot, nearly every house being
t# The New Hampshire Statesman reports
lish language which fitly expresses the senti- that
Hon. John D. Willard, recently deceased,
lighted up.
has bequeathed $10,000 to Dartmouth colThe procession reached the City Hall, on ment of the American people—but one word
to the American heart
its return, about 11 o’clock, having been neat- that can give outness
lege.
since the victory on Tuesday last— Glorious !
gy There are upwards of thirty Generals in
four
hours
It
then
the
ly
route.
marching
glorious! GLORIOUS!
the United States Army who profess the Roman
broke up.
The election of course passed off quietly in Catholic faith.
Among whom are Generals
The Custom House from cellar to attic was
our rural town, yet there are a lew things that
Meade, Rosecrans, Sickles, and Sheridan.
a perfect blaze of light, every window being
it may be well to make a “note of,” as Capt.
gy We are frequently asked how it was that
illuminated. The Press office, Transcript of“Little Mac” failed of an election.
We should
Cuttle would say.
Eastern
office
and
others
fice,
Express
many
First, all the soldiers voted for “Father say that it was principally from a want of votes.
in the Fox Block were illuminated.
Abraham.” On arriving at the polls they —Boston Post.
Major Mann brilliantly Illuminated his office
gy “I wish you would not give me such
would ask of some ballot distributor, “what
in Clapp’s Block and his rooms in the Preble
there?” “Lincolnand Johnson.” short weight for my money,” said a customer
Honse. The Kingsbury House and Interna- have you got
to a grocer, who had an outstanding bill against
tional and St. Lawrence Hotels were hand- “That'8 the vote lor me,” and with a grit that him. “And I wish you wouldn’t give me such
said to copperheads, “hands off,” they long wait for mine,” replied the grocer.
somely lighted up and Kingsbury and Rollins vhtuatly
gyThe learned Professor Porson had a great
would deposit a vote for Freedom and Law;
in the former kept their flags flying all day as
horror of the east wind; and Tom Sheridan once
then
relate
the
advenby
themselves,
going
did Bradley on his hotel corner of India and
kept him a prisoner in the house for a forttures of soldier life.
night by fixing the weather cock in that direcCommercial streets.
Secondly, one of the heroes of Gettysburg tion.
All along the route of the procession firefyin the gardens of a oertain nobleman’s
works were sent up from private dwellings, was martyrized by a famous (Infamous) delecountry-house there happens to be fixed up at
and smiling, happy faces cheered the crowd, gate to the Chicago Convention. On the morn- different spots painted boards with this request:
of the 8tb, the following catechism was re“Please not to pluck the flowers without leave.”
<#ring kerchiefs and flags as is passed. There ing at the
house of the zealous Macite, Some wag got a paint brush and added an s to
cited
never was such a display of fireworks in the
the last word.
where the noble defender of our flag was makcity before except perhaps on a Fourth of
gy A voter in one of the up-town wards in
tor
vote
his
home.
to
“Do
intend
you
ing
July.
New York says that at the last three elections in
I shall.”
We have not undertaken to enumerate the McClellan,to day?” “I don’t think
one of the up-town wards, he has voted in a
house.”—
buildimcs illuminated as it would fill columns “Then you are not wanted at my
livery stable, a sausage factory, and a low grogat
of our paper were we to attempt it. It is Thus one of the brave fellows who tougbt
shop.
to
sufficient to say that the display last evening Gettysburg, was taken prisoner, marched
BP Frederick E. son of Elijah Upton, Esq., of
Richmond, incarcerated in Libby Prison, Bath, having deceived the nomination to a
was the grandest this city has yet seen, and
where he suffered all the horrors of that bar- scholarship in the Naval School at Newport, has
is perfectly satisfactory to the Committee
barous place, and from the effects of which he
successfully passed the examination, and entered
having the matter in charge.
No accident occurred on the route and there has not yet recovered, was turned out of doors on his duties.
before breakfast because he would not stuliyGeneral Hooker arrived at Detroit, Mich.,
was but one attempt to insult the procession.
That wsb when the procession was passing tify his conscience Ad vote for treason. I last Wednesday evening. He had a very enthuasked the General
from India street up Congress street.
When need not add that like all martyrs he is ex- siastic reception. A soldier
ceedingly popular just now, and will stand how long he was going to stay in Detroit, and
near the Observatory some scoundrel threw a
are worth as much
stone which hit one of the soldiers.
It was well in history, while the “would-be” exalted he replied: “Until greenbacks
as gold.”
lucky for the scamp that he made himself one (quite famous when the particle in is pre8y“Here goes a vote to put down slavery
fixed to the word) is making arrangements to
scarce, otherwise there might have been a
forever and ever,” was quite a common expresand
into
winter
his
bets
go
quarters.
funeral in that
pay
sion with the voters in our city on

i ascription:

Vice-Presidents:

Hon.

hereafter.

of Mr. Luther Dina to the block occupied by
W. A. and Alexander R. Stephenson, there
and the
was a string of illuminated globes,
illuminated. The resrichly
wew
dwellings
Hon. John
idence of our member of Congress,
decorated and lighted.
Lynch, was tastefully
and Mr. Lynch made
The procession halted,
and
remarks, which
Istirringg
a few energetic
elicited repeated cheers from the crowd.
On Park Street and High Street the build-

At a later period in our political history,
Oeneral Jackson came in for his share of
vituperation and abase from bis opponents.—
He was represented as cruel, hard-hearted
and one who could look upon human blood
with composure. The “coffin handbills” were
current electioneering documents and thrown
broadcast all over the country. But he, as
well as Jefferson, outlived the slander and
abuse heaped upon him by over-jealous opponents, and their names now Illuminate the
page ef history:
But we believe Abraham Lincoln has been
the “best abused man” of the trio. We might
have said, too, that the now venerated Washington was slandered and vilified by unscru| pulous men, but we will not increase the cati alogue. While each of the others received a
certain kind of abuse, President Lincoln has
! been made the recipient of all kinds. The
: arrows from a thousand quivers, dipped in all
{ sorts of poison, and forced by many smart
bows, hare flown thick and fast at him daring
the last year.
The odions name of despot has been given
him I The most unscrupulous Journals have
started the cry and it has been reiterate! in a
thousand forms until many, no donbt, really
believed in Its truth, and yot no public man
living possesses teas of those qualities that
constitute a despot, than Abraham Lincoln.
It is the last charge that ought to be brought
against him. He is by nature «s £w removed
from such a character as any other mortal
maa.
He has not one single element of a
despot in his constitution. His very natnre,
temper and disposition gjye the lie to snch a
charge, and these political Juggiers and quasi
traitor* who have tramped it up, know 'it as

j

too.”
On Vaughan Street the residences of Hon.
.John B. Brown one of the Electors, and Hon.
George W. Woodman, were brilliantly illuminated. The procession halted opposite Mr. well as we do;
Woodman’s residence »nd he made some patNot one word has ever fallen from his lips,
riotic remarks. They then marched
through not a syllable his pen ever wrote Jn private
the grounds of Mr.
Brown, halted in front of letters or public documents give tbs least
'he house, and he addressed them in a
stirring hint or Intimation that fnrnishes any foundat
peech. Cheers were given to both of these tion for
such a charge, but all these and every
gentlemen by the vast crowd.
set of bis official Hfb furnish the most plenary
The houses on Danforth Street were
well proof to the contrary. And yet, strange as it
lighted up. The block
occupied by Major may seem, his vilifiers have made such a
C«ey and Mr. S. B. Haskell bore a
transparen- charge the corner-stone of all their vile eleccy Wide awake for freedom.”
tioneering to hnrl him from office and place
On State Street the house ot Mr.
one In power whose miud they could mould
Lawrence,
who is bunding the Iron clad, born the trans- to suit
their ambitious and hellish purposes.
parency, “No Compromise with Traitors.”
Arbitrary arrests! violations of the constiHenry I ox Esq. had a transparency on his tution! disregard of laws, human and divine 1
dwelling, “Lincoln and Johnson—Amen.”
suppression of the freedom of the Press! all
Across the street from the dwelling house
these and many more have been the cry con-

And so far as ballots can effect it, extinguished it will be, as surely as the sun rises in
the east and sets in the west.
[Philadelphia

an

—

Press.

gy Vergennes, the only oity in Vermont,

gone.”
Fourthly, the boys rang the bells and fired
guns Wednesday evening, which alarmed a
grey bearded “Cop” in the suburbs, and drew
from him ejaculations more emphatic than
pious.
Who shall say that there are not exciting
scenes in the country on election days?
Very truly,
has

Bailroad Accommodations.
System of

Maine, iu

your issue of Nov. 11, I notice one
or two statements which are hardly correct.

With the animus of the article copied from
the Price Current Iflud nofanlt, nor with
your comments which follow.
First—I think passengers with
through tickets de allowed to stop

of the Roads to Portland. There are
reasons for denying such a privilege to
son

holding

a

through

Mountain Boys.”
SyGilbert Trufant, Esq., BOW over 80 years
of age, fell, a day or two previous to eleotion,
severely injuring his limbs and head, yet so interested was he in having the election go right,
that despite wounds he was carried to the polls
and deposited his vote for the Union cause.—
[Bath Times.
EPThe Advertiser comes out with a subdued
and, for it, quite loyal tone, and recommends
that Democrats “should not enter into or desire
any factious opposition, or revengeful disasters
upon the efforts of the new administration to

our contemporary

way of mimic

a perticket over several

loyal

paper to

housekeeping

which can be

The wooden case [the architecture of
whioh Is Bimple and neat) was made by an old

second—It is not quite true that no train
"leaves the commercial capital of the State
for the interior until the afternoon.” Yon
have for some years had a morning train to
Lewiston and South Paris, and when the time
arrives when this train can be extended without loss to the Boads, no donbt it will be
done.
Third—Your remarks as to the disappointment to “the people of Newport, Pittsdeld,
Carmel and other towns on the Maine Central
road,” “simply because the trains do not seem
to accomodate them” mast be a
surprise to
them. Since the opening of the Bead East of
Waterville the people on the line of that Boad
have had daily facilities for passing by rail
either way between any af the
towns, transacting business and returning the same day.
It is tme the train which leaves Waterville
for Bangor in the morning and returns in the
afternoon is a slow one, (a Freight train with
a Passenger Car attached,) but still it allbrds
all needful accomodation.
Waterville Nov. 12.
Kennebec.

Mistaken Oonfidenoe,
To the Editors of the Press :
I noticed your article in Monday’s Press, in
referenda to the deception practiced by the

of 80 years of age, who also con.
strusted many of the small household articles.
tifAn attempt has Deed made in some sections of

Maryland

to

nullify

the

emancipation
constitution whereupon

provisions of the new
Gen Wallace has issued an order that all persons
within the Middle Department, heretofore
slaves,

are now free, and are now under si>ecial military protection until the Legislature shall pass
such laws as shall make military protection un-

necessary.

ETA vender of medals in River street, yesterday. was offering his wares for the inspection
of a bevy of youngsters, and endeavoring to
persuade a miss of twelve summers to purchase

McClellan medal instead of a Lincoln one
which she seemed to prefer, telling her the McClellan medal was the “handsomest.
“I don’t
care for that,” she replied, "I want one that
will be fashionable after eleotion.”—[Troy
Times.
G7*Lieut. C. H. Wells, IT. S. N., commander
of the U. S. Steamer Galena, has sent a note to
a

the

Philadelphia Press in which he says, now
that the dignity and honor of our nationality
has been arrested with renewed vigor by the
people, he is ready with the Gunboat Galena,
with her glorious color* flying at every mast
head, to give the little General a free ride up the
as soon as

he receives official orders to

that effect.

OTThe Argot yesterday indulged in nearly a
column artiole which ehows that though caged,
the venomous reptile is not subdued or divested
of it* virus- ft the spirit of that article is to
continue to be the spirit of that paper, the
sooner it passes into the control of Mr, F. 0. J.
Smith, the better for the credit of the city. The
^dvertifer is a decent, loyal, respectable sheet
alongside of it. Smith submits to the fiat of the
people with some show of grace. The Argut
foams, frets and Jets off it# sickening drivel,
advising the Republicans what to do, and winding up with a repetition of the disgusting,
idiotic intimation that the Democrats will y«t be
called upon to save the country

Wiwoir, Mjc, »ov.4?th

1864.

To the Editor of the Preen

I

in the Press

ofyesterdey, a suggestion
from the Boston Transcript that the union
victory In the lata election, be celebrated on
see

18th, and this is urged as an appropriate
day since it is Jeff. DavU’ fast day. However
the

hypocritical he may be, and we have
doubt of either, it seems to me that we so-

wrong or
no

ipch duplicity and recklessness that would
treat hard working men in this way, and thus
rack their savings nqt pf them. O’Conneli.-

ber

loyal men
least, to express

>

;

vegetables while other worthy, suffering regiments will have none.—
Scores of wives, sisters, fathers and mothers
are sending their boxes and barrels to their
dear ones in this regiment. This is well—noble. But will not all communities who send
to the “2d Me. Ctwalry," allow us to extend
these gifts to others equally needing when
this regiment Is amply supplied t Too much,
or even enough for all, cannot be sent.
Let
all Intended for Florida come in this week,
and all for other places as soon as the end of
W. H. Hadley,
next week.
will be buried in

Agent, Ac.
25T For four years more rebels and rebel sympathizers, and all other enemies of good government, have got to endure the, to'them, intolerable displeasure of having to deal with an inflexibly honest man and pure patriot in the Presidential chair.

jyThe undersigned gives his exclusive attention to oolleoting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
Pay and Prize Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
Seamen, or their Heirs. Office, 821-2 Exchange
St., opposite PoBtoffice, Portland.
W. S. SAWYER.

References—Hon. Samuel Cosy,Got. of Me.,
Sec’y Treas’y.

Hon. Wm. Pitt Fessenden,
oct. 13 d 6m.
SPECIAL

ar~ Carriers Of the Daily Press art not allotted
sell papers on their routes.

to
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_HARRIED.

ist, who for many years used it with the most com*
Pflete success in his extensive private practice.
He bad long been profundly impressed with the
wonderful virtue of honey of the plant Horehound,
innnion with th< Cleansing |md Healing properties
of tar extraitedfrom the Life Principle of the forest
treo Abies Balsamea or Balm of Gilead. For years
he was baffleo in his attempt) to blend these great
medicinal forces into snih a uoios that the original
power of eaoh would be preserved, the disagreeable
qualities of common tar removed, and the prioe of
At last,
the compound be within the means of all.
after a Iona course of difficult ebemioal experiments,
he found that by adding to these Jive other ingredients, each one vaiuable by itself, be not only obtained the de-ired results, but greatly increased the
curative power ol the compound. This having been
thoroughly testei by praotioe, is now offered to the
general pnblie as a safe, pleasant and Infallible rem-

edy.

I rice 60 Cents per Botttle.
For sale by W. F. Phillips, Portland, and all drugC

*

ELIZABETH B AD AMS, (formerly Chamberlin,)
M. D. Analytical Praothiouer, 214 Congress, corner
Pearl street. Consultation vanx to all, from 9 to 12
a. st., and 2 to 7 p. m.
A regular graduate Grom the Boston Female Med
ioal College, with 10 years sucooessful praotioe enc

ffsr

hope

Her remedies

to the siek and

espeoially

purely vegetable, chemically
certainty with which they onto

are

and the

to

predis-

of whatever form, oaussB them to reeeive, as
they merit, the utmost oonfldence of tho sick. Midwifery attended to as usual.
Dr. Adams, is assisied by Dr. J. Wesley Kelley, oi
Boston, (sole surviving founderot the Analytical system) who is tn attendance at her office the second
Tuesday and Wednesday of each mouth.
Nor 8— d&wSm
eases

ANDREW DeW. BARBS, M.D.,

Gradmte sf the

“Univeraity

Kssldent

of

Sdiebirgh,” Scotland,

the "Royal Maternity

Surgeon
Hospital," Edinburgh.

Late

of

Residence—corner of Cumberland and Locus tSts.
sy Office hours, 9 to U A. X. and 2 to 4 r. X.
octl72m*
W* VVm R. Prince, Flashing, New York,
oBt'rs his " Trertise on Nhture's Sovereign Remediate fur L iseases." Extracted foam Plants, which
eures.
novlOdlw*
DR. THBBETTS'
PHYSIOLOGICAL

It is believed that by this method of obtaining
'he carefully considered and best thoughts of
able minds from different sections of the Republic, not only will the patriotic life of the people

Hampden, Oet 16, Charles B Brown and Miss
Arabella Neatly, both ot H: loth. Williaai Goodell,

that

8 Smith.
In

of

U, and Mr* Hosannah Porter, of Dixmont.

In Cape Elizabeth, Nov 12. Edward 8haw, former.
It of Co B. 10th Me Reg, and Sergt in Slid Me Beg,
aged 2>years—son of Charles and Harriet Shaw.
ryKun.ral this (Tuesday) afternoon,at 2 o'clk,
at No 21 Paris street. Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In Methuen. Mass. Nov 18, at the residence of her
brother, Charles Freeman, Mrs Mary Osgood, of
Vinton. Iowa, ageA86 years.
In Warren, Oet IT, Capt Reuben Hall, agod 68.
In Waldoboro, Oet 8, Mr John Haler, aged 82 yrs.
SAILING OF OCSAIT 9TKAMSHIPS.
*TmAMKB
City of London..

ENERATOR1

fit

ITS MODUS

OPKBAHDI:

immediately beneath the soalp there are very
small bodies called Glands ;or more commonly Boots
of the Hair. It is from these Glands that every hair
of the head is formed and secreted As long as the
scalp U Ires from rdiesase these bodies also remain
healthy, and the hair keeps iis natural appearance
and oolor
But when humors and other diseases affect the scalp these glands become involved hi the
same disesse, and the hair gradually tarns gray,
dry
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins to fall
off, and in many cases, if not arrested, will produce
\-7
complste baldness.
To remedy this pathological condition of the
glands, and create* new and healthy aotion, the
Physiological Hair Regenerator has proved a perfect success.
It is not a “Dye," and will not stain a particle. It
will positively “RbstorbGrat Hair’’ in all cases
to its ciginal oolor. It promotes a growth of new
hair i| a! cases on Bald Head* when the glands or
roots of the hair are not completely disorganized.—
It prevents the hair from falling off, and removes all
dandruff, heat, hqmorfl and itching from the scalp
It keeps the hair soft, moist and perfectly healty .and
gives ft a gloegy and beautiful appearance. It is

highly permmed,and as a dressing it has no superior. The ‘* Regenerator’’ is warranted to produce the
above results tin all cases, if not the money to be
refunded. With it
every “Gray Head” in Hew England can be restored In less than thirty days.
Price TS cents per Bottle.
TIBBETTS BROTHERS,
Druggists and Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,
N. H.
Sold ut wholesale and retail by W. W. Whiffle,
31 Market Square, Portland, Sols Agent, and

by

Druggists everywhere.

sept# 64 eodtojanl

Dr. Watson's Dlptheria Ours,
Sir:—Having cored four cases ol Dlptheria in my
house, and watched its wonderful sucoeas In many
neighborhoods In my travels; I call Dr. Watson's
Dipthorm Cure a sure cure for that awful eooarge

dies who takes it in season; and I may ay it
are thorough to using
it; even after
the disease is oalled fatal by attending
physicians.
IehaJlange any one to show a failure where the
medicine has a reqfonabte chance. Who would not
hive it in the house; iI they knew its power. A
Celebrated Druggist here who feared to try it for s
while finally tried it for every member of his family
and told me he would not take 1R>,00 dollars tor the
oure Just lor hie family, and I dont believe be wonld
take it in gold even at Its highest premium. It reminds me ol tho '■ Brazen Serpent," a sere cure.
X. M. Srkbcan.
Very Respectfully Yours,
H. H. HAY, Druggist, Portland, general agent
for Maine, to whom all orders moat be addressed.
Aug30 eodltwtf
one

ouresali who

nr-Epileptic Fits

be Cared.—Dr.
Lockbox baying become eminently successful in
curb,; this terrible malady, invites ail similarly affiiotsd, to call or send (or circulars ol references and
testimonials of numerous cases cured of from one to
twenty-hour yegrs stgudiug. Ho devotes his uttentlon (specially to diseases of the
Cerebro-Spina! Axis,
or Nervous
System ,ndrolioit* an investigation of
his cl aim to the public confidence.
consulted at b)s private residence No.
141 West 434 street, daily from 10 a. x. to 3 r. x.,
except Saturday and Sunday. Address all letters to
Dn. V. B. LOCKROW, New York.
Care of P. O. Box 611S.
ootTdfim
ess

Kbap Db. h roans' advertisement, in another
column. In hi* specialty Dr. Hughssis unequalled
by any physician in this oountry.

Janlwly
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and

BILL HEADS neatly prints

this office

et
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MINIATURE ALMANAC.
TDeader...November IB.
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imports.
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York.. Aspic wall_Nov 14
York. .New Orleans .Nov 14
York..New Orleans..Nov IT

Queen..New York. Aapinwall-Nov 2:1
Morning Star.New York. .New Orleans .Nov 20

Ocean

quickened, instructed and strengthened, but
something may thereby be done to comfort
and mitigate the
sufferings of the sick and
wounded soldiers of
Maine, who have perilled

K'reenoi't

Brig John Pierce, (of jjgwpart) Streat, Havana.
Sen Dxbonaire, (*r) Tiro in Hantaport Ns.
Sell Hpam Spofford, Spofford, bay Chalour, S0O

bbla mackerel.
Sch Starlight, York, Boston.
OFF PORTLAND LIGHT

standing

—

in.

a

deep

laden

ship

Wra.

England.

Pebonnaire -186 ton*

In addition to the
above, correspondence is
going on with distinguished gentlemen from
whom repliee have not thus far
been received
The course will coneist ot not less
than ten lectures, to commence early in December, 1864, and
continue thereafter weekly.
Tickets for the Course, 81 25
Evening tickets, 25 cents.
For sale at the Bookstores, Messrs.
C'rossman
* Co. s and Paine s Music store
of tiokets limited to the
capacity of the

^Bale

Brig James Crosby, Uerriman, Vera Cruz—John
C Proctor.
Brig Minnehaha, (Br) Douglaea, Matanzaa—John
D Lord.
Brig Caatllllan, Hardcnbrook, Cardenas—Thomas

JACOB MCLELLAN
Israel Washburn ,Jir
JOHN LYNCH,

M. L. A. _LECTURES.

The opening Lecture ofiho coaree will
te delivered

The All barque Bradford, 283 tons, built at Rockland Id ISol, has been told to parties at New York
ior *16,000.

ou

Wednesday Evening,
-AT-

MEW

0pea '* *

ao°°r*

7

C

niog 1 ieke

a.

IT_Y

**“ B0B"« (1* Lecture.) »2 00: kve60 cent*.
will be ds ivtred bv J. B. O-arh.
Lveula* next—N, w Lfoturs, tut
Per order Commutes

8i'>®“df<ci«re

°B/liE.®DAm
tiction.

and

GtOB*M£°£Zy

ineCo.No.4,

12th, b*U J fc H Crowley, Crowley, Aapinwall.
Cld 13th, ship St Peter, 8pragae, Pensacola; brigs
Cyclone, Babbldge, New Orleans; American Union,
Smith, do; sob Alligator, Collins, Portsmouth.
NEW YORK—Ar Uth. ships Ualatoi, Cook, from

Bangor.
81d 18th, sch John Langley, Langley, for Philadelphia.
FALL RIVER—Ar Uth, sch Messenger, Holden,

Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar Uth, sebs Astoria, Brai scomb,
Improvidence lor Calais; Jolla fc Mary, Wentworth,
do lor Bangor; Sarah.
Conary, do tor Rockland.
In port U h, schs Albert Clarence, Freeman, from
Portland ior Baltimore; Etta G Fogg, Newcomb,
Boston for Tangier; Hardscrabble, Gregory, do fur
Georgetown DC; New Packet, Foster New York for
Millbridge; E Cloason, Coombs, fin St John N B ior
Baltimore; West Wind. Harrington, Dighton for
PbUadhilphia; Bamb Gardiner, Teel. ProrMenoe for
New York; Geo WGlover, Holbrook, New York tor
Boston; Royal Oak, Benson, from Providence for

HOLMES'S HOLE-Ar 11th, barque C B Hamilton. White, from New York tor Portland; sobs C F
Youus, Home, Bonaire 26th ult for Portland; Unison, Dennison, Elizabethport for Boston; Sarah
Conary,Providenoe lor Rockland; Mill Creek
do tor Boston; Royal Oak, Uonaon, do tier Bangor
Albion, Poualand, and Consignment, Carle. New
Bedford fordo; Flora A 8awyer, Reed, New York

Wood'

for Portland.
Sid, brig Tangier; cobs Edwin Reed, Henry
3 Perkins, Pilot's Bride.
l**
Cl"k' ,nd Mots. Stetson,
•s?.*
l'2r”Elizabethport lor Boston; Panama, Higgins, do lor
Newbury port.
Bid, barque C B Hamilton; schs C F Young Mill
Creek, Unison, 8nrnh, Royal Oak, Albiun, Connecticut, Mary Laagdon, Floia A Sawyer, Lion, Paran
Mora, and Panama.
NANTUCKET—Ar 7th, soli Passport. Patterson
roruaao.

BOSTON—Ar21>t, ship Ceylon, Sampson from
Padang; barques Alice Tarltcb,Tucker Surinam;
Almira Coombs, Sylvester. Havana; it A All n o’
Neal, do: brigs Jacinto, Simpson, Cienfoegos; Selma. Gibbs, Cardenas: Cbarlena. Nickels, Matanzas;
H B Emery, Lord, New burg; Haynes. Griflin, Miragoane; sobs Chas WSnow. Heath, PortEwen; Canary, Fitohtr, Newburg; boo W Glover, Holbrook.

York.
Cld lt2h, brigs Wm Nssb, Gould, St Domingo via
Halifax; J P EUIcott, Bray. Macbias; Geo Amos
Coombs, Bangor; sobs Magnum Bonum, Rich, Bangor; Geo Brooks. Wallaoe, Portland.
Ar l«th, sobaParan, Clark, and Union, Clark, ftn
Elizabethport; Juno, Mills. New York.
l>*rqne C 8 Ul<nilt0I1> from Now York for
Now

Portland

Cld Hth, barane Prima Donna, Sawyer. Buenos

Ayrm; Lady Franklin, Mitchell, Cieniuegos; Jane
Young, Croekor, St John NB; soh Baltimore. Dix,

Trento nt.

PORTSMOUTH—Sid 12th, sobs Worrenton, for
Ellsworth; ldabo.Prescott. Caatine.
BA^GOH—Ar 12tb, barque T Cushiag. Coloofd.
Boston; »cha Atlantic, Herriman, Cardenas; Henrietta, Toole, Portland
Cld 12th, schs Goo Washington, Pendleton, Boston; Caroline, Brown, Portland.
BATH—Cld 12th, barque Annie Kimball, Humphreys, Fortress Monroe.

BALL.

Lsotars commence, at

®

ton.
Ar

dary, Young, Portsmouth.
Arl2th, barques commodore,(Br) Anderson, fm
Padang; Carmelita, Hanton. Rio Janeiro; seb Fred
Eugene, Crockett, Rond out tor Portland.
Cid 12tb, ship Constitut on, Sumner, Liverpool;
barque Albina, Waffles, New Orleans.
Sid Uth, ships RCWintbrop, Onward, Ontario;
brigs Pr igre.s, and Sitka
J
PAWTUCKET—Ar 12th, sch James M Freeman,
Ryder, Cold Spring.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 18th, sob Raven, Bore, from

16th,

Wendell Phillips, Esq.,

FISHERMEN.
Marblehead 10th inat, sch Josephine, Preble,
400
Grand Bank,
qtia lislr.
Ar at Glouaeater Uth inst, sch Corporal Trim,
Lawrence.
St
Haskell, Bay

Manila; Nor’ Wester, Smith, Masariat brig Allhratta, 1 ay lor, Glace Bay CB; eebs II P Russell, Nickarson, New Orleans; Sam Cola Hilliard. Bangor.
Ar 12th, ship Wild Pigeon, Kay,Chanaral; barque
Luzon, Robinson Shanghae.
Cld 13th, ship Constitution,!Br)for Liverpool; sch
Springbok, Haskell, Glace Bay CB; J noyntoRood, Lastpor; Sylvia, Reynolds, Maohiss; Bonn-

Nov.

-BY—

Ar at

BALTIMORE-Ar 12th, sob Delmoat. Portland;
s
Franoee Newton, from Bath.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld Uth inst, barque Orohllla,
Havener, Fernandina; brigs Ocean Belle, Norton,
New Orleans; Itasca, R. ss, Key West; Foster,Hammond, Boston; scha 8 Sawyer, Csods.e, Port Ewen;
Courier, Trewergy, and Dscotah, Partridge, Bos-

U'tUTt

*

KBS;j

—

and others.

of Maas.

Hon. Alex. II. Bullock, of Mass.
Rev. Dr. R. 8. Storm, Jr., of N. Y.
Rev. Robert CoUyer, of 111.
Rev. J. 8. C. Abbott, the Historian.

_

Fortress Monroe
Orlando
Nickerson.
SAILED—wind N—Brig Frontier; sob Florida,

Lloyd Garrison, Esq.,

Geo. Was. Cunis, of N. Y.
Hon. Gee. Thompson, of

CLEARED.

Aaencio fc Co.
8eh Abbie, Knight,

mightTe

preserved?1
The proceeds of the course will be
devoted to
the benefit of the
"Portland Soldiert’ Home."
lhe management of
the course will be under
the auspices of the
following named citizens:
Jacob McLellan
Wm Willis
Israel Washburn jr
S E Spring
John Lynch
WW Thomas
Benj Kingsbury jr
JT McCobb
Nath’l F Deering
F
Joseph B Hall
?,f°
Oliver Jalb°‘
Gemsh
Reneellaer Cram
Woodbury Davis
Lewis B Smith
Edward Fox
Fred G Messer
J H Drummond
Henry P Lord
Geo W Woodman
Eben Steele
M A Blanchard
Nathan Webb
Charles Holden
S W Larrabee
Geo R Davis
Byron Greenough
John T Gilman
JohnB Brown
St John Smith
T C Hersey
WmW Woodbury
Albert Marwick
D W Fessenden
Henry Fox
The following named persons have been engaged to deliver addresses:
Gov. John A.
Andrew, of Mass.
Frederic Donglase, Esq., of N. Y.
Miss Ann E. Dickinson, of Penn.

NEV&

Mraday,.November 14.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Cbosapeake, Willetts, New York.
Steamer Lady lang, Roix, Bangor
Steamer New Brunswiok, Winchester, Boston for
St JohuNB.
Barque Sarah Hobart, (new) Cr.ston, of and from

i

Whl commence their Third Annual Courie
of assemblies wltb a

GRAtf D

_BALL,

New

City Hall,
Thanksgiving Night, Nov. 24.
be followed (at Lancaster Hall) by four Attmblirt, on Thursday Moan.

To

A Grand Christmas
On

Monday Night,
To

i Srud

NEW

Deo.

Ball,

26th,’

sloes with

Firaua’r, Military ud Civic
YEAR'S BALL,

Monday Night,
Mueic

on

Jan. 2, 1866.
Thank.giving Bight by Pwwpeabwrg's

Band. Prompuug by Paor. A. J. Local.
Mmio for tbs remsinder of tbs course by V haad■ar’s (daadrille Bawd,—prompting by D. H.
ChaudLbb.

T.oketi for the Oviuve.g( CO

Single T.cktti lor
Thanksgiving Ball,.
•*
eubA-sembly.
*•

Bad.

C Crist mu
Mew year's

B.li.

Gallery Ticket..
For uls by the Managers and at tbs door.

1>0
it
100

IK
-.0

AXAUMBS

M

Foreman E. Hodokiks, Ase't 8. 8 Haykavord,
Seo C. O. Hindu,
K. O. Paob,
C. H Phiuiis,
B. a. Hall,
W. A.Taylor

tr Dancing to oommenoe at 8 o'clock.
novlteodtd
Clothing cheoked Lee.

DAN CIN G_SCH00L!
Mr. I. G. AHTHOIHE
W

U

oommenoe

bis second term cf

Dancing School

MECHANICS’
MALL,
Tuesday Evening, Nov. *4, um,
For new beginners la CotiH-us, Weltilnv
8ohottluhe, Kazourks.Wslrz acd Polk.,
^

Polk.

Quarfriim!'

fee.

Tho term to eon-let of 12 lesson<.
wU1
o’clock.
Moo m
clock.
Terms tor Ladies 83, G:ats 84.

°J“*

Gentlemen'.
novljdtf

THE MISSES BAILEY S

HOME SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,
NEW

GLOUCESTER,

Me.

tha Bth
•nToIsDAlL
Norsmber**1*#0P1,P®,IC*
€Od»*
of

novl6

s. C. HUNK (NS, M.

D.,

SURGEON & PHYSICIAN,
OFFICE 10. 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE-

fobeigFPOSTS.

Board at United State. Hotel.
Sid ftn Smyrna 18th alt, barque E H Yarringron
Mavo, Boston
dtr
Off Kensail 26th nit, ship Alice Yennard, Young,
from Liverpool for Akvab
Ar at Falmouth E, 29th alt, ship Tartar, Gntbrlo,
Tutooorin.
Ar at Dunpiore East 26th ult, brig J Polledo,PlumThe Great Remedy for the Piles.'
mer, from Liverpool for Havana, (landed pilot and
fllUKY eradicate e.l tumors ft-om the
proceeded. 1
blood, end
Off Dover 26th ult, Emma, 8tevens, ftn Botterdam
-L are a goed family purgative.
for New York.
3 •8
ier tha Pi.ee Or land .
,,v.■*.
Cld
»th nit, ship W D Sewall. Abefile
Ointment should t>e used
comb Cardiff.
Prepared by C. O. CH4MHBRLIH, Portend
At Pernambuco 15th ult,
Paioa a* Caa-re.
For sale by
brig Fannio Lincoln,
Ureggi,ts gtnerHardieou. lor Boston,
*'**•anglbeod.m
24th
for
*»A»Ltgboru
ult, brig Mary E Ladd, EUia,
I
Boston.
TO FU BNITURE
AratSt JobnNB 5th last. soh Onward, ThompDEALERS!
son, Bangor; 7tn, Welcome Homo, Merriam. from
Portland.
Bottom. 1
Ar at do 12th inst, ship lf*ry O'Brien, Vesper, fm
AND FOLDING
New York.
ooTH,

llotia__

DR. ORLAND’S LIVER P!US,

^

——

[Per steamer Peruvian, at Near York. !
Ar
Liverpool 29tb, Cicero, Alexadder, fm
at

Now

York.
Cld 29th, Mary Aliev, Pago, Boston
Sid 28th. Ella. Nickels, Alexandria via Newport.
Eat for ldg 29 h, Lizzie Moses, Delano, for Phila-

delphia

Ar at Havre 27th nit, A E Lovltt, Chapman, New
York.
Cld 29th, J A Stamler, Samson, New York.
Sid ftn Antwerp 28th nit, Caatine, Thurston for
Cardiff.
Ar at Hamburg 27th nit, Edwin,
Livasay, from
Now York.
Ar at E.'sineur 25th ult, Florenoe,
8mith,Cronstadt

S'S*—

Wolfe,

ftn

•POKES,

davVfrom Cailao^fer

I—* ™

fo?t?o^.« d«it^“45I8-,hip oth*“°'cau*°
*hip Lot,je J?*"6”' from
CAeutta for Loudon**

S?“F^o«,hipW‘te,10°’
i*4 !*»lon

B‘bson'

»• brig Edmonsion Bros, 16
for Barbadoee.
(C*-0? Po,tl»od
•,“* 22 U. lon 67 20, brig A J Boes, of SearsNewYoraf^r Mausanllls.
ki
h1,1 # 44, lon "1 40. set S B Stetson (or Steb“ns.lfrom Bangor for New Orleans, with loss of
deck load, forts all, jibboom and jibs.

PN.v1«<1v*5'Mr?m

A»D

—_

ALL ICIJVDS OF
IROJVBED8TEADS.
b*t,#r in the ««*•*- The belt
IVmatarklu^S^eid
th* mo,t »* llifltl workmen ebar-

®*'»blfthment
J'St*
mr,IQ
U7 ao. 11» Court
*

Bostv

n

Off Yarmouth 90th, Pioneer, Mitchell, (m-for
New York.

1

of aap kind of PRINTING
the lOailv Press Office.

tF"11 you
ai'

-r-..
are In want

12

Erin.Liverpool.New York.. .Nov 22
Heola.Liverpool.New York.. .Nov 29
Etna.. ......Liverpool.New York. ..Nov 'J

tt
11

■SMi

3
5
8

China.Liverpool.Boston.Nov

Obkrlih, May 6th. 1864

No

3AJLB
2

VOB

VKOM

.Liverpool.New York.. .Nov
Nova Scotian.Liverpool.Portland —Nov
Australasian..... .Liverpool.New York...Nov
Virginia.Liverpool.New York... Nov
Asia.Liverpool.Boston. ....Nov

Costa Rica.

be

their lives that the life
of the nation

DIED.

Bafcfor.

HAIR

R

The course of lectures delivered last winter in
the City Hail on the affairs of the Nation,
by
distinguished gentlemen from different sections
of the Union, haring been so universally appreciated and sustained by the people; and in accordance with the request of a large number of our
citizens, and also in view of the continued disturbances with which the country is afflicted, it
is deemed advisable and useful to institute
another series df like character for the coming
winter.

Philadelphia.

To the Sick.

ables her to

ON THE

At Cape Elizabeth Kerry, Nov 13, by Rev K Robin
son, Horace W Wentworth and M:ss MarmratK
margaret r.
Welden, all ot C E K.
In Bangor, Oct 1, Beoj 8 Hasty and Mrs Sarah A
Berry, both of Garland; 10th, William ALIbbv and
Miss Lsentine L Wardwell, both of Brewe
In Bangor, Oct 20, Elathan Moseby and Miss Lucy

DOMESTIC PORTS.
KEY WEST—Ar 7th, ship Clara Ann, Stiaeon. fm

Dowxns, General Agent,
44 Cedar st.. New York.

baulks

novldSm

Course of Leetures
OF THE OOUHTBY.

STATE

TAR!

Coughs, Colds, Influenza, Hoarseness, Difficult
Breathing, and all Jfleet tone of the Throat,
Bronchial Tubes and Lungs, leading
to Consumption.
/
1 his sovereign remedy is compounded from the
favorite recipe of an illustrious Physician and Chem-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Independent

PCTRT OP PORTLAND.
AND

FOB THE CUBE OF

gists.

*&

wij

j-ss.50.

OF

HOBEHOUND

our

Wm. H. Stbout.

F.nFel1 Staio* Ten-Portlej...

SLARUSTE

HONEY

find a better way, or time at

gestiica*.lon and gratitude for our Providential deliverance 1'rnm all
the plot* and frauds of traitors, than by indulging ip a loose gloriflication, purposely selecting his day oTfastra^
prayer. I fear the
moral and religious sentiment of community,on
which rests our success, will suffer by it. Is it
well to lessen the small degree of reverence
for sacred things, by making a mock of the
devotipny of those whom we believe to be our
oeritesr May V* nop indict an Injury on hypown cause by so doing.f

7.So:.::::

«1

Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 19
America.New York. .Southampton.Nov 19
City of Baltimore..New York. Liverpool.Nov 19
Champion.New York. .New Orleans .Nov 2<)

NOTICES.

NEW

.}j»|

Full

gentleman

Salt river

writers in the Argus as to the election of Gen.
McClellan. This was pursued persistently for
weeks, till at last, its followers believed the
falsehood, Many of them read no other paper
—and these false prophets, played on their
credulity and ignorance In order to get their
votes—They recklessly, and against all evidence persjjted in saying that President Lincoln had no look fpr aq'ejection. What was
the result? I will tell you one ease, ft is probably a specimen of many, 4. poor, hard working Irish laborer on the Saturday before elec
tion, withdrew quite a sum of money from a
place of deposite, (where it was drawing in
terest) and made a wager with it that McClellan would he elected! This was the result of
the teachings of the Argus. This m«n bad
full faith. On Tuesday, when the sun went
down, he had lost his hard earnings) not loet
It by a close vote, but by an overwhelming
minority! showing that his candidate never
had a ghost of aphance! and that he has been
imposed upon most egregj&msly by those who
should have taught him better. SftajneoD

acknowledgements when the gifts are
all in. At present the only difficulty to be
apprehended is, that the 2d Malhe Cavalry

List.

Sals at ths Bboksh’ Boasd, Bor. U.
2.200 Amortoan Gold.........3441
200 .do.244}
245
U.000 ...i..do
1.000 .......do...’.,.-24*1
600 United Stale* Coupons (Jan).....2411
S Coupon Slxeei 1881)
1?0000
“JO u.do.lot-i

promised from various places.

con-

ceded.

inesof Railroad.

iyit is excessively modest in a paper bice
tfae Argus, which has labored with a teal little
feu than diabolical, now that it has been buried
that
so deep by the avalanslm of popular feeling
exno reaurraotion power oan ever reaeh it, to
hort the “Repnblieans to review their ground
to re-examine their policy, and to abandon every
unwise measure,” &e. We think our neighbor
might »s wel)“dry up.” Its advice is mightily
like impudence

stock didn’t take well with the “Green

will stick to this dootrine
quarrel with him.
*y Among the very noticeable things at the
Sailors’ Fair, Boston, is the Portland Baby
House—a large structure, divided into different
apartments, which oontain everything in the

some

IDO barrels; Winthrop 100; Skowhegan 150;
other towns from half-a-dozen to thirty.—
Winthrop sent to-day $37 with which to buy
onions, and more money for this purpose is

pared,

he will find no

day.

have promised more.
New Gloucester has already sent nearly

for Lincoln and 32 for McClellan; Cavendish
gave 281 for Lincoln and 21 for Little Mac.

It

over in
But if it were not so it
would be no evidence o hostility on the part

Portland one

erality.
Anything like/ult acknowledgements, even
from any given town, would be impossible
now, as almost all that have sent anything

foma*ee and obildren afflloted with chronic diseases.

subdue the rebellion in the ways and to the end
already approved by a majority of the people.”

Boston

^s: Stock

Army.

In response to ffeceut calls, the people are
pouring in their gifts with characteristic lib-

gave 310 votes for Lincoln and only 15 for McClellan; Ludlow, in the same state, voted, 318

Chicago

Voter.

To the Editor qf the Press:
In your article upon the Railroad

Tuesday

last.

M. D. was terribly benumbed by
the concussion of the balloting. Wednesday
he was seen with some of his ilk wearing a
saturnine face, and heard to remark, “it will
take three weeks :to find out how the eleiction

Thirdly,

Vegetables for the

Tucker,

noalSdtf

it,

_

Copartnership

Notice.

tha
reigned
WKpartnership
nnd<

here thlede. formed a
under the name and etyla of

KEMP

co-

t PMTTIBOILL,

and will ba foand In tha old ihop formerly oocnplod
btJ U Kemp, Ha. 13 Prebleilrent, where they in.
tend doing.

Horae Shoeing

hnslnsee, and will give iitlsfhctlan to all who may
fhror them with a call. If the work it not iiUefactary no charge will bo made.
i.U. Kanr.
(tor

C. B yrrmuiu.

...

14.1861—dlw*
Wanted,

A

SMALL tenement, rr part of a house suitable
AM. for a smell family without children
The rent Is
winted immediately. Addrtre Box ISIS r< rtland
r-OhorUdiw*

'_

with

Wanted.
furnished

or anftirniebed
ml,
BOARD,
gout lemon and one lady; beat of reftrby
for
ro

two

•“«*

*fi^di i44""

on*

wartF,

at

tble off**,

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
JT«w Advertisement* To-Dap.
Theatra—Dserinr Hall.
To Furniture Dealer*.
Ocean Engine Co. No. 4.
Copartnership Notioe-Kemp A PettingUi.
Home School for Girls.
M. L A Lectures.
8. C Huukins, M.D.

Auction Sale—Henry Hailey It Co.
Beard IVa. too
Bent Wanted.
Orland'n Pills.

Dancing School—Maohanica' Hall.

Obsrnctinp Commercial

Street.

A case of much

importance to merchants
Commercial gtreet, was before the Municipal
Court yesterday, Involving the right of merchants to obstruct tho street by discharging
and loading goods from and into the cars by
skids, after 4 o’clock, in the afternoon. It

on

was the case of Matthews & Co. vs. Kelsey;
in which plaintiff* brought a suit for trespass

"

against defendant for removing and damaging
their skids, which were placed across the
street from their shop to the cars after 4 o’clock
in tho afternoon. J. H.
Drummond,Esq. appeared for the plaintiff, and Messrs. Evans
and Putnam for the defendant.
Counsel for plaintiff claimed the
right to
load and unload freight after 4 oclockP. M.
from the cars, by virtue of the
city ordinance
in relation thereto.

Counsel for defendant denied the
power of
the city to pass any ordinance that shall obstruct or prevent the free use of the street as

public highway to the travelling public.
Judge Kingsbury, in rendering his opinion,
cited the Act of 1863 conferring certain
powers upon the
city of Portland, and authorizing the city to ordain “reasonable by-laws.”

a

At the passage of this Act the ordinance in
relation to Commercial street was in force,
and it has never been repealed by the city, but
has

simply been

amended by

changing the

time.
It was argued by defendant that, admitting
the ordinance to be within the legitimate
scope and power of the Municipal authorities,
yet it does not, in terms, allow the obstruction
of the streets by skids.
To this the Court answered that
though
true it did not in terms, yet the authorities
have

practically recognized this construction,

and for years it has been allowed. The travel
this street is generally over by 4 o’clock

on

in the

afternoon, and the street is very wide,
and there is room to pass on the other side of
the cars, and the discharge of freight by
skids can be

accomplished in a very short time.
On that street most of the commerce, not only
for the ctiy, but also for the Stale is transacted-, and all reasonable facilities should be
granted our merchants doing business there.
Judgment

was

rendered for

plaintiff.

De-

fendant’s counsel interposed an appeal, and
the case will go up to the Supreme Court for

adjudication.

The late OoL Edward A. Scamman,
More than a passing notice ie due to the
memory of the late Col. Scamman of this eity.
He was the son of Edward Scamman, Esq., of
Gorham, in this State, and at the time of his
death, was but little more than thirty-nine
years of age. Prior to his majority, he was
mainly a resident of his native town. Subsequent to that time and his marriage, he had
employment with the N. A. Express Company on the line of the G. T. R. R., and also had
a connection with other
Express Companies
doing business between Portland and Eastport, Boston and New York.
lor sometime previous to the commencement of the present
war, he was a clerk in the
house ofO.P. Staples & Co. of this
city.
Oa the 2d of AJay,
1861, he enlisted as a private In Co. H, of the 5th
Maine, and on the
Oth of the same month the officers elected by
the Co. were Mark H.Duunell, Capt,, Edward
A. Scamman 1st. Lieut., and the late Samuel
Dyer, 2d Liout.
On the 20th ol the same month Capt. Dunnell was olecled Col. of the Regiment; and
subsequently Lieut. Scamman was appointed
Capt. of Co. H. With the regiment he went
to Washington the following month and nobly bore a part in the memo rablo yet ill-fhtod battle of Bull Run.
On the resignation of Col. Dunnell in Sept,
of that year, and the appointment of Col., now
Brig. Gen., N.T. Jackson to his place, Capt.
Scamman, by recouiend»tion of Col. D., was
made Major of the regiment. With this rank
he remained and served with the regiment until after the battle of Gaines’ Mill where the
gallant Lieut. Col. Wm. L. Heath, of the 5th
was killed, when Maj. Scamman was
made
Lieut. Col.
With this rank he served well and honora-

bly until Col. Jackson

made

Brigadier
in the Summer or Fall of 1862, when
Lieut.
Col. d. was appointed Col. of the
regiment,
and as such served until Jan., 1863, when the
interests of his family, the state of his
health,
was

a

and the prospect of a permanent business connection, Influenced him to resign the com-

mand of the regiment.
In the various ranks which he held in the
regiment he had the confidence and respect
of the privates of his companjTand of the
regiment, as also of the subordinate officers.
In the Spring of the present
year, he went
to Beaufort N. C., as a
party in interest and
agent of other parties in this city in the cutting and manufactare of lumber.
While m the successful execution of his' labors there, he was attacked with the blUious
fever on the 4th of Ocleber, and died on the
2&tb, leaving a wife and three children to
mourn his sad and untimely death.
His remains will be taken to his native State for
their final rest. Thus has departed a
worthy
and patriotic citizen, a devoted husband and
father,' a true and sincere friend.
D.

The Theatre.
Nobth Yarmouth Academy. We are
Deering Hall was well filled last evening
indebted to the courtesy of Mr. E. S. Hoyt,
notwithstanding the immense crowds and
of this long-established institution,
great attractions outside. The plays were Principal
for a catalogue for the year ending Nov. 1864.
admirably performed as everybody expected
It makes a very neat pamphlet, printed at the
they would be. Seldom do our citizens have
office of Stephen Berry, foot of
Exchange
the privilege of witnessing such splendid actStreet. The four terms show an aggregate of
ing as they had last evening. It was clear
300students.—The institution is in a flourishup to the mark, and the auditors were greatly
ing condition.
amused. We have never
known

an

audience

In Deering Hall more highly gratified. Every j
Household furniture can’t very well be
body knows what Warren is in his roles, but dispensed with even in war times, and all our
we will not prrticularize when all did so well.
readers have to do is to send their orders to
This evening there will be a rousing honse, Hiram Tucker 119 Court St. Boston and
they
and those who wish to see the “ unimitated ! will be promptly attended to, and the best arand inimitable” Warren in Jeremiah Beetle ticles forwarded at the lowest possible prices.
and Jonathan Chickweed will do well to seA word to the wise is sufficient.
cure their seats in the early part of the day.
Auction Sale.—We are requested to
The Ba.bes of the Wood and the laughastate that free tickets to those who wish to atble Farce of Nursey Chickweed will be I
tend the sale of Real Estate at Steven’s Plains
performed, and if these plays don’t fill every | to
day at 3 o’clock, may be obtained of Henry
nook and corner of Deering jjall then we
& Co., Auctioneers, Exchange street.
Bailey
shall be greatly mistaken. A fund of amusement is in store for our citizens this evening,
The last half of‘Mr. Gardiner’s Singing
and if they don’t partake of it there is no : School will commence this
evening at Sons of
body to be blamed but themselves. There Temperance Hall, No. 351 Congress street.
will be a lively time, and many sides will be
shaken and-eome buttons lost on the occasion.
Warren is immense in producing such effects,
BY TELEGRAPH
so let all look out for a high old time.
-TO THE —
■■

---

Thanksgiving

Au appeal has been made by a committee
appointed at the Union League Club Honse,
New York, to the Northern people to furnish
our gallant soldiers in the armies of the Potomac, the James and the Shenandoah, and the
sailors in the North Atlantic Squad roji, with a
good Thanksgiving dinner. And in order to
carry out this undertaking, donations of cooked

poultry and other proper meats, mince
pies and fruit are called for. If any person is
situated as to be uuable to cook the poultry
or meat, it can be sent uncooked.
If uncooked it should be so marked on the outside of
the box, and a list of the contents should accompany the box.
The box should be addressed to “George
W .Blunt, Getty’s Building, Trinity Place, N.
Y.” The Eastern, American, Adams, Hmaden,
and U.S. Express Companies have generously
offered to transmit to New York, free of
charge, all boxes addressed as above.
The committee will undertake to send to the
front ail donations that may reach thorn before
Nov. 30th and to see that they are properly
and equally distributed.
so

Vota of Maine SoldiersA letter from the front gives the following
returns:
20th
31st

EVENING

Dinner for the Soldiers and
Sailors.

Regiment Lincoln, 139. McClellan,
“
108.

13

21

82d
68.
31
“
“
7th Battery,
78.
00
Our correspondent, an officer in the field,
speaks in terms of condemnation of the conduct of one staff officer who made himself
“particularly conspicuous in his advocacy of
the disunion ticket.” The above figures he
remarks, are more emphatic than words in
showing the soldiers’ opinion of the struggle.

PAPERS.

IV TELEGRAPB
TOtHI

Portland

Daily Pros*.

New York, Nov. M.
Gen. Slough and staff arrived froni the
front this morning where ho has been engaged for the past ten days in superintending
The Orange
the taking up of the railroad.
& Alexandria railroad will now perhaps be
abandoned. The cars make regular trips only
as far out as Union Mills, perhaps not more
than 16 miles from Alexandria. The Treasury
Depot Is still sending out appeals in behalf of
the 7-30 loan, the subscriptions to which last
week amounted to nearly threr millions. The
subscriptions to the 10 40 loan have nearly
ceased.
Apart from the rebel announcements that
Hood Is marching on Chattanooga, the last
authentic is that he had passed the Tennessee
but had not crossed the Coosa, and even if
he has done so he will probably find Gen.
Thomas army or some other
army In his front.
At all events he will meet with a sufficient
force to pievent him from
making injurious
progress.
No despatches have been received from
Gen. Sherman for several days past for the
reason as is supposed that he is now beyond
the means of immediate communication with
Washington. That part of the country in
which he is now operating will afford him
ample subsistence supplies without the trouble
of transportation. By this time he may be
far beyond the points where the enemy in formidable numbers can do him harm. It is not
known how long our forces may continue to
occupy Atlanta. This will depend upon cir-

cumstances soon to be developed.
Whatever may be Sherman’s programme,
gentlemen who are good judges of military
matters anticipate damaging results to the

enemy.
The trial of Col. North, the New York State
agent, Marvin M. Jones and Levi Cohen, was
resumed to-day. Several witnesses were examined, but nothing of special interest was
elicited.
from

New York, Nov. 14.
The steamer Ocean Queen, from Aspinwall
5th inst., has arrived. She was conveyed to
this port by the U. S. steamer Grand Gulf.—
The Ocean Queen brinRS $477,000 in specie.
The Government of Chili has acknowledged
Spain and Peru as belligerents, and declared
coal to be contraband of war and not to be
supplied to vessels of either of those nations.
A report was current at Valparaiso of an
outbreak of the Indians on the Southern frontier, and that they had attacked Angol.
AnewMiuistry had been formed in Peru.
The Spanish and Peruvian question had remained unchanged since the last mail.
The Sooth American Congress, which was
to meet at Lima, has not yet been
formally in-

ment.
Rumors were prevalent to the effect that
Guatemala and Salvador are likely to make
hostile movements against Honduras, also that
an invasion of Salvador by ex-President Barrios is imminent. These rumors seem to be
without loundation.
The tonnage tax has been suspended in all
parts of Faasma.

The passage Of C. S. troops across Panama
caused much excitement, but it bad subsided.
The U. S. sloop of-war Narraganset sailed
from Panama for Callao on the 1st inst. en
route for

Philadelphia,

Rear Admiral Geo. F. Pearson took command of the U. S. squadron in the Pacific on
the 25th ult.
from fortress Monroe.

Fortress Mokrwe, Nov. 14.
The steamer from City Point last evening
brought down about 20 passengers.
The prize steamer Lucy, laden with cotton
arrived here last evening in charge of a prize
crew and sailed for Boston to-day.
The steamer Hardee left here yesterday for
Baltimore with two barges in tow. At 6
O'clock last evening they were struck by a
heavy squall when off Smith Point, which
parted them from the steamer and they have
not since been heard from. The barges were
heavily laden with railroad ties. There were
several men on board when they parted.
The steamer Amanda has been sent in pursuit of the missing boats,
A salute was fired yesterday noon by all the
men-of-war ip this harbor in honor of the result of the Presidential election.

From the Shenandoah
More Fighting
Rebels defeated with severe Loss,
—

Suit
—

New York, Nov. 14.
The Herald’s Shenandoah Valley correspondent says last Friday the rebel cavalry appeared in front of Gen, Custar and Merritt
apparently to feel Sheridan's strength in his
new position at Kearstown, four miles south
of Wiuchester. After some heavy skirmishing our force fell back to draw them on but
the rebels soon fell back after following to
where our infantry reserves were stationed
and received several heavy volleys. Early

Saturday morning skirmishing was resumed,
when the same plan of moving back was tried,
General Sheridan desiring if possible to bring
on a general engagement, but the
enemy
would not follow. Gen. Powell was then ordered to advance with his division and the
rebels were driven back with severe loss.
They retreated in great haste and were pursued through Front Royal in a most spirited
manner, Besides what they suffered in killed
and wounded, Powells men captured 2
guns
and 150 prisoners, several wagons and a
large
number of horses.
Our losses were considerable, the
being close and of a whrm character.

ing but cavalry

were

fighting
Noth-

engaged either day.

against Gen. Butler.

New York, Nov. 13.
Messrs. S. & A. W. Smith, Bankers in New
Orleans, this morning applied for and ob
tained an attachment against Gen. Butler, in
the Bum of $150,000, on aooount of seizing all
their fund, private accounts, and $80,000 in
coin in New Orleans in May, 1862. They say
the defendant returned all but the coin which
they allege he converted to his own use. Subsequently the surrogate was served with a
writ of attachment on account qf the property willed to Geo, {Sutler by h(s brother.
The Post’s special Washington dispatch
says the planters in the tower counties of
Maryland have agreed to pay Utah- former
slaves annual wages varying from $60 to

${QQ.

from

Clellan,

California, Oregon and Nevada.
San Francisco, Nov. 8.
Twenty-one thousand votes were* polled in
this city to-day. President Lincoln’s majority
is 5000.
Returns from the balance of the
State as far as received are equally favorable
for the Unionists.
Lincoln’s majority can

hardly

less than

25,000.

San Francisco, Nov. 0.
Later—Returns from 24 counties show a
ma jority for Lincoln of 13,264.
Full returns
will increase this to at least 20,000.
Oregon has gone for Lincoln by from 1500
to 2000, aBd Nevada by from 2000 to 3000.—

an

did injustice
man by
saying that a “metallic firm on Middle street” so disposed of them. Jt was not
a business of the
firm, but only of the metallic partner of it—The Union
partner declining to have anything to do with the speculation, for he did not believe it would pay!
we

Died in

Buckfleld Nov.
I2tb, Dr. William
Bridgham. He had passed four score years
and now sleeps beside his wife in his
private

the home where he has resided
Dr. Bridgham has been a
■o many years.
very active man. had an extensive and successful practice, and exercised much influence in the town where he lived and died.
He has left several children and a wide circle
of friends to mourn their loss.
cemetery,

near

Request.—A note sent in by a lady, requests us to publish the sermon delivered by
Rev. Geo. L. Walker, at State Street Church
last Sabbath. She would like “many copies
for distribution.”
favor

us

If Rev. Mr. Walker will

manuscript, we'will surely
lady friend’s request.

with his

comply with

our

Board Wanted.—Attention is invited to
the advertisement of “F” in our columns this

(Doming.

J#1 «o«ponslV.‘i'.'.'.V.'.'■.'.V.'.'.'lO i

not

mortally wounded in the groin, the bail
passing through his body.
The steamer Darling passed Cairo on Saturday with 485 bales of cotton for Cincinnati,
and the steamer Arago brought 380 bales to
From California.

.t

San Francisco, Nov. 12.
The monitor Camanche will be launched on
the 14th inst. and be ready by January next.
The bullion receipt* from the interior and

northern coast for the last ten day*, amount
to $1,600,00.
Contributions to the Sanitary Commission
were made at the polls throughout the State
on

election

day.

Western Virginia Election.

navy
cavalry of

great consternation among the
Plymouth at blowing' her up.
ream

Washington.

Washington, Nov, 14.
The physicians of Lord Lyons deny that
his sickners is of an alarming character.
A large number of packages intended for
the army arrived at the Washington Post Office, with wrappers destroyed or address so
mutilated that they can’t be forwarded, and
therefore sent to the dead letter office. It is
officially suggested that persons sending packages, write on a card the full address and
fasten it securely to the contents of the package inside of the wrapper, this will secure
their prompt delivery.

Prom Fortress

Monroe.

public!.’

Vp-J^ss of JAfe.

Tul.p^S^Potomac
flotilla, exploded her
tt^fdfy%0om“
frightful
The steamer
r

Of

toe
the

sWlv fl v^ner?
sixty-five
persons

only ten have

Io8*

on

been accounted

life-

board of *
her

for/*™

Kansas Election.

St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 14.
A dispatch from St. Joseph says Lincoln received abobt 20,000 votes iu Kansas, and McClellan 1600. It is also stated that Crawford
was elected Governor, and Clark Congress-

Neie

Flour—Bales
better ilState 8

lflO

“so ;WhftS

IS)@183.
Oats—II® 2c better: Western

Western

■

99 @ 1 00.
Beef—firm; sales 950 bbls.
Pork—closed with more firmness; sales 7,800bbls:
new mess 40 624 @ 4100
Lard—easier; sales 1800 bbls at 213 @ 24}.
Ratter—Ohio 84 @ 42c
sales 60(1 jtbls at 1 731 @ 174.

.ocmUO tao‘i

{

x

*'-'

-<joa ..«3i©u,

The Babes in the
*'iB««5!e,.
LadyBUnche,
Mri.

Beetl;,

For full Cast

JUST

RECEIVED

Wood

Dnnducketty>s

S^~.S8SSS!lS,B.8K*

C. K. BABB’S

Manufacturers and Tailors.

cloov

o

a.

Picnic!

t^n

Camplete Assortment

TWO SPLENDID

Every
pleasant

a

re-

Books,

•<

American ,Bngliih A French Stationery.
Also, Blank

Books it Room

FIFTY PER CENT. LESS

EXTREME HIGH PRICES.
GROVER Sc

BAKER,

long and favorably known, have just bought out a new and improved Maohine, embracing all <he advantages of
all others with Improvements which render ft Invaluable for manufacturing purposes. It is simple in
construction, runs with Dut little noise or friction,
aud baa greater capacity than any other maohine.
The subscriber has reoeived the first *hat has been
brought into the State, and invites Manufacturers,
Tallo-s and all others having use for cnoh a machine
to oall and examine.
be baa also* variety of Grover fc Baker’s Manufacturing and Family Sewiug Machines, together
with a good assortment of needles, twist and cottons of all numbers, on hand.
Machines repaired to order.

BUYH3F18

On the
and

DRESS

GOODS

be Dancing and

MUSIC
\

\

>

\

LIBRARY

On

JOHN

To moot their views at

Of the Beet fig lee, Shades and finish.
Also, a primo lot of Fanoy Cloths of the right
sty es for

OVERCOATS,

COATS,
THIS

STORE I

Ac.

Pu'chai doit declining market and will be manufactured to order ia tbe best possible manner at so
low a figure that those about to purchase should
give
him a oall.
novMdlm

OUR

SKATES!
Assortment

ENTIRE STOCK
—

OF

St.

NEW

adjusted. sale, and prevents all grease or dirt
*iom (’ripping
One person can i Jurni ate the
wh tie side of a boi ciag in a very few mi notes, with*
out any danger of roiling furniture, carpets, window»oising8 of the g!a*s. The cost is vcy much
ess than any other method and will admit of no
competition wherever these are introduced.

GOODS

PRESENT LOW BATES,

u>

DENTIST,

147 Middle

on

St.,

they

BLOCK,

s

OLD

FRAMES

Cleaned and Varnished in the best style.
They have also received a fresh supply of Vrench
Imitation of

EBONY AND ROSEWOOD FRAMES,
which they off.r at lowest rates.
Rosewood, Black W alnut, and all Kinds ol
GILT FRAMES.
constantly on hand.

Looking-Glass

Plates of all Sises Re-Set.

They have also a large variety of Pkotoyrapk
Stock and chemicals, Cases, Camaras, fc., fc.
%• Mabtlb ahd Plan Glass as mods to order.
With the facilities afibrded them they can get up
any piece of work in their department of business
ms wail and aa cheap aa can be done in Boston or
New York. Liberal discount made to the trade.

Square,

PORTLAND.

ONE

CASE

JUST

Conservatoriu m der
TKACHKB

OP

*u

Cotton,

Piano Forte & Musical Theory,

This Stand has been fitted np

Congress

and

Maine.
3 awfdw

81

Oct

Instructions on the Flute.
8. JOHNSON, formerly ol this oily, proposes
MB to giro
lessons on the aboro instrument Can

b. seen at present at the store of Messrs. J. L.
Shaw & Co., No. 87 Federal Street, bet-sen the
heura o- 11 and i o’dlock.' Terms, glofoi 84 lessons

Oct. 26^-\m*

CYRUS K. BABB,
9 CLAPP'S

Congress
To

BLOCK,
Street.

Let.

of steady habits, a pleasant room
family; bouse esntrally lora-ed.
Addroas W, Ftesa Offloe.
I
noylKttf

Danforth (treat.
4PWW8ANT

at

novlidlw

no

Retail

M

?ottland,»oT?

rod 2w

as a

Drag Store,

Oty.0**

AT,BACT,V* p^cna on

Bullet in

tot
By uniform courtesy and close attention to beslh°P°* ,0 “trit
**

*&*«»£«**.

EMMONS CHAPMAN.

J^LrPHT,,ICIASB
prepared.
Maine

the wont f orms ol disease In persona who have tried
other forms of treatmeat in rale, and ouring patients in so short a time that the qaeation is often
asked, do they stay cured l To answer this question
we will say that all that do not
stay eared, we will
dootor the second time for nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical electrician for twontj
one years, and is also a regular graduated physician
Electricity Is
adapted to ohronlo diseases
In the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralr-r,
la the head, neck.er extremities; consumption,win ■
la the aoete stage* or where the lungs are not ful.J
lavolved; acute or ohronlo
sorotula, h a
ileeaset, white swellings, spinal diseases, ourratt a
of the spine, oontraoted muscles, distorted limbs;
or paralysis, 81. Vitas' Danoe, deafness, stan.

rheumatism,

palsy or
muring
hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver oomptiint, piles—we oeie
cue

(hat oan be presented; asthma, bronchi,
every
tis, stristore* of the ohost, and all forms of leaane
complaints.

By Hleotrlolty
The Rhenmatio, the gouty, the lame and tba las*

leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elastu
Ity of youth; the heated brain la cooled; the frost

bitten limb* restored, the nnoonth deformities rt.
moved; faintnessoonverted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear aid
the palsied form to move aprigirt; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the ssoismli of mature lr.
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, aid
aa native eironUtlon maintained.
Who haveoold hands and feet; weak stomachs
lame and weak books; nervous and sick headache;
disziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and oonitipatlon of the bowels;
pain in the side
and bask; leaoorrhma, (or whites); tailing of the
womb with internal eanoera, tumors, polypus, and
all that long train of diseases will find in Electrloity a rare means of enre. For painful menstnatioa,
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long lice
of troubles with young ladies, LIeotricity is a oertaia
specific, and will, in a short tlms, restore the rafbrtt
to the vigor of health.)

NNh%^®Ni%NiN%Ne
E.

Wtslsyan Seminary and Female

mHE Winter Term of this Institution will oomA nance. Mondav, Nov. 28th. and ecntinne thirteen weeks. In addition to the nsual branobea of
instruction, there win be a class In Vocal Mimic
under the care of Prof. D. G. Harriman.
For particulars send for Circular
8. ALLEN, Secretary.
novUdfcw8w
Kent’s Hill, Nov 10, IMA,

8.

OH AS. E.
Oct 21—dtf

GOODS,

Ivory Evening.

Ttrmerlj

St.,

Operating Boom,

That renders the light so pleasant to tho sitter,
which with the largest LIoHT in the 8tate, enables
him to suit the wish ol those
oeeiring first cla.e
Picture*, Dvaing hud sevou years experience aud
been for the past two yea-s the principal OPERATOR IN A. McKENNk.Y'8 Establishment a. .m,
Artist, he is considered second to none in New Eng*
land.

Photographs, Ambrotypes,

Middle
St.,
ocopicd ky Filigenld k Hodgdoo,

given to Copvixo all kinds
Pictures. Fhotograohs finished in oil. water ooland India ink, by one ol the best Artiste in the
county. Especial attention given to the taking of
Children's Pictures.
N. B—All Pietures warranted to give entire satisfaction.
The public are Invited to call and examine ipecl-

ori,

tneua

at

E.8.

WORMELL’8.

No. 90 Middle St., Portland, Re.
Oct 17—lwdeodgm

Dahlia Hoop Shirt store, when they will
new and oomplete assortment of goods and
all tho varle'y asaally kept in a
the

find

Middle

est looket to litls-size.
Particular attention

rPHE subscribers inform their customers and the
I
public generally that they hare removed from
theooriero. Cheats at and Congress street, to

a*

90

And all other style Piotnres taken from the small-

COTTON, Auctioneer.

REMOVAL!

160

WORMELL,

taken the well known Photograph Booms
formerly occupied by T. R Burnham, and has
completely refifed and Burnished them ia the best
style, and added a

PLKlvIO-V-A.L

a

FIRST GLASS

FANCY GOODS

STORE,

A. McKENNEY’S

Photographic Establishment

ery. fco., kc
neBion.

TO-—

284 CONGRESS STREET.

Don’t forget the number, 166 Middle street.

W.

B.

HOWARD

A

Oorner of Centre, oppoeite Preble Houio.

CO.

hot8

Haring fitted up

ENGLISH IHOHAIB

RULWAY AND CARRIAGE
RUGS!
can now

BYRON ORE ENOUGH A

Bay

onr

CO.,

Sable.
Amskm

Year’s P’rioes,

1*
present stook, whioh Is very small, sold.

40 Middle 8t.-

Oot 6_df«3m

Large asssortment for Ladles
,,
Gents, with or without straps,
lA^^Ain^ind
at very low prioes.

Sign of tho Gdden Bifle,
Exchange Street.

WILLIAM F. SONGEY A CO

All kinds of

—

Engravings,

53TCALL AND *EE,_X2
Particular attention paid to re-oopying. Pho
tographs copied from iheemalleet Locket, and made
life else. Also, Coloring in Oil end Water Colon,
and India Ink, by the beet of an fete.
N B.

mo

.t

noother Artist
splendid Piotere, made by

_3meod—ltw

sept U
A HE

M-

TOT7 ALL RE ALT ?

H.

KtBB\,

Merchant
,

No

And General Commission Agents,
No X Tower Balldina* North.
LIVERPOOL, mo.

are

Tailor,

Feleral Street.
second to none in turning out Good Pitting
Garments of all etylee and laahioae. His pr.oes
107

Brokers, ISreceonuMe.

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,

Nov 11—d«m*

—

Fancy Cards. Photograph Albums, Fancy and
Card Frames, Cord and Toast's, Knobs, fe., fe.
He return, hi. siooere thank, for liberal patronage
heretofore, and respectftiUy solicit, a continuance of
the same.

(Late Songey, Cooper f Co.)

Ship

Manufactory.

-also

A

A

42

elegant

HALLOTYPES,

sIUa tes.i
noYlSaodtf

most

M Irror tod Picture#.
for all kinds of Frames, both

140 MIDDLE STREET.

Hudson

Until

Frame

be Imported.

octl4TTA83m

large* end

In New England, wi h Reception and Exhibition
Room so nt he Ground Floor, and added to it a

have tbe largest variety rf these good* to be
WEfound
in Now England, and at prices LKSS

than they

the

Photographic Establishment

Pmscbiptioks oarelhlly
novUdlw

TEETH! TEETH!

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without Pain. Perseus having deoaytd teeth
or stumps they wish to have removed lor
resetting
he would give a polite Invitation <o call.
Superior hlectro Magnetic Machines for sale for
fhmlly use with tborru.b ln»tmollons.
Dr. D. can acoommodat. a few patients with
board and treatment at hia house.
(Mhoe hoars from 9 e--i~-lr
w to
3
; and
from 1 to (P K., and 7 to 9 in the Evening'
Uonsnitattoa srre.
novltf

.took of

BYRON GREENOUGH & CO.,

expense baa been spared in rendering it oro

College.

a gentleman
a private

TOin

Board.
Boom to Let with Board,

Class

First

NO. II CLAPX’S BLOCK
Street, Portland,

,

PORTLAND, ME.

87 cts. to $1.25.

THK

Myrtlefit*

WOULD

Blue

•

U “eat in value to the
TUlaJ"\h‘sh
A Sable,
shall offer at

Leipzig,

respectfully announce to the oitlaent cl
Portland and vioinlty, that be has permanent,
ly located In this city. During the two year, we
have been in this oity, we have cured some ol

HAS

Coneiatiagof the following, via:— Doeekino, Caooimerae. Satinet., all wool Shirting. Under Shirt, and
Drawer., DeLains, Shirting, Linen., Table Linena,
Bmboted all wool Table Coven, Sontagf, Hood.,
SearA, Neck-Ties, Hoop Skirt., Cotton and Linen

septST—dtf

Cor. Cumberland ft

Mutifc

tks Uiited StitM Hotel, f kero ke

Nttrl; (tppwite

Exchange Street,

Sales

Electrician,

offloe from Clapp's Block to

174 MIDDLE STREET,

No.

OPENEDj

DRY AND FANCY

HEMlACi,

Suoceesor toH. H. Wilder,

we

Das

HR. W. IN.

CASH,

And will bo aold at the

BUCK AND COL D ALPACCAS, NEW DRUG STORE! Last

S. A. EMERY,

u-dtd^1**

will ho ati iotly adhered to.
Portland, Nor », 18M.—dlwia

moh

Portraits & Pictures,

Former Price, $9.00.

share of patronage.

as VeIvsti.BatleTrimmings, Boltons, Wcolen
Goods GlorfS, Lsoee. Veils, CetteOB, Bioko ns, Hosian »adieu variety too nameroas to

RE-GILT,

To look equal to new.

MAINE.

C. H. OSGOOD,

GILDING DEPARTMENT,

high market.

Case Plain Thibet**, $1.50,

Price,
a

ONE PRICE AND FOR

Auction

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL

LOWER

on

receive

The terms,

hand tho largest assortment of

in the city.
The services ofMr.H. Q. SMITH, formerly of
Boston have been secured to superintend the

Than thoee who bought

Fair

a

hope to merit and

Threads.
Alio. A Large Lot of Silver. Plated Ware, Tail*
and Pocket cutlery, Trank., Valiaee, fcc.

and they can assure their customers and the public
generally that all work will be done in the Nil AT.
EST and most WORKMANLIKE MANNER.

1

ftaplt Street,

Market

At

No. 86

CLEVELAND Sr OSOOODj

B'ewer House, a one
ibrA0<;g’*h®
half etory wooden bouse
nearly new, well finished. with .good cellar,esoehent water a. d alundunoe ot it, with a good barn and
ihed attached.—
1 here is two aorea of prime
land, and everything in
»b0»‘ *be hoaae is in fine condition.
It Is desi“g
rable lor resideuoe or investment.
Boon, with; at
doubt, to be reached by the Horse Bailroed
BjULleY * «OmA«ria

ana a

TEETH!

Lower than any other Establishment

SELL

Assortment

Auction Room of C. E.

jFRAMESi

opportunity to

JOSlAf HEALD.

Clapp’s Block,

and Rich
—OF—

u

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,

Acadcihy 1

BLOCK,

CHOICEST STYLES j

In New England—purchased before the very great
advance in all kinds of aaaterlale—are prepared to
sell at

Utriag u

1 pTfu will Begin Wot. 28.
"oliool u for both Mljaea and Hasten, wlthrpBJ8
X
out r'gard to age or attainments.
Pupi . may be admitted at any time in the term.
For farther psrtionlars apply to
J. H. HANbON,
novlftdfim
871 Congreas stroot.

Ho. 8

New

COMMITTEE.
T. K. TWITCHELL,

EVAN'S

Middie street.

Ibe Wiotsr

Oct 7—dtf

293 Congress St.,

which they invite the attention of the pablie, and
by always offering Ihe newest and

PICTURE
No.

DAY, JR.,

PORTLAND,

Furnishing

to

in

on

LADIES

Goods,

FIRST CLASS GOODS,

l

of

1

Gents’

IX

Formerly ooeapled by Stewart fc PJeree,

M

so

nner

DKAL1B8

A

Tioketa $2 each for the eonrre of twelve Lectures (instead often as heretofore) to be hat at the
Bookstores and Paine’s Music Btore.
Members oan rroeuie their tickets at JO. C. An.
draws’ Music Store, 67 Exchange st Ewh member ir entitled to tesotieke sat *l,76cteh.
Tioketa for members will be referred until Monday Morning, Non. 14.
The sale cf tioketa will bs limited to the oapaolty
oftbe haU.

Hare

article is
to be adjusted to
arrang'd
THIS
the window by a clasp-spring, which is easy to
be

Ctignu Stred,

Evening*, by
Rt, Rev. Bishop Clark, oi R. I.
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher,
Rev. A. A. Willets, ot N. Y.
JohnB. C. Abbott, the Historian,
Dr. J.G. Holland, of Springfield.
Geo. W. Curtis, of N. Y.
Rev. E. H. Chapin.
The rcma&ing Lecturers will be announced
few days

Haebeea purohaMd at the

iLLimnMim&LiHP

Portland

Esq.,
Nov- 22

—

.DO^aTO*! bDE Mui#<a«3

SOMETHING NEW!
For Illuminating Purposes!

114

CHARLES CUSTI3 A CO.,

MORTON

CHAS. H. FLING,
JOHN C. PROCTER.
E. P. GBRRISH,
GEO. H. SMARDON,
CHAS. E. JOSE.
J. Q. TWITCHELL.

AT

CIIAS.

_

Have opened

B. GOUGH,

LEOTUBE

AT WHOLESALE AID RETAIL,
CHEAP FOB CASH,

novltdtf

reapoeWnllyaoHcittheptronageof farmer onacomers, and others.
■'"Good, delivered at all parti ot the city free.
Bhhj. F. Bhook,
Gho. K. Hhbsby.
Portland, Nov. 1—nov3dlm

To bo fbllowed weekly therea’ter on Wednesday

CLOTHS,

Bailey & Co.’s,

November 16,

Tueiday Evening,

On

and SCOTCH

f.r Candle Stand

and

The second Lecture, by

3? 3R, I Q E S

Block, Middle

GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS,

NEW CITY HALL.

FRENCH,
ENGLISH,
GERMAN,

102 Greenoogh
novl4d2m

variety of other

Phillips, Esq.,

story

perfectly

e
wstes^xyasste*;
tend
carrying on the retail boainaae of

CHANDLER.

Wenesday Evening,

a

vis:—

James

copait-

7

AT THE

just re’ urned <kom New York with
Grand
HAS
aasorimeut of th; BEST Goods in the market,

Large

a

BROCK & HERSEY,

ASSOCIATION

Wendell

Exchange Street,

SKATES.

mUB andenigned hare thia day formed
X nership under the name andatyle of

twelfth annual oourss of Lectures, the
ture will be delivered by

And

now

4 CO,', Aast.,

«

Hm removed his

Notice.

Copartnership

(fitHE Lecture Committee of the M. L. A. having
A nearly completed the arrangements for their
opening Lec-

Will

*°*c stl™***1’

woodeu

Medical

nov4dtf

LECTURES.

FROST,

Blantr

HEN BY BAILEY

a

house, finished throughout
It has a cellar uuder the
auuiup.riect order
whole house; abundance hard and soft water, with
a good stub o and a very la>
ge lot cf land—103 feet
on Yort street, and extending back about 161 last
making .boat 13,000 leet oi land. It Is centrally situated in a good neigh orhood, and desirable tor Investment. Bali positive—title undoubted and terms
easy.
HENBY BAILEY * Co., A nation ear..
Nov. 16.—dtd
three

Ho. 20 Preble Street, Portland, He.

1

DESCRIPTION

at Auction.
U o’clock a. at. oa

REMOVAL!

The latest styles of carriage* and sleighs constantly on hand, and made to order.
The new and olegant *‘M n tor” sleighs are now
on exhibition, and those
wishing to purchase are invited to cell and examine.
Repairing done with neatness and dispatch.

MERCANTILE

EVERY

noWdtd

Nov.

S LG l bUS,

Social Cibclb

a

**

Sleighs, Harnesses, Hobes.

AND

Tiekets Twenty-five Cent*.
Nov 8, 1864.—dtd

—OF—
IV

BY

Ac.,

chSiaofe? f"“Hy *“®' '*«** *5
calledYbVbrwt ‘.SLY,"' horse
,.,°'‘n<!’In “?
the
fcc
Also
ConlirS
Wa.oos, Coveiwl Waroai Va^oL
I'.ISii'

S.xp.ess

CARRIAGES,

NEW CITY HALL,
h IternooD and
Evening ot the 17th,
Evening ot the I8th of Nov. Inst.

There will
amusements.

Plan of the property
8lren b7 oillmg on
k CO., Auctioneers.

f
from trill.,
eiiv—wiiu
I'arris.i u B D®"‘ '“tnily
wnu carriage,
oily
Uarncas, Hobos
Horses Oi dtfcreut grades-».th

Manufacturer of

AT THE

-OF—

GOODS!

PANTS,
VESTS,

Randall,

a

Meroliant Tailor,
94

CnvnsiLtw Labius'
THE
will held
Levee and Fair,

block fo. six hous-

Su.oe.aor to J. F. Libby,

LEVEE AND FAIR.

Wo. 02 MIDDLE 8TBBBT, opp FostOffiee.
Nov. 14,1864.
dtf

F. B.

F. DEC.

to be continued on
Friday Evenings, under the direction oftbe same gentleman who so snooesaftillv
managed the yuton Assemblies that have given such
universal satisfaction for the past two seasons, 'l'he
Managers pledge tnemselves that the best of order
will be maintained, and that
nothing shall be loft undone to render their parties pleasant and agreoab'e
to all who may favor them with their
patronage.
rickets to the oou-se including the ball, *4.(0:
•ingle tickets to Thanksgiving Bui, admitting gent emeu and ladle*, *1.26; to be had of the
Managers
and at the door.
Managers-/. H. Barberiok, J. B. Kick loft, M.
W.
McCarthy
B. Stinson, G. A. Hanson, C. Griffin.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
Clothing
checked free.
novl2 deodtf

so

nr. a. gabdineb,

NEW

HALL,
Joy. 14,1864.

a

ON

as

Sfi3£ Carriage Manufactory.

Music by Chandler's Full Quadrille Band, D. H.
Chandler, Prompter.
This Ball will oe the opening dance of a course of
SIX UNION ASSEMBLIES

THAN

Whoso Sewing Haohlnes have been

Ihuraday Evening,

**'!**’

or

House and Lund at Auction.
Tuerday, Nov 22, at 3 o’clock r. u. la West-

AT

LANCA8TEB

»_gtdt<llY

Nov

Papers

Will be tound ss usual at thia store.
A11 the latest publications received as soon
«
toned.
octl8dlm

Anun£ifiK*uuA

centrally looated, fronting

r.

And every article of

h.

is

desirable

we

•*
OLD
STAND, 66 and 68 Exchange street, and dealgn It

the
SrJKSW*
Afta*‘thisTra4'
will be made to render
.tore

Warren.
Miss Josephine Orton.

Doors open at 7 o’clock—to oommenee at 71 o’cl’k
Nov lo

On

Judge Chad bourn's.

liberal.
can’hS,ound—terms
°®

a

Parquette, SO cents; Beserv d Seats, TSots; Gallary,toots. The sale of Tieke s aud He,erred Seats
will commence at Dana's Drug Store, on Saturday
at ten

a doubletencment.
Also tbo double bouse and lot adjoining <2 3-10
leet trout, aud about 136 met deep, extending to tbs
common passage way one rod wide between Ibis lot

Hoie aud Laod on York Hired
Nov 21st, at 3
the nremiONses,Monday,
No. 27, York street
shall sell heu
It
is

BAILEY & NOYES,

Mr. W.

Wednesday,

pW^romorrow,

-AT——

suitable for

stylo, carriage aid

trust

».ne™?lv‘*Jh!?Kdi

To be followed with the Battling Faroe of

*

»b0“‘

k CO., Auctione*n.

Valuable Beal Etiaie at
Auction,
On Daulorth Near High St.
Thursday. Nov 17th, at 3 o’clock r at on the
premises, we shall sell the homestead of the ate
William fcvans; the lot Is GOB 10 ft Iront ouOaniorth
street, and about ISO leet deep;—the house being

(J LlaeVtitm

House-

itock- and

lofnk r»?t!?re

|

Miu J. Orton.
Mr. Chas. Barron.
Miss K. Mestayar.
see small Bids.

Petrr Dundncketty,
DeutU,

and

Book

Jobbing

0L“uiui‘Jt

g-td1EM“Y

j£® south-east,

tbat tbe cnay®"* tr»d«1 »«*» 8“mtDywith
and lately
O.
L.
k Co.,
Sanborn
will now favor oa with their
patronage.
and
the
c“at°mer.,
public
“I11
“

Mr W. Warrm.

FrankBuahton,

and

Stationery

Will be performed the gloriom
Comedy in 3 acta,
f

Goosfcerries, and Strawberries, and la
J;“r''nts.condition;
a fine A paragus Bed, fco.
“•JHng
*■!*«#. » ve< y bandsoms
/'TH?',ini® B111
lh°

ENTIRE

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 15th,

auction sa.jl.es

FOB

g’htakey—qnie-;

Sugar—dull; sales 460 hbds Porto Rico 281@24J;
Muscovado ITJ @ 21 j; Havana 200 boxes at 18}.
Coffee-quiet.
Molasses-linn: New Orleans sales 106 at 116 @
1 26; Porto Kioo 20 lihds. at 1121.
Naval Stores—quiet.
Petroleum—orude active; sales 2609 bbls at 46 @46,
Freights t« Liverpool—dull.

THE

Boston Theatre Dramatic Comp’y. Wholesale

Sewing Machine,

sales

TOO bbm at 10 <6@16 00; Canada lOo0 better
sales
Detter 8al08
480 bbls at 10 20@la 80.
Wheat—l@2o better sales 50.000 butbels• Chicago
Spring, 2 26; Milvaukie Club, 2 28 @
Canada 2 66.
Corn—2 (Si-icbeCer; sales 47,000 bush Is: mixed

BY

u

.Turn whole property
and

Of Ezra Cartsr, Jr., Mortgagee, and will oontinne
tbe business at Store 66
Exchange atreet, Portland,
Intending to make It a

MESTAYER,

on

a few rods from the Hone Bui
very genteei and desirable 1 1-2 atory
wooden bouse, with eight finished rooms, lino eiOf
«t», all conveniently snauged, and good ctminled
cellar, abundance pure water, wood-ahcd and stable,
with a lot oi land about j of an
aore, ccu’ainlag
wear, Plum and Cherry frees, wit u abunuanc* or

and

Papers,

Room

BARRON,

Miss EMILY

LATM OP

16,000 bbls; state and Western Vi 10
60®10 4>; Round HoopOhio

AND

Actress.

Xhs Popular Young Actor.

SUPPORTED

Stationery

ORTON,

Young American

ONSteven's Plains,

ON

Hsrs purchased the stock
of

Books,

CO. Aoctioiuu,

Sanborn&0arter. ofua^iSd"'*
BAILEY

BAILEY & NOYES

The Elegant Commedienne,

_

j

YORE

:.;Liu

mohl2dly

SALES.

Desirable House at Auction.
Tuesday, November 13th, ut 8 o’oJook r. a,

Nov

Deertng

Mr. CHARLES

AW ENTIRE NEW

The Suffolk Bank is to
National Banking law.

New Tor It Market.
Nxw Yomx.Nov. 14
Cotton— steady; .alas 860
bale.; middling uplands

oha^^ft^saasia,Cargoes,Btooi.

Old Stand of

WARREN,

Mis* JOSEPHINE

i-sifcjo

or

-ptaatmsmdretaraa.

The Prince of Commedians, whose former
appear*
anoe in tbis city was greeted
by the largest
audience evor assembled in
Hall.
The Dashing

the island. In this way, the
engagement continues, until success is supposed to have been
won by the Yankee “cheese-box.”
Mr. Joseph Ray, of Pittsburg, is the maker of the
and
the
vessel
is
Monitor,”
creditable to his
skill and inventive power.”

Boston, Nov. 14,
be organised under

the

H*ai*££?.t10^

Consisting of

Mr. WILLIAM

-VIOH

BT" Artificial Teeth Inserted on Gold, Silver, and
Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to give
satisfaction,
juneSOeoditfcwly'64

national Bank.

of *«' 'handlse t|
private .ale. Salta
sod Herprompts*!*.. Clul> adranoes made, with

•rorydeJJrint!
°°?,l*E“fDt‘
of
Pn»Uo

Comedy Combination!

(.

HENBY BAILEY A

Bond,

WA R R E N

Jt

NEYV

respebtfklly

Merohant’a Bxohange,

With the Celebrated

DENTIST,

drowned.

=*• removed to the apaoious
store i*
Kxohange Street, four doors below

to an-

Xlghts Only,

dihhot

erected, and armed with cannon, which speak
for themselves, and with stirring
effect, to the
auditory under the canvass. On one side of
the island is a
lighthouse, with a large war
vessel in the offing, and several smaller craft
near the shore.
The Ram “Menimac” is
moored off the opposite side of the island.
As the “Monitor'’ steams
by the “Merrimac,”
the guns in her turret are
discharged, and the
compliment is returned from the batteries on

Accident in Delaware Itioer.

Philadelphia, Nov. 44.
By the upsetting of the yacht in Delaware
River on Saturday night, only four persons
were

goods

Six

novel and interesting
sight.
In the centre of the watery area devoted to
the uses of the Monitor, an island has been
thrown up, upon which redoubts have been

man.
The

.Hemet C. J abrupt
(Alio of the Boston Theatre, Bos’on, end Academy of Music, Providence.)
Acting Masaou,..V. Lowell.
Stage Dibectob,. .'..;......J. B. Addis.
The Management beg leave
nounie a brief engagement of

Monitor at the Sailors’ Fair.
The Boston Transcript gives the following
description of one of the attractions at the
Sailors’ Fair, now being held in Boston:
“The exhibition at Monitor Hall, on the
Common, lor the benefit of the Fair, is singularly appropriate to the times. A part of the
Frog Pond has been enclosed, a wooden platform erected around this space, within which
the miniature monitor makes its continuous
trips. The model is a perfect one of the original vessel, with turret, cannon and machinery complete. The motive power impelling
the ingeniously constructed little war
propeller is produced by the combustion of a
liquid
which could hardly do anything else than
generate steam. As it plies ronnd the circle,
with the noise of the machinery, and the
puffing of the steam, it is, of itself, a most

Rt. 858

'hit??t^lF'Cais\«,*r'Sou,,lern—^firmer;

Fortress Monroe, Nov. 8.
The Richmond papers of the 11th urge upon their readers the
necessity of being prePared for
startling news from Gen. Sherman,
evident from the tone of their
a5-.aPPear8
editorials of the same date, that they are al’e#ay m possession of
intelligence from this
Wh'0h they
witlllloldinB from the
Steamer

Items from Southern Sources.

dress

rp^r8eio?heJe‘.;. a#r.,lfloa“9 a8W;

*•

St. Louis, Mo., #ov. 14.
Information has been received here that
Gen. Canby, while ascending White River in
the gunboat Cricket, was shot by a gnerrilla
from on shore on the 6th inst. and seriously if

EDWARD m. FATTEN.
Merchant & Auctioneer

[mii,.

> '.
Missouri 6’s....77T...
«2
Gold oloaed to-night at the
Evening Board at S «}.

the Southwest.

Cairo.

on a

to a staunch Union

044

AUCTION

Commission

HALL

D£EKIH«_

..*

....

--**»-;—.--

yesterday,
complaint charging
The Capture of Plymouth,
aggravated assault on John MulNew York, Nov. 14.
len, one o! his seamen, on the high seas. He
Commander Macomb’s official report of the
was ordered to recognize in the sum of $500,
capture of Plymouth by our naval forces shows
with sureties, for his appearance at the U. S. the
taking of the town to be a handsome
District Court. Capt. York furnished the affair. Twenty-two cannon, many small arms
a large amount of ammunition, besides
bond and was discharged. G. E. B. Jackson, and
some prisoners were
captured.
Assistant U. S.Tj‘strict Attorney, for GovernThe official inspection of the ram Albemarle
ment. M. M. Butler, Esq., for defendant.
shows her machinery to be completely submerged, and the entire top casement blown
In our notice yesterday about the sale of off. She lies on the bottom of the river. One
of her twelve
umbrellas at $10 each, to be paid for if Hew commanders guns is still above water. Her
report to the rebel Secretary of
York should cast hei electoral vote for Mc- the
shows
him with

Gold
6’8

augurated.
An English Protestant place of worship has
been opened at Callao.
The qnestion of the annexation of Central
America to the Mexican Empire is being discussed amongst politicians. There is, however, no probability of anything of the kind
being carried out, as every Government in
Central America is opposed to such a move-

New York, Nov. 14.
The Richmond Sentinel of Friday says ihe
latest dispatches from Hood make no mention
of the fight at Decatur, which the Yankees
claim as a victory.
Beauregard is with Hood’s army, and will
remain with it throughout the campaign.

missioner

American

jao

..*.

Michigan Central.....

Central Ameriea.

Wheeling, Va., Nov. 14.
Eastern papers speak of there having been
no opposition to the Lincoln and Johnson
ticket In West Virginia. Such was not the
case.
A McClellan electoral ticket was In the
Held headed by Gen. Summers. Returns show
overwhelming majorities for Lincoln in every
county except Wetzel.

CLIFFORD, J., PRESIDING.
Capt, Robert M. York was before the Com-

Hudson...

AUCTION SALES.

Si;

th bat

'*.

If4.1®8

Washington.

ENTERTAINMENTS

GOODS,

Chicago * Book Island.103J
u
Canton Company....
New York Central,.‘

--

From

DRY

<

HlwYOBK) Hov. It.
StOtMd fc«rt.-“Morti lower.

Erie,...

The election everywhere passed off quietly.
San Francisco, Nov, 10.
Latest—News of Mr. Lincoln’s re-election
was received here at noon
to-day and caused
much rejoicing. The returns come in
slowly,
but slowly swell the Union majority
already
reported. Our three Union candidates for
Congress are elected.
Nevada elects the Union State Government
and Congressmen by 3000 majority.

U. S- Commissioners Court.

modkMrnrkel.
_

Parties

own cloth will hare the
in c»e of inistlt.
friend, for pest patronage, hoping

furnishing their

same made g cod
fifTh inkiul to

tor a oon tinoar ce

of the eeme.

Parties from the ooantry will find this a good
mark* and "A TaUor always Btidy
ear*

NovT—oodlm

STEAMBOATS.

MISCELLANY.
Making TraokB.

Portland and Penobscot River.

There is a good moral In the following story
lor our younger readers to lay to heart:
A light snow had taileu, and the boys desired to make the most of it. It was too dry
for snowballing and not deep enough for
coasting. It did very well to moke tracks in.
Thare was a large meadow near the place
where they were assembled. It was proposed
that they should* go to a tree which stood

Fall and Winter Arrangement, 1864.

Built expr.isly for this twite,
CAPf- WILLIAM R. ROIX,

West, North .Weit and South Wett.

WU1

Hunger .very Monday end lhfreaay Morning ate
o’clock.
returning, will leave Eailread Wharf loot ot
State .treat, Portland,
every Tuesday and i’rlday
Evening, at Qo slock, connecting wni ths Eastern,
Boston* Maine and
Saco P Portsmouth
Portland,
Kttilroads. from Boston and Way Stations, leaving
Boston at 8 uclock p. M.
The Boat will touch at Bockland, Camden, Bellast, Bu.kspoit, Winterport and Hampden, both
ways, r assengers ticketed thiougbi to and from
Boston. Lowell,Law eueo, Salem and f,^nu.
For more extended iniormation, apply to J. O.
Kendrick, Bangor; toe loisl agents at the varions

Eastern*kndeBUe£°MM Ksifroada; Abiei Somerby',

IS

Montreal OceanSteamship Co,
of the following flr.t-olaas
of this Line, viaPeruvian,
T
IT.
tiibeinia, Nortu American. Jura,Bol^^SSBE»gian, Nova Sootian, Moravian, Darn asu..., win sail from Quebec XVKHY Saiiibpay
Moanirto, tor Liverpool via Londoncerrv.
Also the steamers Sr. David, St. Geoeob St
Asdbbw, St. Psthick, tri monthly Horn Quebec
for Glasgow. Prepai and return tickets issued at
reduced rates. Fcrparsage apply toH. t A.
ALLAN, Montreal, or to
J. L. FaKMsK,
No. 10 Exchange Street, Portland.
mayl dti
One

8t tamers

& St. John.

I^^^SHtraius

capt. E

B.

Thursdays.
may* dtf

L^S^fonowifat*W

of

one

Feb.

leavening

ice,

run as

Col.

Benjamin

II.

Hinds,

273 F Street,.Washington, D. O.

Col. Robcit R. Corson,
•
183 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Col. Frank £. Howe,
194 Broadway,.New York City.
Oot. 24—dfw.

ROYAL
have

a

ERMINE !
we can

Opene Aug. iilih,

at

Farmington.

in auccessfal operation under
following tfacbore: Mr. A k*. Kelsey,
M. OdflE, MlftB Aw ME JOHNeOJf.
a v\ inter
cJesaioa of teu week* will commence on
Tuksd ay, Doc. 7th.
lor admittance must be sixteen yeers
«ih
aud Hcvenieon years, if male's: an<l
inb?ntion to Loco one teachers in
n h
the public
tohools of the Mtate. No pledge will he
required from Pupils to remain c mnccied
wi.h thf
school for
length ot time.
T€^uirefi to 8how a reasonable
ol Heading anil Spell.
Artthmc lo. KiigHnh (iramtnar.
and Histo ~t ol
the CJnlred Staten; and to pieaent
testimonials d
g<»d character and prospe3tiv# ,p.ltade
for th[
*
work of tesohlne.

School is
npQE
-1.
tho

j

Sewing Machine,

,malle*x

l

SiElLW.1''8

FerBuusattending the Normal School will be uer.
milted to pats bo.il ways over the Androssoeein
orossoggin
Eailroad forTne fare.
No CHAliOE XOB TUITION INCIDKKTAL VKE“ SI
More pirtloular inlormation will be furnished or
appUoauou to Mr. 1’ Kelsey, at Ka.mington.
E. F. WESTON, Superintendant.
Oct. 27—deod&w4w

llall’s

SICILIAN

Vegetable

HAIR

REBSEWER.

The beat Preparation
for the Hair.
wdl immediately freo the head from
dandruff,

IT mtore .be hair to its natural color

and produce
»•"«“** "Hereltbae fa,leu off. n will s-op
tallio* out o tho h.ir, in a few cays, if taithluliy
applied, and it will turn Guay Uaiu to iu
oolor.
It ii mt like other preparations,
making tho hair
dry and brasby, but will make it moist, soft and
giv8«y. Sold by all the Apotheoariaa aud Medicine
Oealen in Ibis ettv and State
W. K. PHILLIPS. 149 Middle Street, wholesale
oetBl evd2m
Agent for the State.

JOgDZiknown

MORRILL’S CORNER,
from Portland, has been re-furnished

umvm

re

miles
open for the reception of
Parties. Every attention will
fortof guests.
O^The Cars from Portland

Westbrook, Oct. 10-dtf

BRADLEY'S

RAILROAD.

—

ARRANGEMENTS

|the
[of
_Sj|0}*8ter

Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.30 A. M. and 4.80
P. M.
LeavePortsmouthfor Portland,
A,M. and

at$6.00

our

trsde to

our interest and relinMessrs.

CROCKETT A NEVENS,
We would tender our grateftil thanks to our former
aud cheerfully recommend them to continue
heir patronage at the old stand.
Oct. 1,1864
DRAKE & DAVIS.

DlllfJfts,

—___Jerly side of Canton Street. Also the stable
and 46 by 100 on the wosterly side of Green Street.

The lots contains about 11,000 feet; all the unoccupied land is susceptableto improvements. The buildings are iu good order, and now rent for <600 per
annum.
Tor terms Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
sept29 dtt
Um Street.

a

liberal

■

»„

!

--

The Subfcriber offer hi3 present
comm idioui and desirable stand for
sale, s iuated in West Poland, to*
gMher with his new 8U\e Min; this
ndll a id privilege is one of the beat

in the 8>ate.
The above will bo told at anotlon
If not disposed of before.

West Poland, Nov

on

the 22d

*

or friends 'n this State, having doceasod Soldie s burned in the vicinity 01 New
One***, and ore desi iou* of-having their remains
taken up and sent home tbij fall, by addiossing

RELAIlV^S

J.M. WINSLOW, Mndertaker,
No 179 Mavaziae street. New Orleans, can have
that buiinrss carefully and properlv fltteucpd to on
the mo t reasonable te>rms. Mr. Winslow waB iormeriy of this S ate, and can give 8atlefae:ory heicr-

8,,

jafConsultation

Sine
iroh, beech, tamarae and base wood to any amount.
of

*

Those who are la the first stage. i>t Consumption
should give the Dr. a call, who no doubt will be of
special good to them.
Office Hours—8 to 12; 2 to 6, 7 to 10.
Office 123 Cumberland Street, near Wilmot.
Oot 32—dtf

H. T. MACHiN, Portland.
Enquire
feb2o eodtf
Portland, Feb. 1861.

FOR SAXE.
CUFF COTTAGE, containing

over 20

Tbbasubbr’r Office,

ap7

dtf

101 Commercial Street, Portland.

IN

Apothecary shop for Sale.
T^**®‘ undersgncd wishing to change his plaoe

«.^8iH,,“8.’
the .took is

To be Let.

A
Also

two

Produce

*

Com mission
abd

tho

original BOTTER,

dbalbrb

lots

abent

is®.

wll| be immediately notified.
Oct

CHEESE,

Merchants,

EGGS,

Ham*, Beans, Dried Apples,
NO.
••Pt2»

3

LIME

LARD,

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME

dtf

Company

Tho3. Tilesion,
Henry Colt,
W. C. Plekertiitl,
LwiaCortis,
Chas. H Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
P. A. Hargona
R W. Weston,

by

Afire

Totsenrion given

ST?^Jj^,;C00pUd
Office
Hanson Block.
Also,
a

Front

NATHAN DAN E, treasurer.

Royal Phelps,

Caleb B’ratow,
A P. rillot.
Leroy M. Willey,
Daniel S. Miller,
T, Nicoll.
oshoa J Henry,
tao. G. Hob-on,

«.

Fred.

jamas Lew.

establishments, denote

A

perior to any other.
Address orders to

CEAJTTS &

ootedtf

Berlin Wharf.

Billiard Table for Sale.
FIRST rate Billiard Tablo.with marble bed
also two 8*ts ivory

everything pertaining ta
Win be sold on liberal

a

27,1864._augSeodSm.

;

_

a se

te™£-

,

septal dtf

OfEICK

OCBA V IKRVBABC* COBP'r I
Portland, Mov. 2nd, 1864
I
mHU following is a statement oi the
affairs of this
OB TUB

mmsse-rzrmeftiCapital Stock paid in.
Bank and other

to
one may obtain Information in regkrd
frWnds supposed to be In Hoepitae at Or near
Washint ton, by addressing
Abtat Iud- Kkltiv Drrr.,
V. $■ Christian Com., Washington, V. C.
Any inquiries regarding Mends at or near City
Point Va. mav bo addio-eed
H C. Houohtob.
U. 8. ( hriitian ( om., City Point, Po.
all Inquiries dlPrompt anewers wUl be siven to BAT
AS,
TBOi.B.
reeted as above.
P. M. C. A.
P.
Chairman Army Com.,

ANY

novidPm

WIILIAXS,

6 ft 8 Commercial Wharf,
Bortov.
Boston, Aug.

of rolbti. and
well furnished table.

balls and

Utah

non aa

stocks...°°

Loanson mortgages of real e.tate t stocks'

is

jagg 58

Cash
hand..7.V.7.'
Whole amount at risk.81,679 178 00
on

Chaunce/,

(^'Applications forwarded

and Ofkb Policies

No. 180 Fore street, head of Long Wharf

PORTLAND, MI.
juue3—w2wAeodt eja»29

Hre

Insurance

Company

I

Of New York, Offloe 113 Broadway.

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

Jobh B. Blows A
H. J. Liuby A Co.

of Dentistry,
Drs

17 Free

street.

Portland, Oot 19,1864.

rooms,
need a medical adviser, to call at
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. n’s K,lectio Renovating Medicines are unrivaled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Tbtlr action la specific uud
certain ot producing rellel in a shurt time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all esses of obstructions after aH other r< medics have teen tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
tbe least injurious to tbe health, and may bo taken
with perfe-twatety at all times.
Sent to anv pkrt of the coll 1 try with foil directions
UR. HUGHES.
by addre-s'jug
No. 5 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

A

lady of experience

190

of their
attenddfcw
y
J»nl
one

in oonstant

Remedy,

-AND—-

Va

/0

f.\\

Y

INJECTION.

for
and will oontinue the

1,400

desired for cargoes
the folPROPOSALS
lowing wooes, viz:—White
Canadian PopHein loos, Bas
of

are

or

lar

weed, or American Linden, Beach,
Yellow Birch, and While or Red Elm and Whi'e
Spruoe—a'l to be sound and merchantable
Ode™ may be made to furnish by the eord, or in
the log of 8 or If o. 18 feet long, from 6 inches in diameter upward, to he delivered on niv
igable water
for vessels drawing when loaded nine left
Ptrli-s
please slate the kinder wood, and theamou t they
can ftirnish, where they wish to deliver tbr
shipment,
and when it will oe delivered 'here, and the
lowest
cash price per cord OrlliOO feet, as
they de ire to
contract.
For ihrther purtielars, or sending

proposals,please

add ret s

Treasurer American

ang28 d8pi

B. BUFFUM,
Wood Paper Company,
Providence, R. I.

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed a copartnership nnder the name and style of FLING A
WHiTTEMLORE, and have taken the store tormerly
oeoupied by Hen y Fling, No, 91 Commercial street,
weere they intend doing a Commission and Wholesale business In Teas, Tobacco, W. 1. Goods. Gro-

THE

ceries and Proviaio...,
HENRY FUNG.
STEPHEN WH1TTEMOBE.
Portland, July 8,1864
dif
Post

Orvron, Portland, I
Nov. 6th, 1864.
{

account of change of time of the Western
Baoon ft Breslln, No.
Railroad, for the Winter arrangements, the
Elbridos Bacov.
western malls, om and after Nor. 7th, will oloae at
Hvbbt Kimball.
this office at If o'clock F. a.
1
novhdSw
oct20eod8w
A. T. DOLE, P. M.

ON

Relieve You

is not correot.

► s.

~

isl.J/J

and instantaneously, we
pledge oof
word as men ofhouor—our reputation as Pharmaoetie is—our favorable acquaintance
witbgbe people aa
proprietors of the World-renowned “tec’s Lough
Balsam," if It is used according to our directions,
which aaay be found with each bottle.
We add below some testimonials from onr neighbors aad townsmen, to which we ask yonr careful
attention.

TESTIMONIALS.
from the Pastor of the Methodist X. Church, Madison, Conn.
I hare used Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure is
my dually.

Mud

No. 68 Liberty St., New York.

Cherokee

Cure!

THB OBBAT

INDIAN

M R D I C l N B.

COMPOUND FBOM

BOOTS,

BABB

ASD LB4VKS.

unfailing care for Spermatorrhea, Semina,
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused hjr self potation; such os Lose of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimhess of
Vision, Premature old age. Weak Nerves, Difficulty
of Breathing, Trembling, Wukefalnees, Eruptions
on the Face, Pale Countenance, Insanity, Consumption, and all the dlretal complaints ouused by departing from the path of natu e.
This medicine is a simple vegetable extract, and
one on whioh we can rely, as It bas been uses in onr
practice for many yeore, and, with thousands treated,
It has not fallel in a single Ins ante. Its ourutive
powers have beta ssffioleut to gain VI0U17 over tbe
An

For full

particulars get

a

Prloe, *2 per bottle, or three bottlee fbr $5, and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.

d^5?oopp,,M

Sold by ill re*f sc table druggists every where.
DR. W. R. MKRW1X fc CO
solb

feb8 eod&wly

Piuiien Lawn.

Those who know my constitution, what my condltima has been tor the last thirty
wUJf believe
with me that a medicine that willyears,
reach my case wlU
reach almost any one.
Coo’s Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat anything I please, and it la
very
soldom I now have to use the medicine.
It relieved
me in u instant when I was in
great pain. Mj
whole system la being strengthened
by iu use.
Hew Haven, Jane 28,1864.
hn ortant to TravelenWhile tourneying on the eare, my stomach bederanged, causing severs pain in my
head. Had It been on tho water it would
have
been called sea-sickness, a lady sitting by me
knowing aw condition, reaohed out a bottm saying!
“take a swallow," I did so. and in less than
tire
minutee my trouble was ended. The medicine was
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” and from the efiect it had
upon the Stomaob, and what I have learned of it
since, 1 think It most be an excellent remedy fog
Sea-sickness and Dyspepsia.
MKS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June SOth, 1364.

!

s>JJ

mu-

New Haven, Jnne 28th, 1804.
Messrs. C. G. Clark ft
desire
to make known the almost instantaneous effects of
"Coe’s
Cure," in cases of cholera morbu».
I had been for twenty Ibur hours purging at the
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes 1 went
Into your drug store to procure some brandy, as I
had always been told that It was a good remody lor
Dysentery. My pallid faoe and my weakness at
one. attracted the attention ot the
“wbat it the matterV
replied: “1 have been tor twentry.four hours vomiting and purging, and 1 am unable to stand or walk,
from weakness and this
sickness at my stom-

Co.-Oentlemen:—i

C. M. DAVIS.
''•“UAyIB-

Quartermaster Marine Corps,

Boarding.

Liberty 8t., Now York.

A

PLEASANT untarnished front Chamber, suitable fora Gentleman and Wile; and pleasant

rooms

July 89th, 1864.—dtl,

*“•

for

Movld1aw4w__

Treesurer.

for tbmeor lour

OclV-iWl

PORTLAND DRY DOCK COMPANY,
assessment of
Dollars per share oo the
ANOmpital Stock OFEight
the Company Is now due and
parable at the effioe of tbe Treasurer, 117 Commeroial street.

Dyspepsia

elirkinchar-

t

“d„once

aoh completely prostratesdeadly
me/ He produoed a hottie of Coa s Dyspepsia Cure, saying, "takes large
swallow of that; it lsnow 11 o’clock; taken another
after dinner."
From the moment I took that flrsc dose of the
medicine my siokness at stomach was gfthe- its effect
was instantaneous. In an hour 1 eat
my dinnerwith
at good a relish as ever
hungry man partook, la* I
was well oleared out of
food.) and followed by a
teaspoonihl of cure. I have not suffered s particle
oi inconvenience elnoe I took the remedy.'
Its action sms so wonderlhl and so Immediate,
that 1 oould hardly believe the evidences of my owa
senses, and I desire to publicly make known these
fhets, that the whole world may avail themselves of
its ase. like bread, it thouid find a place in every
one’s bouse, and 1 believe that no one should ge
away bom borne without a bottle of it In his poeket,
or where it esald b* quickly made available.
GKO. L. DKAK.K.
Truly yours,
On*

qf

the

Tmmty-Jtve.

New Haven, July 11th, 1864
Having been troubled with the
Mb. Con—«r
Dyspepsia for some eight or twelve months. I have
taken the usual klndsof medicines, which have dona
I saw your advertisement of a medime no good.
I hare tried it, and
cine to oure the Dyspepsia.
found it to he tub medicine. The first 16 drops (the
7fh of Jnne.) that I took, relieved me in one minute.
I have taken it three or four times, hat have had na
distressing feeling in my stomach since taking tha
first 16 drops; although before, 1 could not eat a
meal, and sometimes no more then three or four
tfioutbfulls without distressing ms.
3. F. WOODKUFF.
ftes poettally,
—

i

New Haven, June 11th, 1884.
Mb. Coa-Dear Sir .-—The bottle of Dyspepsia
Medicine I received from you, gave Instantaneous
relief. 1 only used it when my food* distressed me.
It was about like taking two doses to-day, one tomorrow, then every other day, Increasing the auantitv ot food and decreasing tne medlolne.untll t was
enabled to eat without taking anything at all. My
oase was an extreme one, having suffered rev seven
years. I now ooostder myself oared, and by using
oniy one bottle of medicine in the speoe of two

months.

The dose

was a

teaspoonihl.
fun

Washington.

PBOPuiaToaa,

No. 69

family,

Mr. Cos .’—The bottle oi Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure you
garo me has booked up your statement concerning
it. I have
only used half a bottle, and can eat pine
apple short cake or anything else, without trouble.
It aote like a charm. The relief it adorns lg instantaneous.
Jam a. Lowest.
Tl
Hew Haven, June 18,18M.

—

circular from any Drag

Madison, Conn, June 80.18M.

_

From the benefit derived by the use of Coe’s Dr§In my
I am prepared to say that
I naver intend tp be without it and advise all who
are afllioted with Dyspepsia to
try It.

pepeia Cure

——

store iu the country, or write the
Proprietors, who
will mail free to
any one desiring the same a tall
treatise in pamphlet form.

be found at
»1 CUMBBBLSXD STREET.

gentlemen, may

Board.
First Class Gentlemen boarders can be
aooommodated with board at
*1 Fnxx Stjexxt.
Oct *1—1 w*

A

I

n>e<iicin«!

_.

FOBM OF GUABANTY.
Tbe undersigned,-of-, in the State of-,
and-, in the 8tate of-, hereby gnarranty
that in ease the foregoing bid of
lor suppli s.
as above deesrtbed.be aooepted, he or they will,
within ten days alter the receipt of the contraot at
the post offics named, execute tbe contraot for the
same, with good aad sufficient surities; and m case
the said
shall toil to inter into contract as
aforesaid, we gnarranty to make goed the dtfihreroe
between the oifor of the said-and that trhicb
A. B., Guarantor,
may be aooepted.
C. D Guarantor.
Witniss.
E. F.,
-, 1864.
I hereby certify that the above named-are
and
able to make
known to me as men oi property,
G. U.
good their guaranty.
To he aignedby the United States District Judge,
United Stttes District Attorney, or Collector.
No proposals will be considered nnlers accompanied by the above guaranty.
Newspapers authorized to publish the above will
send the paper containing the first insertion to the
office for examination.
T.ie biddtr'apfiaee of baalrets, or mtnnfac urlng
establishment, most be sptdfleslly stilted in the proposal
Proposals to ho endorsed on th© envelop# “Propo-

stubbon ouse.

as a

Voice from home through our City Paper..
Sew Haven, Conn., June IS. ISM.
Messrs. Editors :—Allow me, through yeur sol*
■■■*• to aoknowledge my gratitude tor the bcntAt 1
have reoetved lrom the use of Coe's Dyspepsia Cure.
Although i was a great sufferer lrom Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave Instant relict, and one ounce baa
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, without puin.
I have now stopped using the medicine, sa I ne
longer need It.
rsuuiu Ltssi.

ing guaranty;

To thoie who have trifled w th their constitution
until they think themuelvee beyond the re:ch ef
medio tl eld, we would say. Dctpair nof.' the CHEBOKEE CUBE will restore you to health and vigor,
audaf.erali quaok doctors have fa.led.

to Its value

A

Linen Shirt*.
Drawers.
Flannel Saeks,
Bed and Bine JiteketFfor boys,
Media oka.
The abovo-mentioned artielee must eonfoim. t» all
respect*, to the sealed standa>d patterns. In the of
floe of the Quartermaster Marine Corps, Marine Barrsoka, Washington. D. C,; Assistant Quartermaster’s office Marine Corps, 1,220 Spruce street, Philadelphia; aad at the Marine Stations, Brooklyn, New
York, ltd Boston, Massachusetts, where they caa
be ex unlaid.
And whenever the articles named above, or any
portion of them, shall be considered as not tally conforming to samples, they will be r«jectod, and the
contractor will be bound to furniah others oi the required kind nt ones, or the Quartermaster will supply the deficiency at the expense of the contractor.
Payment will be made upod'the accep’ed delivery
of the whole qaanfl-y which may from time to time
be ordered, witbolding ten per cent, trom the t a»meat of account rendered under dept order until
seeend order is filled, and ten percent, from account rendered on-or second order until third order
Is filled, and so until erntraet Is
completed.
Each proposal most be accompanied by tbe tallow-

pxopRinroas.

willingly teatiiy

U*»«T Guru aid, l’astor M. It. church.

elans and privates;
Flannel shirts,

DR. W. R, M ERWIN b C«..

can

lbdieon, Cons., June 30th, ISM.

sicians, and privates;
Fatigue Coats for st rgeants, corporals, musician'and privates;
Woolen Panto for sergeants, corporals, musioises and piivatea;
Linen rants tor sergeants, oorpoials, mnsi

Boll by druggieis everywhere.

that such will be Um of-

a

ooraplete

W atch ooaU,
Uniform coats for sergeants, corporals,

price.

Veel

COES, DYSPEPSIA CURE,

For making and trimming tbe following arli.lcs,

Price, CHEBOKEE INJECTION, SI per bottle,or

of Appetite,

where the cure is used

Immediately

vi*:

bot'Ies for 96.

Want

priueipies

CLASS NO. 11

or

tude,

will not and cannot exist
It removes the disease oy

dohued physelogioal laws.

Haversacks

iO/stf*

Fever and Ague, Sick-lieadache, Sicknest at the
Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Paint
m Stomach or
Bauds, Dysentery, Vmrbfing, a feeliug of Faintness and Lati-

feet of

Canteens
600 Musket Slings.
CLASS NO. 10.

full part cuius get a pamphlet from any drug
country, or writs us and we will mall
free to any address, a tail ties' lie.

COE’S DYSPEPSIA CURE!

place

DO pain Dram Sticks.
CLASS BO. «.
10,000 Army Boots (infantry pattern).
CLASS NO, 7.
1,200 Cartridge Boxes without mags sine
1,300 Bayonet Scabbards with frogs attached
1,700 I'ercusston Cap Ponckc*
1,200 Cartridge Box Belts
1,260 Waist Belts
1,7>J0 Waist Plate*
150 Sword Frogs
CLASS NO. 8.
(1,200 Tin Magazines for cartridge boxes, as per
iimplo.
CLASS NO. 9.
1,400 Knapeackt
600
W0

The medicine ia powerfh! bat harmless, and w In 1st
u single teaspoonful will at ouee relieve the
dyt .optic suflerer, the whole bottle would not
materially
injure him, as it is entirely vegetable and contains
no opiates
All classes ot disease that have their origin ia a disordered stomach and boweia, are air nailed in the same instantaneous way, by the use ni

removing the oause not
like Alcoholic Bicters which cover up your bad
txuri for l few moments by their
exhilarating efitoats
Beware of such remedies or beverages, but ia theli
use a remedy that will restore the
diseased
fauctions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in
perfect harmony, a«d upon
sYnonjmous with weU

porals
sets Epanlet Bullion for priratea

store In the

jtt

Supplies.

150 Batter Dram Heads
100 8nare Dram Head*

By the use of the CHEROKEE REMEDY tnd
CHEROKEE INJECTION—the taro medicines at
the same time—all imprepor dischargei are removed
and the weakened organa are speedily restored t>
fall vigor and streng.h.

in

lor

Instantaneously.

thus enabling you, by hearty eating, and the oseol
the core after each moal. (as often as the
food distresses you, or soars on your stomach,) you trill get
la a very few days so that you can do without the
medicine, exoeptoccaaioually, and by the time the
flrst bottle is used up we will guarantee
yon free
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat,
digest and enjoy
as hearty a break.ast as you over sit down to In
tour
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to
yon the price
of the bottle, upon yonr shewing that our
statomeat

100 Dram Cords
60 seta #f Dram Snares
60 Boxwood “B” Fife*

Company

To Wood Dealers andLumbermen.

▲XD IT WXXeXs

uniform coats (iaeigo wool dyed), 64 taoluwide, to weigh ’J2 ouccos per yarn.
varus ot rearlet Cloth, all wool (oochlnoaldyed). 64 inches wide, to weigh 16 nonces per

40 Drams (tenor),
40 Drnss Slings

CHEROKEE INJECTION is intended as an aUy
aisisttnt to the CHhKOKKE REMEDY, end
honld be need in conjunction with that medicine in
all oases of Gonorrhea. Gleet, Fluor Albusor Whites,
Its effec's are healing, soothing and demuloent; >•
moving all residing, heat, chordae and pain, Instead
of the banting and almost unendurable pain thatlj
experienced with marly all the cheap quack injec-

as

es.

DYSPEPSIA CURE

Bed worsted Sashes
8.000 yards Yellow Binding
4.000 yards of Bed Cord
100 Bwords for sergeants
50 Swords for musicians
76

or

soli

dl6,ri”“ >0‘-■*

COE’S

CCABO AO. A

ROOTS, BARKS ABD ULAVRS.

PROM

trill issue Polioies to be free after
or ten Premiums at

Offloe No. 102 Middle Street.
CUARLE3 HOLD BN, Pres.
EDWARD SHAW, Secy.
•
Feb 16—dftwtf

“w “b,00.0.^t^^iVf0

600 gross Coat Buttons (Eagle)
260 gross Jacket Button (Kagie)
100 gross Test Buttons (Eagl )
1.000 pairs Yellow Metal Crescents and Scale Straps
150 seta Kpaulet Bullion for sergeants and cor-

Company.

Compan

mode of treatment

7,600 yards White L’nun for pacts, 80 inches wide,
to weigh 13 ouBWi per yard
11/.00 yard'White Linen fur shirts, 80 iaetus wide,
to Wetuhll ouncee per yard
17.000 yarda Canton Flannel fer drawers, 27 Inches
wide, to weigh 7 ounces per yard
4,300 yards Cotton Ticking for bedsaoks.
CLASS NO. 4.
.*>*£*2
1.000 Uniform Cap’, complete (exetpt pompon.)
1,200 Pompons, red wo Led, ball shaped, 6 inches
In circumference
4,560 Fatigue Caps (with wren), to bemad* of blue
doth, ind'go wool-dyed
1.400 Stocks.

DISCOVERED AT LAST.

HUNGER, Agent.

low as any
and at raua
the
optiou
The issue of Free Policies renders
other
it at leas< equal if not superior to the participation

Send n stamp for Dr. B. Goedule’s New

tree from grease
7,600 naira of Wooden Seeks, tbroe sizes, properly
mado of good dtoe wool, with dou le and
twisted yarn, (owe gh three pounds per dozen
pain, free from grease.
CLASS NO. 3.

SOUGHT FOB

Cherokee

Cure the Worst of You,

not in a year—not in a month—nor in a week—but
yon shall see its bonedcial influence at once- immeaiataly, and the day you take it. To you who hat#
lived tor yean upon Graham liread and
plain diet.
who dare not oat any thing the
least-wise hearty—
first, because the Doctor has ordered the Dlainost
tood, and secondly for fear the distress it causes—
risiug and souring on your stomach, we say sitdown
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal as you wish

yard.

Good Hews for the Unfortunate.

TH1 LOHO

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE"
Positively

CLASS NO. 2.
6.000 yards o’ 6-4 Dork Blue Flannel for oversseks,
si woo (indigo wool-dyed), 64 leches wide, t„
weigh IS ounces per y.rd
18,060 yards ot 8-4 Dark Blue Flannel, for shirts, all
wool (1. diro wool-dyed) 27inohts wide, to
weigh 64 ounees rer yard
1,200 Gray Blankets, nil wool, to weigh four pounds
esch, to bo 7 leet long and 6 f et wide, ted

PARTICIPATION.

the

I

QuABTanMASTKB Omci, U. 8 M. CWashisotov, October 27, 1664.
SEALED PROPOSALS for esch class separately
will be reoeived at this office until 2 o’clock P. M
of t’e2ddayof December next, fer fernohingto
the United States Marine Corps, dating the year
18*6, tbo folio wing supplies to bo delivered at the of«oe of the Assistant Quartermaster of the Corps
Philadelphia, Penney lvaaia, free of espouse to Ibe
Usited States, in aueh quantities as may from time
to time be required:
CLASS NO. I.
14.000 yards of Sky Blue Kereey, all wool, free fn m !
64
inches
wide, to weigh 22 ounces to the j
hair,
y.rd, (lueigo wool dyed)
Dark
Blue
Kersey, all wool, free from
8,003 yards
hair. 61 'noheewide, to weigh 22 ounces to the
wool-d
ed)
yard, (indigo
8,800 yards Datk Blue Twilled Cloth, all wool for !

Juie 3,1864.-dtf.

THIS Company
payment of six, eight
Of
insured,
the

p/o!trnnoZitt

S

Electic medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladles who
his
No. {

tsrPortland Office, 168 Fore Street.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

refusing Its subjects a parllelo ef nourishment or
hearty food, without paying tbs
penalty in the most
agonizing distress, and onentimeVcomplete
To meet the terrible ravages of
all diseases, we have prepared

u/.

Proposals

rates.

JOHN W.

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General
Debility
Of the whole System,

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

three

Jobs Lykch A Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Aoxnx
and Axioshsy ior this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Insm able Property at ourrent

,a“d
L,
IneiCT4V2f
digest thLiw'e:I'Jdov4*noBtoniach
wear

SKINNER’S PULMONALE8
re'ieve Coughs,
Colds, Hoarseness. Lossot voice
Bronchitis. Lassitnds, Thirst,
W f
\ qJJ snd every symptom o. the hist
A ( Ki A.*** s ot Pulmonary Cocsiunpuj V
] (pt ou. They are while, in term
J M ot u wafer, and ns sutttblc for
0
*9% ^-Sgkjf the infant in the cradle as a pa*Ta
.Jr tlent or three soore years tnd
UogtlrnU^ ten. Orators and all who overmx the vocal organs icceive
Instant relief by their use. Sold by nil Drnagls s.
Prepared by K. M. Skism*b, Chemist, 27 Tremont
street, rcston. M. M MAY, cor Fne and Middle
e<p27 eodAcowUm
streets, supplying agents.

I can warrant a perfect cure iu inch esses, end a
mil a d healthy reetorhtion of the urinary organs.
Persons who oannot personally oonsult the Dr
can do so by writing in u plain manner a description
of their disease, and ihe appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned if desired.
Dtt. J. P■ HUGHES,
Address,
No. S. Temple St., [oorner of Middle] Portland.
gy Send Stamp lor oircular,

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, SS per bottle,

Co.

h^th Sm

Immediately

MIDDLE AGED HEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who aru
troubled with too freqtsnt evacuations from the
bladder, olteu accompanied by % slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for. On examining urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or tbe color will be of a thin
mi kisb hue, again ohanging to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty, ignorunt of the cause, which is the

N. B.—Ladies derlri'g may consult

oompanioa

rmw

Sent by Express to any address on receipt of the
A

f

14 not onI J U>« ‘ore forerunner of death
of a miserable life.
It has well
Neon's scourge; for rnoro persons,
.Ta
yoooi!. male aud lemalo, suffer from its
fro“
0,b*r hiimruts combined. 1«
of iu vigor and energy, gives
totaI indisposition to thoeo once
powerless to
the food, and has tor its
attendants,

me

rnha

B. GOODALE’S Office and Depot, 76 Blocker
street, one door West ot Broadway, New York.
NORTON * Co., Sole Agents. H. H. HAY, Agent
for Portland. »
June 2 1868.
June2dly

three bottles for 96.

Son, Hebsky, Fletoubx

h
eat

Dr

For

WM. B. WARREN, Preeident.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Yioe President.

Dentistry.
lately ocouplod by

Price 81.

tions.

INTERNATIONAL

urion

Pamphlet on Catarrh—Its perfect
and rapid onre.

ease,

.j :
;
procured by J
JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent,

undersigned have associated themselves

the practice
THE
Offloe

of beauty

It is diuretic and alterative in its action; parity ing
andcleuslng tae blood, oanslng it to flew in allits
original purity and vigor; thus removing Dorn the
systemIdl pernicious eanJes whioh have induced dis-

JOHN D. JONES, Presided.
CHARLES DEN MS, Vice Presi’ent.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Viee President.

m

Gentlemen—The bottle of Goodale’s Catarrh Remedy yon sent me has caret me of the Catarrh of tea
years standing, i gave a few doses of ft to three of
1
my neighbors, and they say it has cared them
hare now half t bottle left and would not take a
thousand dollars for it If I ooald not procure more.
Dr Goodalebas surely discovered the true cause 01
Catarrh, and an anlhillng remedy to enre it.
Yours truly,
Jen L. Buss.
New London, Conn., June 9,1863.

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the great Iadiaii Dinette
all diseases of the Urinary Organs, such as Incontinence oi the Urine, Inflasaation of the Kidaeyr,
Stone in the Bladder, Stricture, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, and la especially recommended in th.se
cases of Fluor Albus, (or Whltss In Females.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated turn, the
dose only being from one to two teaspoonlale three
times per day.

10,000 Cord* Wood and Logs Wanted.

MDOH OHBABBB.

IT

H. J. LIBBEY k CO.

Wood for Sale.
A POUT eight acrts of Pine Wood on the stnmn
at
Graves Hilt, Westbrook, will be sold at a
ijL
bargdln.
Enquire of FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock’s, Federal Street, or of ASA HANSON,
head of

OIL.

is used In the same manner aa Linseed Oil
dries quiokly and
very hard, con be used with
all colors, and possesses decided
advantages lor all
work on manufacturing

in

jan8 dtf

m SasTM.

ceres

J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grlnnell,
C A. Hand,
Watts Sherman,
E. E. Morgan,
B. J. Howland,
Benj Babcoek.
Fletcher Westray,
R. B Mintnrn, Jr.,
G. W. Bam bam.

Balsam.”

the Mead!

(From the Commercial Advertiser, New York 1
Hay, Bo**, and Periodic Catarrh.—Dr. B. Goodale’s otarrh Remedy, and mode ol treatment, not
only affbrds the greatest relief in every variety of
Catarrh, hut it extinguishes the disease forever, in
all its types and stages. Every one speaks well of it.
(From John L. Beebee, New London, Ct.]

You-g men troubled with etniisions in sleep, a
complaint gen-rally the re.nit of a bad habit in
cure waryouth. tr.ated scientifically, and a perfect
*
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day pss<o3 but we are consulted by ono

COMPOUHD

Wm. E Dodge,
Dennis Perkins.
Jos. Gaillard Jr.,

Syringing of

destroying

and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS RT UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

own sex.
ance.

se as e o

STOMACH AND BOWELS.

TjtOK

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sun to follow. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
i-oss

Indigestion!

OR TH*

centuries Catarrh has defied the skill of
phy-T slcians and surgeons. No medical work contains a prescription that will eradicate it. Nothi.
g
save Dr. Goodale’s Remedy will break It
up. radithe principle of the disease, and
cally
precluding the possibility of relapse
No form of Catarrh can withstand its searching
power and no mode of treatment ever aifoided sue#
immed ate relief, or gave snob universal satisfaction
It penetratea to the very seat of this terrible disease and exterminates it, root and branch, forever.

All wbo hare committed aa e'oess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of vouth, or the stinging rebuke of mispiaoed confidence in matnreryears.
SBSK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

Bryec,

Wm Sturgis, Jr.,
H.K. Bogirf,
A. A. Low,

T> i

RESTORED.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Disabled Limbs, for

and

nn all

THE SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL

perienced geuerul piaolitioner, having neitherop.
with
portunity nor time to mahe bimseli acquainted
their pathology, commonly pursues one system of
an
indiscriminate
oases
most
in
making
treatment,
Meruse of that antiquated and dangtroui weapon,

Lane,

Dav'd
James

A Perfect Substitute for Linseed Oil,

ToLet

No Violent

general

CHEROKEE
John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W.H. H Moore,

Dyspepsia

TUSATIIKMT a

Prepared by the Proprietors of “Coe’s Cough

and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out lor general ns# should
have their efficacy established by well tested experience in ths bands of a regularly educated physician, who.e prciar.tory stnuies fits him lor all the
duties he mustfioltiil; ye theeoumry is flooded with
poor nostrums and onre-alis, purporting to be the
best in the world, whieh are not only uaelea -, bnt always iuiuriou"■ i'hs unfortunate should be farticulab lu (electing bis physioian, al It is a lamentable
yet inoonttevertafcle faot, that msny syphilitic
patien’s are made miserable with rained c institutions
by mnlt'ealmeut from inexperienced phys cians in
practice; far it is a point generally oonceded
that the study and many the best sypbilographers,
the
agement of tbeee complaints should engross and
whole time of those wuo would b- ooinpatent
sucoessthl in their treatment and cure. Tte Inex-

.,

MILLOCHAU'B

*/•»*>i?dvS!ll*f

Ac.

29—dtnov21

PATENT PAINT

SPECIAL notice.

ih

next for

not less than five hundred dollars, are requested
to send their proposals to the Treasurer of State, at
Augusta, specifying tbe amount and terms. No
bids reeeived less than par
Those persons wbose proposals may be accepted,

,~TOS!.Sl«Cv»prJ'
adjoining
oontaining
eiJSt

ssnUBwa.

SUCCESSORS TO

A CO.

loan ol

it,

No. 126 Federal Street, under U. 8. Hotel,

HATCH, CLIFFORD

a

<ofltf

For Sale.

11,690,210

Portland Board of Reference*
)

a loan of four hundred
tbonsand dollars, being the balance of said loan
unsold, reimbursable in twenty-five years, lor which
bonds ol the State will be issued in sums of five hundred dollars, and one thousand dollars, bearing Interest at the rate ol six percent, yearly, and payable semiannually
Tbe bonds will be Issued dated June 1,1864. and
delivered December 1, with coupons attached for
tbe semi-annual interest, payable, Lotb principal
and interest, et tbe Suflolk Hunk, Boston.
Tbe money on said loan will be received at this
office, Suffolk Bank, Boston, or either of tee banks

fanTiS®^.

32
certili-

GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Seoretary.

27,1884.J
Legislature

Conformity with a
approved March 19, 1864, authorizing

day of November

8811

Sbop. Fumiui 'e,
new and M mplete in all its
rDe 81 *8e best In Porth.i\8tS*d18
0 l am,y cnd
Country Traie.Apply at 146 Congress etieet.
cot24

Stock *°

Augusta, Oct.
resolve of the

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

earidDgs remaining wlih tbe
on 1st Jan
1864,
86.268,670
By order of the Board,
I ,','A
W- TOWNSEND JONES, Secretary.

Net

a

particulars

266,466

*16,958,880

■

Loan to the State of Maine.

oct5 d2m

DANFORTH & CLIFFORD,

2GHEB3IS!MnE&5
es

A

•nc*M.

The friends can hgve the foodie» carefully ta* en up
and enclosed (without removing rom the original
coffin) ih Wood or Metallic Burial Case*, and lorwarded to New York by gov rnment steamer.

TctuffiroBta fog 21J years,
The Certificate- previous to 1862 havo
beet* rtdeewed b y cash,

»oh86«odtf

from 2 to 6 P. m, and 7 to 10 o’clock, upon all diseasof the human system.
Those laboring under any disease will do well ta
consult Dr. G.as his practical experience and long
Curriculum in College, make him fully competent
to give a correct. deciMeB. and prescribe suitably.
Fee 92.00.
lnveiei ate and other cases which the Dr. cannot
cure, he will act strictly honest, informing the patient that he can do nothing to restore health—he
will not take money when he cannot do the sick

JESSE FABTBtDGfc.
1864.—dfc»2 »•

51
63
88

^Afterr# o^tng^’htee

1'

GOLDING,
Physician and Surgeon,

For Sale.
SQUARE blook of land, of abont 78,000 acres
of wood land, on tho south side of the river St
Lawrenoe, in Canada East. It is interceeded by two
considerable rivers with eligible Hill sites. Well
wooded with every description of timber, sash as
and spruce In large quantities, and maple,

tbe

Deceased Soldiers at New Orleans.

*

DR.

INov.l

00
00

and One half Hdlfon Dollars
of profits the outstvnd.ng certificates of tbe issue ol
1862 wul be redeemed and paid to tbe holdeis thereol, or their legal representatives, on and alter Tuesday, the Second of Febrvary text, irom which date
all interes thereon will cease. TLe certificates to be
produoedattbe time cf > aynient, and earoel.ed.
8 A Dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the
<
net earned premiums of he Con psny, for the year
ecdl-g 81st December, le>8, for which oer ideates
will be issued, cn and after Tuesday, the Fifth of
April next.
The profits of the Compary, ascertained irom the 1st of Ju y, 1842, to
the 1st of Jan., 1863, for wh ch Cer814 828.830
tificates were Issued, amount to
Adel lonalfrom 1st Jan., 1863, to 1st
2.630,0
January, 1864,

and all the usual conveniences of .» popular hotel

_

30

profits

INO,

aHa“o%flfl?Kl'l864.

89

66
04
48

S x per oeut. inte-est on the outstanding
will bo paid to the holders thereof,
oates of
or their legal lepreeentaiives, on and after Tuesday,

Farm and Hill tor Sale.

strict
share of

oct7 dtf

Total amount of Assets;

17

OF

Every intelligent

trustees:

Proprietor.

ST A BOL.

1,J06,802 24

The Company has the following assets, vis;
United States and State of New York
Slock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
88,492,681
Loans scoured by Stocks and other1,450.700
wise,
Real Estate and Bone s and Mortgages
193,760
Dividends on Stocks. Interest on
Bonds and Mortgages and other
Loans, sundry Notes, rt-insurance
and ether claims dua the Company,
estimated at
104,964
8 278,676
Premium Notes and Bills. Receivable
Ca b ln Bank,
144,818

Sacious,

86

cess.

>6 214,398 98

810,006,0ol
Total amount of Marine Premiums,
No po.iciee bave bee" itsued upon Life
Bisks; nor upon Fire Bisks disconnected with Marine Bisks,
Premiums marked off irom 1st Jan.,
87,697,666
1863, to 81st December, 1863,
Losses paid during tbe same period,
8,t06,661
Returns of Premiums a-d Expet sea,
1,082^67

public are specially informed that the
convenient and well-known Hallo well
ouae, in the centre of Hallowel),two miles from
Augusta, and four miles from Togus Spring, has
been refurnished, and is open for the reception of
company and yermanentJboarders.
Every attention will he give* to the comfort of
guests.

The .‘ Caledonia* House,” situated on
Green Street, with a front on the street of
feet, and running through to Canton St.,
together with the buildings and lot on east-

1

statement ol

comber, 1868.
Premiums ou Policies not marked off
Jst January, 1868,

gg-The

Hotel for Sale.

conformity to the Charter of the

Premiums received on Marine Bisks,
from 1st January, 18 8, to 81st De-

REOPENED!

FOR SALE & TO JUBT

Company,

NEW YOKE, JAKCAXY 26, 1804.

HALLO WELL HOUSE

Notice.
CROCKETT tf NEVENS hope by

public patronage.
Oct. I, 1664.

Mutual Insurance

MOD*

Remedy

—»om—

It Cares Hay, Rose,aad Periodic
Catarrh
It Cures Catarrh la all its
aad
types
stages
It Cures Catari h and
avertsconsumptiop.

He would oall the attention of the afflioted to the
frot of his long standing and well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assnrance of his skill st-d suc-

had the consumption, and by their friends suppos-.d
to hare it. All such earns yield to the proper and
only correct course of treatment, and in a abort time
are made to rejoioe in perfect health.

ATLANTIC

The World’* Great

The Acme of Perfection!

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs 01 disease from the system, and malting a
perfect ami PKKMANMttT CURB.

more young man with the above disease, some of
whom are aa weak and emaciated as though they

of triaia jo*' the

NEW FUBNITUBE & FIXTURES!

?atroos,

MESSRS.
attention to business to merit

junel6d6m

tfc

These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE. Supt.
jr
ocSl edtf
Portland, Nov. 4,1864.

Portland, Nov,4,1864.
this day sold

HOTEL,
—

This House is situated directly opposite
Grand Trunk Railroad Depot, and head
Boston and Portland Steamers’ Wharf.
Connected
with this House is a first class:
aiM
and Diring Ha l.
JAMES BRADLEY, Jr-, A CO„ Proprietors.
J. Bradley, Jr.
P. H. Bradley.

J
t'
days txeopied) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A.M. and 2.30

Saco Boute, Saco, Monday, Noe. 28, 1804, from 16
A. M. to 4 P. M.
Biddeford Boute. Biddkvobd, Tut:dan. Nor 26
1864, /tom » A. M. to 4 P. M.

HAVING
quished

O* TBK

American and European Piano,
Cor. ofXIoiiinerct&l & India Sts.

""

Brandt Bacon. tCiq., Kittukt, Thursday.
Bet. 1, 1864, from » A. M. to 4 P. M.
Newichavmnick Mouse, South Bkbwick, Fridnu.
Dec 2,1864. from 9 A. At. tot p. AI.
And I further give notice that all persons wl o
shall fail topaypaid duties, assessed open them as
aforesa d, to me or my-deputy, within, the time
specified, will be liable to pay leu per centum sedition a’, which will be exacted In all ca- es.
Persons in Y ork county, desirous of so
doing, can
pay said speeial Inc, mo duties at mv office in Poitlaod, at any time prior to Nov. 28, 1864.
N. 6.—Payment must be made in
Treasury Notes
or Bills of National Banks.
NAI H’L J. MILLER, Colleotor.
Nov 10—dtdej2

and Pleasuregiven to the com-

every half honr.
WINSLOW A THAYER.

P. M.

to wit: at the

Office qf

and is

Company
be

deol4

6

/

bouse,

The public are respectfully informed
this spacious, convenient and well
House, situated at

A

Commencing Nov. 7th, 1864.
liraBMyi Passenger trains will leave"the Stau kn'vs’tiaeation. foot ot Canal street daily, (Sun1

INATH’L

Motel kept by IP. A. Mail, Kbnhsbubil, VPedntt
day, Ntrv. DO, 1864, from 11 A, M. to-2i P. At.

&&&.

zEEEEfethat

principles

places,

respectfully informed that

Be-opentd with New Furniture A Fixtures,
fl^StOW St THAYER, Proprietors.

SACO A PORTSMOUTH

WINTER

Portland, Not. 10,1884. !
J. MILLER, Collector of Internal
Revenue
for
the
Mret
Collection District oi
f
Maine, hereby give notice to all persona concerned,
that 1 have received ibr collection, the astessnu n
ltst committed to me by tbe Aeeeeeor the: eof, tn accordance with tbe provisions of a Joint Resolution
imposing S special inoome duty, passed by fbe Congress of the UnPed Stales and approved July 4tb,
1864. and that I will in person or b/ deputy, attend
to oolleedn* and receiving said income duties, cssesssd’and payable within the county ofCnmterland,
tn raid district, at t*y office, Him the lorn day of,
November, 1864, to the 2d day of December, 1864,;
bo li days inclusive; tbatlwill.in like manner, aiattend to collecting and receiving said duties atessed and payable within the county of York, in sai l
District, at the following designated times and

are

McClellan

'-:---—---*---

I,

Sales Room, 137 1-2 middle St.,
Where Machine Findings of all kind! are oonetant'y
on hand.
Maohln®qf an kinds repaired in the best
manner by experienced workmen.
Instructions given on all kinds of Machines. AT
kinds of Machines taken in exchange for the Weid.
Also Machines to let by the week or month.

public

Vrr

a M. MORSE, Supt.

Waterville, November, 1868.

acknowledged

now

i°i!,are v!^€ilr

fr.i8,1

daily

A Card.

The State Normal School

>

with trains at principal stations,
lor moBt of the towns North and East of this

line.

TETITcl all the recent improvements, possesses

j

HOUSEJ

tbe intention of the Proprietor that
House shall be kept a first-class road

connect

.-

140 Middie street.

Oot 6—d Jw2m

•

Stages

THE

sell

Less than liew York Prices.
BYB05 GBEEBOUGB & CO.,

...\
THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

Boston.

PORTLAND,

Tv
merit
points of excellence ana
which piece it fir in advance oi any other Machine
now in usr.
While many other good Machines havo
been offered to the pnbiio. we have long felt the ncoossity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of family Sewing, as wall as Heavy
Tailoring and Lea'her Wora ; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has been
expended In perfecting the Weed, which We unherita rngly claim tq be the best Sewing Machine in the
world, and ice Warrant every Machine to Oive Perfect Satisfaction, for ihsv have been trird and improved. »y eleven years Of practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical
by skillful workmen, and every part is made of the best
material nioelv adjusted and highly finished.
The Maohinee can be seen at the

Cherries.

CAPI SIC POND

iotermediate stations at 1.26 P. M.
RurimniNo—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A M and
arrive in Portland at 8.33 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.30 A. M and arrivn in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
Both these twins eontukkt at Portland with Wains for

-;-1..'**

New Weed

and

AWD

or

Portland,Me.

NATION!

THE

CAE’S DYSPEPSIA (EKE!

CATARRH REMEDY,

from A M.
hours dally,
Dr. U. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the ir.edioal profession, he Reis warranted in Uuarantekihq A Cubb in all Casks, whether ot long

....

Benefit Life Insurance Co.

CentraMMfiee No. 30 Exchange St.,

In

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

8 A. M., and

Mutual

on

hotels]

7a ju
Nor Bangor and

at
M.

WARREN SPARROW,State Act,

s

VOBMKBLY KNOWN i8 III

TV OTICE.

few more beautiful 6its of this Fash,

WEionable Fur, which

Elderberries

and with
at all

privately,
the utmost oontldenoc by
afflicted,
WHERE
8
U>9f.k.
aed

oury.
Policies issued on the nonforfeiting ten year plan
as well as in all the other usual onus.
Every oonJlderate man who will apply to Life Insurance the same principles that would guide him in
making other inveetmouts, or in the management or
his ow» business, will assuredly investigate the advantages of the Mutual fenefit System, as illustrated in tse nistory of this Company, before insuring
bis life in any other. By neglecting to do so he will
probably pay from 10 to 26 dollars on every 8100 at
the pride of his fsilure to inform himself.
Bemember the Dividends are SO per cent. Tbe
first one is paid yon just four years from he dots
cf jour policy; a Dividend la paid you bvbby year
Hereafter, while the Undivided Surplus irom which
all dividends are made is nearly *1,000,000 larger
than that of any other Company in America.
Sellable Information in relerenoe to all the companies wflt bo freely given at this office, from Commissioners Reports tor snccesi ive years.

Truslees,
bndt the following
TEECompany,
the 31st December, 1668;
its affairs

"Wanted.!

80 Market Bqnare

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
•rSafTMlKStation, for Lewiston and Auburn, at

n 4tf

Making Money.--A Dutchman who has
been trying to make money by selling dry
goods, gives the following account of his progress : He commenced business with ten pieces
Weed Sewing Machine Co.,
of calico on his shelves, when prices began to
advauce. He sold out at the old rates, and,
Mo. 187 l-a Middle Street, Portland.
said he, “When I went to the city to buy more,
ojt24 dtf
C. W. ROBINSON, Agent.
de money dat I got for my ten pieces of calico
bought only eight. -I took my eight pieces Office of Collector of
Internal Revhome and marked a high profit on ’em, and
enue.
sold dem fast enough, and when dey was all
gone I went to de city, and by dunder, it bo’i,, First Collection District of Eta to of Maine.
only six pieces. Well, dinks I, dis is making
No, 22 Exchange Street.
backwards. But I took
six

111

Bare Chance.

apl8-tf

Freight train leaves Portland
turni"g 1s doe in Portland at 1 P.

while the total amounts paid for claims by death exceeds

Septl"—dtt

mO pnrohase a stock of Millinery, with rent of one
X of the best stands in the oity. Address through
P.O..
MILUNKR. Portland?
jv2« tf

ITra-gan

'J
leave Portland.
Forf eight or pas age applv to
EMERY k Kf'X, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B.
ROM WELL k CO., No.e8 West Street,
New York.
Deo. 6, 1881.
>

$1,807,050.17.
This surplus is nearly •1,000,000.00 larger than
that of any other Lite Company in the United States
and *1,600,000 larger than any other, with two ex-

by

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Including

sufficient to provide for its “Computed premireserve,” the payment ot "All its dividende
and every other litbiilty, contingent or absolute,
and leave a clear net rurplue of
were

mayl2dtf

follows:

These ves Ala are fitted upwth fine aoocmnlodations for paessngers, making this the most
speedy,
e.fe aud comfortM.hU route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Pa rage 87.00,
Fare aud Stale Rooms.
Goods lor waded by th'sline to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St. Jem.
Shippers are requested to send tie r freigh* to <he
steamete «n early aa 8 P. M. on the day that they

this shop.”
“Dai ur's the average, sail,’’ was the reply.
“Ten cents Is de price of a shave in dis jer
shop. You come in here, sab, and read the
de news of Sheridan’s victory, and your lV.ce
got about six inches longer dan when you

cheerinlijr
any information, either personal))
or by tettor, and assistance to soldiers aud
their
friends;

last month, a three year old
Colt, small size; whoever will return, him or
give information where he may be found, will be
suitably rewarded, by ealling at No. 89 Spring St.
FRANCIS E EMERY.
Portland, July 18,1864—dtf.
gray

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

A Long Face.—A well known frequenter
of Third street sloped yesterday in a barber’s
shop, close to the North American building,
sat in a shaving chair, drew a uewspaper from
his pocket, and instructed the knight of the
razor to take off his beard. .The barber was
an AfricaD.
He simply replied, “yes. boss,”
and produced his implements. The customer
sat down.
He was duly shaved. His face was
wiped, and he arose, donned his coat aDd hat.
‘•now much
he asked, iu a dolorous voice,
as he adjusted his shir collar.
“Fift red cents, boss.”
I thought you shaved for ten cents at
Wh

State Agents for the relief ot sick
THEandfollowing
'sounned Soldiers, will promptly
d
furnish

Aoathe>ai!ture»( MrtFrancisBob-

CJTltATE®
k5 ertfl. Westbrook,

May 11th.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

April 18.1867.

POfOMaC, Capt. saxuwoop, wit),
no

a considerable sum of money, and
papers of no
value to any one but the looser. The Under will bo
rewarded as above on returning tbe same to No. 8
Central Wharf, or 72 Brackett street.
Portland, Aug. 81,1864.
ang81dtf

Solon, Ao.
Through Tiokets for all the stations on this and
the Androscoggin Railroad, can be procured in Boston at the Eastern, or Beaton and Maine station.
B. M. CUSHMAN, Superintendent.

^fSBsSMLCHESAPEAKE,Capt WiLLAnn, and
until lnrtber

ing

nov7

Stages leaves Augusta for Belfast at 4 P. M.
Stages leave Skowhegan at 6.10 P.M. for Andpn,

leedid ard fast Steamships

Beport,

um

Board.

P. M.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

Bl11

a

A. M.
Portland for Bath, Augusta, Watarville, Kendall’s
Mills and Skowhegan, at 1.10 P. M.
Portland for Bath and Angnstn 8.16 P. M.
Passengers for stations on the Androscoggin Railroad will change ears at Brutswick.
The 110 f .n. train from Portland connects at
Kendall’s Mills with the Maine Central Railroad lor
Bangor, Ac., arriving same evening.
btages leave Bath ter Rockland At 6 A. M.and 3

dtf

The s;

or

LaMB Passenger trains leave Skowhegan lor
kpmWWPW Port land and Boston, at 8.46 A. M., Auusin, ii,!ai A. M., and Bath 12.10 P. K. Augusta
for Portland and Boston at 6.80 A. M. Bath 6.30

every 85' 0 additional value
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

passenger for

18,1863!

$300 REWARD.
Central
around the Grand Trunk
ONDepot andwharf,
Calfskin Wallet containyarc;

Commencing Monday, April 26,1864.

New England Screw Steamship Co

finely.

AgencieE.

SPRING AND

shown

a

C.J. BrYDGEs, Managing Director.

FareinCabin........*3.00.
Freight taken as neual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any am rupt exceeding *50 in value, and t .at personal, unlese notice it (iven And pa d for sttha rate

is poured upon
proper time, the fluid is

State

colored dial,
black ribbon, with a gold buckle
a gold quartz rock seal —supposed to have been
lost
ilk, gentlemans' walk atG. f R Depot. Whoever restores tb# above will be suitably rewarded by
leaving it at D. F, Coreer’s office G. T. R. Depot, or
tbeowuer.
N. S. GRANT.
Portland, Aug. 81,1864.
augSl dtt

A attached to
and

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding #66 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every #600 additional value.

M

does this.
Its assets on the 81st of Peosmber last, as
bv the New York Insurance Commissioners’

$2,350,000.00,
Lost or Stolen.
GOLD WATCH, open face, a gold

RAILWAY,

H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Port! and, N ov. 7,1864.

and have been for several years. Declared annually, and paid after TWO TEAUa.
and
A dividend is declared and paid upon BACH
or
xvKHY payment made, whether the party is living
the
United
Sfoies
i*
other
AO
Company
not.

Parties

PORTLAND A KENNEBEC B. B.

n8U#e'r,lE

a

Cent,

now insuring in this Company participate
in the benejlts of this large and increasing surplus.
This Company has paid to the assured in Dividends

atJa2oA8Mtil.P*rt‘ f*

Leave Atlantio Whari, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
at7
P. M.,and India Wharf, Boa!os,
o’olcok
Fr.day,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thnraday and
at
6
o'clock
P. U.
Friday,

water

Military

Post Office.

On and after Monday, Hov. 7,1864,
run daily, (Sundays excepteuj uuui lurcher notice, as follows:
IIP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for Booth Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
A. M. Also Island l'ond, connecting there with
trains for Moutreal and the Weat, at l.*6 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
*‘ond
&M A

C. C. EATON, Agsnt.

a Gentleman, La.
year old. and a Nuise; or a
house to rent. Address box 2096
octl9CT

one

I mniv.imn

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

Pickles already made can bo preserved by
puttiag in a few roots of horse-radish. If tbs
vinegar is pure and clear, they may be kept
for mobtbs without scumming over.
A tablespoonful of flour to each squash and
pompkih pie is equal in value to one egg.
Paper, torn up iu small bits, makes a good
bed, as substitute for hair or leathers.
Put some juice of the frost grape into your
old eider, If you would make vinegar come.
Give your hens with their food at the rate
Of a teaspoonlul of cayenne pepper every other day to a dozen fowls.
It makes them lay

Maine

in
BOARD
child
dy,
small luraislied

S^^^SEttrains will

THE STEAMERS

form the whole into a thick paste, which they
work into balls that are afterwards dried by u
slow heat. When wanted for use they are

money
my
pieces
home aud put an awful big profit on dem, and
dinks
I
must
make
like
smoke.
now,
I,
money
But when I got dem six pieces sold, I took d‘
I
to
de
money, got
city again, and thought 1
would get about twelve pieces, but de calicoes
had gone up again, and I got only four pieces.
Veil, I took dem home, and I put oqamueli
bigger profit as I did before, and dinks how J
mikes a heap o’money. But when X got dem
sold and went after more, de calicoes had gone
up again. I hope I may never die if I go no
more as two pieces for my
money! So here I
was.
I had ten pieces of calico when I started off to sell ’em, and here I am mit only two
pieces and no money.”

6.30 aid 9.10

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Portland and Boston Line.

teaspoonful soda.
The yeast prepared by the Hungarians will
keep for a whole year. During the suinrn -r
season they boil, a quantity of wheaten brim
and hops iu water; the decoction is not long
in fermenting, and when this has taken place,
they throw in a sufficient portion of bran to

In. If your face was like it was afore
you read that yer news, ten cents was the
price. When you commenced to read about
de defeat of Early, den your face stretched
down about four inches. Dat’s what makes it
wurf fifteen cents for der shave.”
The customer couldn’t restrain a grin, Uio’
he was a Copperhead, and the hit at him was
mpde by a “nigger.” He laid down the fee,
and walked opt. He was one of tjiose gentle
men who go their length on
McClellan, and
who, of course, shudder at every victory of the
Union arms.—[Philadelphia North American.

as

Wanted.
a private tamily, by

Of Canada.

Win-

and Boston.
Through tickets procured of the Agents and Clerk
on board iUc-amern.
Freight received till 4 o'clockT*. M. Mondays atd

A breakfast cake: Two cups corn meal, one
cup flour, teaspoonful salt, tablespoonful molasses, two cups cold water or milk, a small

come

follows, until far-

as

&

TRUNK

Monday, March 38th.
superior sea-gcing steamer NEW

Returning, wfl 1-are St John every Monday and
Thursday, at 8 o'olock A. M-, (Or Eastport, Portland

till the milk boils.

<

°°w •

81.-1864^'

On and after

>

through every row of kernels; then scrape
them from the cob, put them iu a saucepan,
add a little salt, anjf a very small piece of butter; turn on mUk enough to cover, and heat

lor

ON

The2.00 P. M. train ont~and the 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
oars attaebed.
Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, LovdL Hiram, Browsfield, Frveburg,
Conway. Bartlett, Jackson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Bnxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney Eagle, South L-raington. Limington, Limerick, Newheld, Farsonsdeld, and Ossipee
At Saooarappa, 10* South Windham, East Standisn, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,
Thursday and Saturdays.

chester, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot »f Mate
Myeet, every Monday, at 5 o’clock P. M., and the
steamer NEW K G LAND, Capt. E. Field, every
Thursday, at 6 o'clock P M.^for Eastport and St.
John.N. B counseling at Eastport with steam, r
Queen, for Bobbinston, St A ndrewa and Calais, ud
with Stage coaches for M ohiaa, and at St John
with steamers lor Frede'iokton, and with steamer
Emperor for Digby, Windsor an Halifax, Ud with
the E. f N. A. Ba.lroad fer Shedlkcand all way sta-

Housekeepers.— A green
corn dish for
breakiast: Boil more than
enough lor dinner, take the remaining ears
the next morning, and with a sharp kniie cut

state

will leave

ther notion:
Leave Saco Biver for Portland,
A. M., and 8 40 P. M.
8400

PoHlmrd, OM

^■MPB^RBRUNS WICK,

J

QHni On and after November 1st, 1861,

GRAND

fob

bread.

Lost.
Wednesday afternoon, out of a carriage, between Exchange St. and Emery St., a
pair of
Gent’s Boots. The Under will be suitably rewarded

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

TWO TBITS PEB WEEK.
jMP>

years
Rooma

---.

now

Per

Fifty

8

which liberal oompen.
unfurnished,
paid. Address G. J., box 2204.
Portland, Oot. 26th.
00t27tf

—

Eastport, Calais

The Annual Dividends ot this Company

FOR

DR. R. GOODALE’S

Temple Street.

5

the

years’ experience is the
Its own hlitory
beat evidence ot its superior management, and of the
it afiords to these who ineu e
advantages
great
Special attention is asked to the following facte:
ate

ROOMS,

he can be consulted

0.

$600,000.0
after 20

sation will be

_

IntenutiAn&l Steamship Company.

rooms

a
furnished or

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

tions.

them; having stood a
decanted, and in a fit

a

W. D. LITTLlii, Agent.
Passages tor California, by the 01<1 Line Mail
Steamers and Panama Kailroad, may be secured by
early application at this office.
mayZddftwtf

(

|

Fac-

No.

MEDICAL.

POUND AT HXS

BB

PRIVATE MEDICAL

THIS

Wanted.
Wilo and Daughter,
BYold, Gentleman,
with board.
good suit of
for

C ATAH H II!

most snccowiul of all Life Auuranoe Companies bus now u net accumulation of over

A

(DP STAIRS.)

DB. J. B. HUGHES
OAI

Incorporated 1845. Charter Perpetual

Situation Wanted.
WIDOW lady, who is a thorough housekeeper,
wishes a eituatiion in charge of a house. Satisfactory relerenoea given, pleaaeaddrtss 8. L. A.,
Yarmouth, Me.
nov'dtf

Union Ticket Office, 31 Exchange 6t.,

MEDICAL.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

10—dlw*

tbe loyal States and Canadas, at tbe lowest rates oi
hue, and all needtui uilonnation cheerfully granted.
Travellers will find it greatly to their auvantage to
procure their tickets at the

mUjgfSjBKLl Agent.
October

i (j

at E. R. LEMONT'S Carriage
ANorPAINTER
tory, Preble Street, Portland.

Chica*
great leading
Detroit, MJIwaukie,
no? Cincinnati,StCiereland,
Green
Paul,
Lacrosse,
Bay,
ualena. Oskosb,
Ouincy, St Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
ew., etc., and is prepared to tbrniah Through Tickets
from Portland to all tbe principal cities ana towns in
routes to

Airent for all tbe

Portland;

17.—dtf-__

J 0 0 0

LITTLE

W L>

oommence »«rF»n sod WinjgJlM
cn
Monday
iSSI^^^WvMO&NltiO, uetober 17th leaving

—

broken, and boiling

TH*

TO

LANG,

appeared
aimed at a particular object. They attempted
to go straight without any definite airp
They failed. Men cannot succeed In anything
good without a definite aim. In order to
mental improvement there must be a definite
aim. In order to do good there must be a
definite aim. General purposes, general resolutions will not avail.
You must do as
Henty did—fix upon something distinct and
difiuito as an object, and go steadily forward
to it. Thus only can you succeed;
Facts

STONE Martin Collar, on Willow street between tbe Commercial Boose and Middle
street. Tbe finder will be su tably rewarded by returning It to tbe Commercial Houae.
novl2 d3t*

A

medical.

■

BENEFIT

MUTUAL

Lost.

important to travelers

STAUNCH AND COMMODIOUS
STEAMER LA® IT

the centre of tne meadow, and that each
should start from it, and see who could
make the straighlest track—that is, go from
'the tree in the nearest approach to a straight
Hue. The proposition was assented to, and
they were soon at the tree. They ranged
themselves round it, with their backs toward
the trunk.
Tney were equally distant from
each other.
If they had gone forward In a
straight line the paths would have been like
the spokes of a wheel—the tree representing
the hub. They were to go til! they reached
the boundaries of the meadow, when they
were to retrace their steps to the tree.
They did so. 1 wish I could give a map of
their tracks. Such a map would not present
much resemblance to the spokes of a wheel.
-Whose Is the straightest?” said James
AUison to Thomas Sanders, who was at the
tree first.
“Henry Armstrong’s is the only one that Is
straight at all.'-’
“How could we ail contrive to go so crookedly, when the grouud is so smooth, and
nothing to turn us out ol our way?” said Jacob Small.
“How happened you to go so straight Henry 7" said Thomas.
“I Used my eye on that tall pine-tree on the
hill, yonder, and never looked away from it
till I reached the fence.”
“I went as straight as I could, without looking at anything but the ground,” said Janies.
“So did I,” said another.
“So did I,” said several others.
It
that nobody but Henry had

RATES!

■* REDUCED

THE NkW,

near
one

insurance.

RAILROADS.

Sold
when.

by Druggists

in

S. ftiLBX.

oity and ooantry, every,

Price $1.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mall, from either dealers er ooniumsri
^
promptly ittended Jo.
C. G. CLARK * CO.
Wholuale Druggists, fftw

FEW

.^tSrsMw-F*

Haven,

Conn

